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1  INTRODUCTION 
 
This document represents the RAGE WP8 milestone ‘MS8 First version pilot validation 
instruments’- it is part of the ongoing work in T8.5 on preparing the validation studies in the 
RAGE application scenarios. The milestones document reports on the instruments for the 
evaluation studies on the applied games in the first round pilots, which will be carried out in 
close collaboration between WP5 and WP8.  
 
In the present document elaborations on the evaluation instruments related to all evaluation 
levels are presented. For each of the application scenarios the domain- and use-case-specific 
measures for learning and transfer are explored and discussed individually. For the 
measurement of evaluation variables that are not use case- or learning content-specific, the 
same or similar instruments will be used across all use cases. The use of shared instruments 
across pilots will enable general-level comparison between the games. These may be 
complemented by additional instruments focusing on aspects of game experience that might be 
particularly relevant in a particular use case.  
 
1.1 Structure of this Document 
This document is structured as follows: The subsequent subsection provides a recap on the 
evaluation questions and levels defined in the RAGE evaluation framework (D8.1) and targeted 
in the validation studies in application scenarios (task T8.5 of WP8). Section 2 gives an 
overview on the general approach for identifying and selecting evaluation instruments. Sections 
3 to 6 present the preliminary evaluation instruments for each evaluation level – reaction 
(section 3), learning (section 4), transfer (section 5), and costs and benefits (section 6). The 
sections on learning and transfer (i.e. sections 3 and 4) include individual subsections 
elaborating on each of the RAGE use cases and their specific subject domain and learning 
objectives. Section incorporates the perspectives on cost-benefit analysis from a training 
provider’s (game application) as well as game developer’s perspective. Section 7 provides 
guidelines for the use of the open research data repository OpenAIRE Zenodo, which will be 
used for managing and sharing evaluation data. Section 8 provides a conclusion and outlook to 
next steps. 
 
1.2 Evaluation Questions and Levels  
The evaluation in the context of the application scenarios (T8.5) constitutes an approach of 
holistically investigating the effectiveness of the applied games developed for the RAGE use 
cases from different stakeholder perspectives. Concretely, the educational effectiveness of the 
games as well as the cost-effectiveness of game development will be addressed. Figure 1 and 
Table 1 detail the related evaluation levels and questions as elaborated in the context of the 
D8.1 Evaluation Framework and Guidelines (RAGE-WP8-D8.1). There are in total 6 evaluation 
questions that will be targeted in the context of the T8.5 evaluation studies (see Table 1) – 
these can be associated with 4 evaluation levels, which are adapted from the Kirkpatrick model 
of evaluation (Kirkpatrick, 1976; Kirkpatrick & Kirkpatrick, 2009). 
 
Evaluation of the educational effectiveness of applied games for learners and training providers 
aims at demonstrating the significance of using asset-based applied games for training, and to 
eventually raise educational and industrial interest in the creation and use of applied games. 
Evaluation of the (cost) effectiveness of the applied games from the perspective of game 
industry and development shall analyse the perceived or prospected benefits as well as 
estimated or experienced costs or drawbacks of using the RAGE technologies in the games for 
the use cases. This shall serve a better and more comprehensive understanding of asset use in 
concrete game projects and the practical significance and exploitation potential in the applied 
games market. 
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Figure 1: Evaluation levels on the applied games for the RAGE use cases 
 
The evaluation of the reaction level (level 1 – evaluation questions G1 and G2), as well as the 
analysis of costs and benefits of developing and using applied games (level 6 – evaluation 
questions G5 and G6) are largely domain-independent. The evaluation of learning effectiveness 
(G3) and transfer effects (G4), though, can only be done by taking into account the subject 
matter and learning objectives targeted by an applied game. These therefore are considered for 
each application scenario in RAGE largely individually, with evaluation instruments specifically 
elaborated for each individual pilot. 
 
Table 1: Overview of evaluation questions and variables for the applied games  
in the RAGE use cases and addressed stakeholder groups 
ID  Evaluation 
Variable 
Evaluation Question Stakeholder 
Group 
Evaluation 
Level 
G1 
E
du
ca
tio
na
l e
ffe
ct
iv
en
es
s 
Usability Are users able to interact easily with 
the applied games? 
End-users, 
training 
providers 
1 Reaction 
G2 Game 
experience 
How do end users experience the 
use of the applied games? 
End-users 1 Reaction 
G3 Learning 
effectiveness 
Do the applied games effectively 
support learning? 
End-users, 
training 
providers 
2 Learning 
G4 Transfer 
effect 
Do the applied games support 
transfer of acquired knowledge/skills 
to the performance context? 
End-users 3 Transfer 
G5 Pedagogical 
costs and 
benefits 
What are the benefits and what are 
the costs/disadvantages of applying 
the applied games for training? 
Training 
providers 
4 Costs and 
benefits 
G6 
C
os
t 
ef
fe
ct
iv
e-
ne
ss
 
Costs and 
benefit for 
game 
development  
How cost effective is the application 
and integration of RAGE applied 
game technologies and 
methodologies for game 
development? 
Game 
developers 
4 Costs and 
benefits 
 
Since the applied games are embedded into an overall training or course targeting the general 
learning objective in the context of the RAGE use cases, it is difficult to demonstrate the pure 
effects that are due to the use of the applied games. This is especially true for learning and 
transfer. To demonstrate impact of applied games on the evaluation levels, therefore a control-
group design shall be used in the pilot studies, in order to be able to compare effects of training 
with applied games to the baseline training approach (without applied games) usually used in 
each use case. For this reason, a comparative approach needs to be taken in evaluation, 
comparing results from pre- and post-tests and/or comparing to results from a control group (i.e. 
parallel training group without using the game) or, if available, to data from previous 
courses/semesters as a benchmark. 
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2  APPROACH AND INSTRUMENTATION 
2.1 Shared and Use-case-specific Instruments 
Although evaluation and validation studies will be carried out for each application scenario 
independently, a common general underlying evaluation approach and methodology as set out 
in the RAGE evaluation framework shall align evaluation studies in the individual pilots. 
Nevertheless, the evaluation instruments and procedure applied in each case need to account 
for the specific conditions in the different application scenarios.  
 
The evaluation instruments used in these pilot evalaution studies therefore need to be  
• aligned to the evaluation framework defined and presented in D8.1 and the respective 
evaluation questions formulated for the validation studies in application scenarios (see 
section 1.2)  
• accommodate the WP5 scenario arrangements (cf. RAGE-WP5-D5.5 and –D5.1) and 
the specific evaluation settings and conditions given in each of the use cases (which 
therefore requires ongoing consultation with the application scenario partners of WP5) 
 
Shared evaluation instruments within evaluation tasks and across pilots will be strived for, as 
possible and appropriate. For aspects of usability and game experience the same or similar 
established and standard instruments may be employed in all application scenarios and enable 
a comparison of the perception and effect of the different applied games. The measurement of 
learning effectiveness and transfer effect will necessarily be tied to the individual use cases and 
depend on the learning objectives in question and available learning performance measures.  
 
2.2 Overview of Evaluation Instruments 
In RAGE we pursue a multi-method approach applying and combining different kinds of 
evaluation instruments. Table 2 provides an overview of the different types of evaluation 
instruments that will be used in the context of the pilot evaluation studies, before elaborating in 
detail the instruments for each evaluation variable in the subsequent sections. 
 
Table 2: Overview of evaluation questions and variables for the applied games  
in the RAGE use cases and addressed stakeholder groups 
Evaluation 
Instrument 
Stakeholder/Participants Comments 
Heuristics Experts/evaluators Heuristic evaluation 
Questionnaires Players  
Training providers  
Focus group / 
interview 
Players   
Training providers  
Log data / Assets Players Use of game-based user data from 
coming from the game or from 
validated assets  
Observation combined 
with think-aloud 
Players Systematic observation in laboratory 
studies; 
observational notes may also be taken 
during real-world pilots 
Eye tracking Players laboratory studies with smaller group 
of players and to investigate specific 
questions 
Physiological 
measures 
Players  
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2.2.1 Assets as Evaluation Instruments 
An important consideration for the evaluation method in the pilot studies is the incorporation of 
game-based user data for the purpose of evaluation. This data may come directly from the 
games (e.g. general log data, game performance) but may also come from RAGE assets. 
Relevant in this concern are various WP2 assets and, in particular, the WP8 evaluation asset 
which is specifically targeted at providing a tool/instrument for game evaluation. (Please note 
that the evaluation asset is not discussed in detail in the context of this document, but is more 
comprehensively described and documented in a separate upcoming deliverable (RAGE-WP8-
D8.2 ‘Evaluation asset’). 
 
For the use of assets as evaluation instruments it needs to be assured that the assets and their 
underlying analytics have been validated (as part of quality assurance in WP2 or in the contex 
of the evaluation of assets in T8.3) in order to meaningfully apply them for evaluation. Besides, 
assets of course can only be used as instruments for evaluation data collection to the extent to 
which they are actually integrated in the applied games. 
 
Note: Assets not yet validated in terms of their analytics may, however, may nevertheless be 
used and addressed as evaluation objects in the context of the pilot studies (i.e. in this way 
linking to WP8 task T8.3 addressing the evaluation of assets). Other evaluation instruments that 
target similar variables as an asset integrated in a game will allow to check and verify the data 
(analytics results) from an asset. For example, the assessment result from the competence or 
skill assessment assets in T2.2 may be validated by the outcome of an objective test on the 
knowledge domain administered after a game session; or the emotion recognition provided by 
assets in T2.3 may be verified through expert judgements based on video recordings of a player 
during a game session. 
 
2.3 Selecting Instruments 
For elaborating the evaluation instruments presented in this paper and for selecting the 
instruments for the individual pilot studies on the applied games the following general principles 
have been and are applied:  
- coverage of all evaluation levels 
- measurement of learning as objective as possible (pre-test and post-test to identify 
‘learning gains’) 
- manageable evaluation load - not too time-consuming for participants to provide user 
data (&  gamification to improve participation) 
- unobtrusive gathering of user data within the game, as far as possible 
- preferably user data should begathered for all participants 
- data preferrably gathered electronically (e.g. online questionnaire) to leverage workload 
for all stakeholders 
- reuse of existing/validated measurement instruments where possible; adapt where 
needed (subset/language et cetera); otherwise creation of own tests (e.g. 
scenarios/exercises specifically targeting the skills conveyed by an applied game)	
	
For each evaluation level different instruments and/or techniques are indicated, from which the 
most suitable ones will be selected and used for each use case and pilot setting. 
Questionnaires are recommended as default instruments. Additional (or other) instruments may 
be selected and applied as appropriate in collaboration with WP5.  
In general, the questionnaires suggested and outlined in this document have been chosen 
based on the following principles: 
• suitable measurement of the targeted evaluation variable 
• appropriate for use in an (applied) gaming context 
• manageable evaluation effort (i.e. shorter questionnaires were preferred) 
 
For questionnaires in some cases different suitable instruments are suggested for one and the 
same evaluation variable – not all of them are supposed to be used; rather the most appropriate 
one shall be selected for the evaluation studies. This selection shall be done after consultation 
of responsible evaluation (T8.5) partners with their respective use case partners. As far as 
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possible, a unified decision across use cases should be taken, in order to enable comparability 
on the different evaluation variables between the pilot studies, for reasons of comparability. 
 
The final set of instruments actually applied in each pilot evaluation study will be reported in 
detail in the context of the first evaluation report (RAGE-WP8-D8.3). 
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3  EVALUATION LEVEL 1: REACTION 
 
3.1 Usability 
Usability is considered a key aspect in entertainment and applied game design and 
development. In applied games, usability issues may affect the learning experience; it is 
therefore important to consider the usability of a given applied game in addition to its 
effectiveness for learning effectiveness.  
 
Interaction with a game should not be hindered by poor interface design; instead it needs to be 
made sure that users can successfully interact with and navigate the game. We consider game 
usability in line with the definition of Pinelle et al. (2008) as the degree to which a user is able to 
learn, control, and understand a game – and therefore tied to technical issues, interface design, 
and navigation.  Aspects related to engagement or enjoyment are explicitly excluded here – 
these are covered under the concept of ‘game experience’ (targeted in evaluation question G2) 
discussed in section 3.2.  
 
If games provide also specific interfaces and tools for training providers (e.g. dashboard, tools 
for adding content etc.), the usability of the respective functionalities shall be evaluated as well. 
 
Usability evaluation in RAGE is envisaged for the first game prototypes and for the final 
functional games. In fact, usability evaluation is possible and reasonable already in early 
phases, to ensure usable and playable deliverable versions of the games.  
 
For evaluating game usability in RAGE two basic approaches and related instruments are 
suggested: heuristic evaluation through experts/evaluators, on the one hand, and user studies 
with players (and training providers) – collecting data via questionnaires and other instruments - 
on the other hand. 
 
3.1.1 Heuristics  
Heuristics serve as a basis for systematically reviewieng a game along a predefined set of 
principles or criteria, to identify usability problems and suggestions for avoiding them. This kind 
of heuristic evaluation is carried out by experts/evaluators. A range of heuristics have been 
suggested in a game context (see Jerzak & Robelo, 2014 for an overview); some of them use a 
wider notion of game usability and playability, including also aspects of game experience.  
 
Heuristic evaluation shall be carried out by the T8.5 partners responsible for each of the use 
cases and taking over the role of experts/evaluators. For each game at least two evaluators 
should carry out the heuristic evaluation. This may be done with early prototypes of the games, 
allowing to provide feedback back to the game developers for further improving and evolving 
the games to the versions ready for use and official testing in the pilots. 
 
For RAGE purposes the heuristic approach elaborated by Pinelle et al. (2008) is suggested. It 
covers 10 heuristics (with more detailed descriptions) – see Table 3 below. For the detailed 
descriptions of each heuristic, please refer to Annex A.1. 
 
Evaluators will inspect the games along these heuristics, to identify instances where the game 
does not adhere to the principles outlined in the heuristics. If a mismatch is considered a 
usability problem, they will record the problem and related heuristic used to find the problem, as 
well as a suggestion for improvement. Each problem will also be given a severity rating (1- 
Cosmetic problem, 2-Minor problem, 3-Major problem, and 4-Usability catastrophe) – these 
ratings will help to set priorities for further game development and will also enable deriving a 
quantitative result from the heuristic evaluation. A template for this heuristic evaluation is 
provided in Annex A.1. 
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Table 3: Heuristics for evaluation of games (Pinelle et al., 2008) 
3 Heuristic 
1 Provide consistent responses to the user’s actions 
2 Allow users to customize video and audio settings, difficulty and game speed. 
3 Provide predictable and reasonable behavior for computer controlled units 
4 Provide unobstructed views that are appropriate for the user’s current actions 
5 Allow users to skip non-playable and frequently repeated content 
6 Provide intuitive and customizable input mappings 
7 Provide controls that are easy to manage, and that have an appropriate level of 
sensitivity and responsiveness. 
8 Provide users with information on game status. 
9 Provide instructions, training, and help. 
10 Provide visual representations that are easy to interpret and that minimize the need for 
micromanagement. 
 
3.1.2 Questionnaire 
A usability questionnaire will be used for evaluation data collection after users interacted with 
the games. This is the evaluation instrument that will be used at minimum and in all stages of 
the evaluation process for usability. Two suitable questionnaires (see below) have been 
identified - one of them should be used. Preference is given to the first questionnaire (GUESS 
subscale), since it has been developed especially for computer games. If a game provides 
interfaces and tools for training developers, as well, the other questionnaire (SUS) is suggested 
to be used.  
 
Usability subscale of the Game User Experience Satisfaction Scale (GUESS; Phan, 
Keebler, & Chaparro, 2016) 
• GUESS is a validated instrument to measure video game satisfaction based on several 
key factors 
• This instrument covers 9 subscales: usability/playability; narrative; play engrossment; 
enjoyment; creative freedom; audio aesthetics; personal gratification; social 
connectivity; visual aesthetics 
• The usability/playability subscale shall be used for the purpose of usability evaluation – 
it covers 11 items  
• Items are answered on a seven-point Likert scale with anchors at every rating point 
(e.g., 1 = Strongly Disagree, 5 = Somewhat Agree, and 7 = Strongly Agree).  
 
Items of the usability subscale: 
1. I think it is easy to learn how to play the game.  
8. I find the controls of the game to be straightforward.  
14. I always know how to achieve my goals/objectives in the game.  
17. I find the game's interface to be easy to navigate.  
25. I do not need to go through a lengthy tutorial or read a manual to play the game.  
29. I find the game's menus to be user friendly.  
33. I feel the game trains me well in all of the controls.  
37. I always know my next goal when I finish an event in the game.  
44. I feel the game provides me the necessary information to accomplish a goal within the 
game.  
48. I feel very confident while playing the game.  
52. I think the information provided in the game (e.g., onscreen messages, help) is clear.  
 
The subscale with answer format and information on scoring are provided in Annex C.1. 
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System	Usability	Scale	(SUS;	Brooke,	1996)	
• the popular System Usability Scale is a questionnaire that has been widely applied for 
usability evaluation of systems 
• it has already been used for evaluating game usability in the past (e.g. Molnar & 
Kostkova, 2014; Nacke et al., 2010) 
• the survey provides a general usability assessment – i.e. a score ranging from 0 to 100 
• 10 items to be responded on a 5-point rating scale (strongly agree – strongly disagree) 
• this questionnaire shall be used for usability evaluation if a game provides tools for 
training providers (e.g. for creating/adding content) – in this case two slightly different 
versions of the SUS will be used for evaluating the tools for training providers and the 
applied game itself 
o tools for training providers will be evaluated using the original version/wording 
of items  
o while the original items are formulated for general software system evaluation, 
the adapted wording for a game context, as used by Molnar and Kostkova 
(2014) will be used for evaluating the applied games 
§ Note: an Italian version of the SUS is provided in Borsci et al. (2009) 
 
SUS with original items: 
1 I think that I would like to use this system frequently 
2 I found the system unnecessarily complex 
3 I thought the system is easy to use   
4 I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be 
able to use this system 
5 I found the various functions in this system were well integrated 
6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system 
7 I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system 
very quickly 
8 I found the system very cumbersome to use 
9 I felt very confident using the system 
10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this 
system 
 
SUS with items adapted for game context: 
	
	
The complete questionnaires and information on scoring are provided in Annex C.2. 
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3.1.3 Interviews/Focus Group 
§ Feedback on usability aspects may also be gathered in the broader context of 
interviews or focus group discussions (with all or a subset of participants) 
conducted with the players after gaming  
§ A semi-structured approach will be taken, using pre-defined questions (interview 
guide) as a basis for discussion and feedback collection, while still providing 
flexibility to probe for further detail or explanation. The interview questions 
suggested for this purpose are in line with the pragmatic quality subscales of the 
User Experience Questionnaire (Schrepp et al., 2014), i.e. targeting usability goals 
like task-oriented aspects such as efficiency and learnability. 
• Is it possible to use the game in a fast and efficient manner? Does the user 
interface look organized?  (Efficiency) 
• Is it easy to understand how to use the game? Is it easy to get familiar with 
the game? (Perspicuity) 
• Do you feel in control of the interaction with the game? Is the interaction 
with the game secure and predicable? (Dependability) 
§ The interview will help to identify and discuss usability issues that players 
experienced, or to further elaborate an probe for further detail on issues that 
already arised from the questionnaire results; in addition suggestions for 
overcoming those issues can be collected. 
• What improvements would you suggest to overcome issues concerning the 
efficient use, learnability and navigation/control of the game? 
 
3.1.4 Other Instruments 
Other qualitative research methods may be applied as possible in line with the individual 
evaluation settings and as agreed with the use case partners. These methods may be used with 
only a subset of the participants in a laboratory setting. 
 
o Observation 
§ Systematic observational analysis might be carried out for selected studies 
and users – laboratory setting 
• Observational notes may also be taken during pilot studies – 
will be less comprehensive and systematic 
§ Players interact with the game while evaluators observe 
§ Can be realised as live observation using observation checklist or as post-
hoc video analysis 
§ Should be combined with think alouds – asking players to verbalise their 
thinking during playing 
§ the method of choice suggested is the Serious Game Usability Evaluator 
(SeGUE) (Moreno-Ger et al., 2012) - it uses performance recording of play 
sessions and subsequent review and analysis by evaluators, identifying and 
annotating significant events (reflecting usability problems) – each event is 
tagged according to the system and user the dimension using the SeGUE 
instrument (see Annex A.2 for the event categories on the two dimensions) 
 
o Eyetracking  
§ May be used for example for investigation of gaze paths and visual 
attention to GUI elements. 
 
3.1.5 Evaluation Asset 
For games that have integrated the evaluation asset developed in T8.2, the evaluation asset will 
be used as an additional evaluation instrument. The evaluation asset will allow gathering and 
analysis of data about players’ interactions’ with a game with respect to usability (for further 
information see RAGE-WP8-D8.2). This will complement explicit retrospective feedback 
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provided by users through questionnaires and interviews. Data collection occurs non-invasively 
during gameplay.  
 
 
3.2 Game Experience 
While in the evaluation of usability a focus on aspects of interface design and navigation is put, 
game experience evaluation will address in more detail how learners actually perceive the game 
on a more affective and enjoyment level. Game experience evaluation therefore relates, broadly 
speaking, to the evaluation of the subjective perception of a game in terms of the fun aspect (as 
opposed to the aspect of learning, which is covered in evaluation level 2). Game experience in 
RAGE is understood a multi-dimensional construct that may be related to a range of different 
attributes or quality aspects, like satisfaction, motivation, pleasure, or challenge (Law, 2012). 
The consideration of a learner’s experience and enjoyment of an applied game is important, 
since these act as catalysts to learning initiative and learning itself (Fu, Su, & Yu, 2009). User 
game experience can be understood as end users’ perceptions and responses that result from 
the use of the applied games, the enjoyment of or engagement in games (e.g. Boyle, Connolly, 
Hainey, & Boyle, 2012). 
 
Evaluation of game experience will be done in the context of user studies, i.e. based on players’ 
experiences of and with a game. 
Concretely, the following variables will be targeted: 
- Enjoyment 
- Usefulness 
- Flow  
- Motivation 
- Cognitive load 
- Presence  
 
In addition to these, social believability is considered a relevant aspect of game experience. 
This, in fact, relates to an asset-specific evaluation question (A9 – compare D8.1, section 5.1) 
targeting the effectiveness of WP3 assets providing functionality for enhancing social 
believability (i.e. linking to T8.3 on the evaluation of assets). Therefore, social believability shall 
be targeted in addition to the above aspects of game experience in the context of those games 
that integrate relevant assets.  
 
As can be seen from the above indicated variables, game experience constitutes a multifaceted 
concept and covering the full set of relevant variables identified for RAGE in all of the use cases 
might be difficult. The variables actually measured as game experience aspects will be specified 
for each use case and/or evaluation study. Enjoyment, usefulness, and flow are considered the 
priority variables for consideration in the pilot studies – with enjoyment serving as overall, 
general subjective assessment of a game, usefulness referring to the perceived value of playing 
a game, and flow as an indicator of the fun and immersion of a game and therefore relating. 
 
These variables will be captured using two main methods: Questionnaires and interviews. The 
actual instruments and interview questions are detailed in the sections below. Additional 
instruments for data collection that may be used, if appropriate and possible, are indicated for 
each variable. 
 
 
3.2.1 Enjoyment 
The overall enjoyment of a game shall serve as a basic and general assessment of users’ 
experience of game.  
 
3.2.1.1 Questionnaires 
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For a short and basic measure of enjoyment the subscale ‘enjoyment’ from the Game User 
Experience Satisfaction Scale (GUESS; Phan et al. 2016 – see also section 3.1.2) will be 
used. 
• The subscale covers 5 items 
• Items are answered on a seven-point Likert scale with anchors at every rating point 
(e.g., 1 = Strongly Disagree, 5 = Somewhat Agree, and 7 = Strongly Agree).  
 
Items of the enjoyment subcale: 
6. I think the game is fun.  
15. I feel bored while playing the game.*  
27. If given the chance, I want to play this game again.  
38. I am likely to recommend this game to others.  
50. I enjoy playing the game.  
* reverse scaled items 
 
The subscale with answer format and information on scoring are provided in Annex C.1. 
 
 
Alternatively, the subscale ‘joy’ of the user acceptance questionnaire used by Lowry et al. 
(2013) in a game context may be used, which covers 6 items to be answered on a 7-point rating 
scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree (see Annex B.1.2. Another option would be the 
enjoyment subscale as used in Park et al. (2014) may be applied (see Annex B.1.1).  
 
 
While the above suggested scale(s) is considered a manageable approach for gathering a valid 
general assessment of enjoyment with low evaluation load for participants, an alternative 
questionnaire that might be used is the EGameFlow instrument (Fu, Su, & Yu, 2009). It actually 
provides a more detailed picture on different dimensions/aspects of game experience (but not 
exactly matching those variables addressed in RAGE): 
- scale that assesses user enjoyment of e-learning games 
- based on Sweetser & Wyeth’s (2005) model of enjoyment in game evalution 
(GameFlow) – various heuristics on usability and user experience in games have been 
used as a basis for  this model 
- aims to understand the strengths and weaknesses of a game efficiently from the 
learner’s point of view 
- 8 dimensions: 
o immersion (the game should lead the player into a state of immersion) 
o social interaction (tasks in the game should become a means for players to 
interact socially) 
o challenge (the game should offer challenges that fit the player’s level of skills) 
o goal clarity (tasks in the game should be clearly explained at the beginning) 
o feedback (allows a player to determine the gap between the current stage of 
knowledge and the knowledge required for ultimate completion of the game’s 
task) 
o concentration (games must provide activities that encourage the player’s 
concentration while minimizing stress from learning overload) 
o control/autonomy (the learner should enjoy taking the initiative in game-playing 
and asserting total control over his or her choices in the game) 
o knowledge improvement (the game should increase the player’s level of 
knowledge and skills while meeting the goal of the curriculum) 
- 42 items, response on 1-7 Likert scale  
- itemised criteria to rate overall sense of enjoyment on visual analogue scale from 0 to 
100 
- For the full questionnaire see Annex B.1.3 
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3.2.1.2 Interview/Focus Group 
In addition, information on the overall enjoyment of a game may be collected via interview or 
focus group. Suggested questions (adapted from UsersThink – Turner, 2016):  
o What was your first impression of this game? 
o What didn't you like about this game? Why? 
o If you could only change one thing about this game, what would you change? 
Why? 
o What did you like most about this game? Why? 
Note: Aside from aspects of general enjoyment or displeasure, these questions may also elicit 
usability issues.  
 
3.2.1.3 Assets 
In addition, game-based user data (i.e. log data of a player’s interactions with a game) will 
provide additional information about enjoyment while users where playing a game. This will be 
done my making use of data coming from RAGE assets – in particular the evaluation asset 
(T8.2), but also the emotion detection assets (T2.3) – if integrated in the game in question. 
These assets provide information about players’ general usage of a game and the emotions 
during gaming, which can be considered as indicators for overall enjoyment of a game. 
 
 
3.2.2 Usefulness 
As another relevant aspect of game experience perceptions on the usefulness/value of playing 
the game will be assessed. According to theories on technology acceptance, perceived 
usefulness of a game strongly affects the attitude and intention to use a new technology. The 
usefulness of an applied game may be related to the pedagogical/learning aspect (i.e. the 
targeted learning objective), but players may also find playing a game useful for other reasons 
than that (e.g. helping to kill time, training general gaming skills, making experiences with a new 
game genre etc.). 
 
3.2.2.1 Questionnaire 
Usefulness will be measured via the ‘value/usefulness’ subscale of the Intrinsic Motivation 
Inventory (IMI; Ryan, 1982). 
Items of this IMI subscale (items adapted for applied game context): 
IMI-VU1. I believe this activity could be of some value to me. 
IMI-VU2. I think that doing this activity is useful for learning and having 
fun. 
IMI-VU3. I think this is important for my training/education 
IMI-VU4. I would be willing to do this again because it has some value 
to me. 
IMI-VU5. I think doing this activity could help me to improve my skills 
IMI-VU6. I believe doing this activity could be beneficial to me. 
IMI-VU7. I think this is an important activity. 
 
The questionnaire subscale and information on scoring can be found in annex C.3. 
 
Alternatively to the IMI scale, the usefulness subscales as used in research on user acceptance 
in a game context could be used (Lowry et al., 2013; Park et al. 2014). These can be found in 
Annex B.1.1 and B.1.2 
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3.2.2.2 Interview/Focus Group 
Suggested guiding questions targeting usefulness for use interviews/focus groups: 
• Why do you think the game is useful (or not useful) to you? 
• Would you recommend this game to a friend if the content was relevant to them? Why 
or why not? (adapted from Turner, 2016) 
 
 
3.2.3 Flow 
Flow is defined as a positively perceived experience and state of full immersion in an activity 
that typically goes along with a loss of sense of time (Csikszentmihalyi & LeFevre, 1989). The 
evocation of a flow experience is considered one main reason for the highly appealing and 
motivating character of games, and why games can be so effective for learning.  
In RAGE we consider flow as one dimension of game experience; flow itself is a concept 
integrating different aspects and has been identified as reflecting well the core elements of 
player enjoyment (e.g. Sweetser, Johnson, & Wyeth, 2012). Flow can be characterised by the 
following features: challenge-skill balance, merging of action and awareness, unambiguous 
feedback, concentration on the task, time transformation, and fluency of actions (e.g. Vollmeyer 
& Rheinberg, 2006).  
 
3.2.3.1 Questionnaire 
The Flow Short Scale (FSS - Rheinberg et al., 2003; Vollmeyer & Rheinberg, 2006) will be 
used for flow assessment as a standard instrument. It consists of 10 items to be answered on a 
7-point rating scale (not at all – very much). The items are subdivided into the two factors 
‘smoothness of action’ and ‘immersion in the task’. 
This scale takes into account all characteristics of flow, while nevertheless having a practicable 
length and can be answered in less than a minute (considerably shorter than other Flow scales). 
If the instrument cannot be presented during the task, the items will slightly adapted to past 
tense.   
The FKS instrument is available in various languages – including French, Italian, and Dutch 
(see Rheinberg, 2015). 
 
Flow may also be evaluated in a control group without gaming experience, i.e. measuring flow 
experience during the traditional training activity. 
 
Items of the FKS: 
 
 
The questionnaire with answer format and information on scoring is provided in Annex C.4. 
 
  
Appendix 1
Items used for the four motivation scales of the QCM
Appendix 2
Items used for the FKS
Disagree Agree
1. I like riddles and puzzles. (I) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
2. I think I am up to the dif iculty o this task. (P) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
3. I probably won’t manage to do this task. (P−) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
4. While doing this task I will enjoy playing the role
of a scientist who is discovering relationships between things. (I)
○—○—○—○—○—○—○
5. I feel under pressure to do this task well. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
6. This task is a real challenge for me. (C) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
7. After having read the instruction, the task seems to be very
interesting to me. (I)
○—○—○—○—○—○—○
8. I am eager to see how I will perform in the task. (C) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
9. I’m afraid I will make a fool out of yself. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
10. I’m really goi g to try s hard s I can on this task. (C) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
11. For tasks like this I don’t need a reward, they ar lots
of fun anyhow. (I)
○—○—○—○—○—○—○
12. It would be embarrassing to fail at this task. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
13. I think everyone could do well on this task. (P) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
14. I think I won’t do well at the task. (P−) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
15. If I can do this task, I will feel proud of myself. (C) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
16. When I think about the task, I feel somewhat concerned. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
17. I would work on this task even in my free time. (I) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
18. I feel petrified by the demands of this task. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
(C): Challenge
(I): Interest (Items have to be adapted to the task)
(P): Probability of success
(A): Anxiety
Not at all Very much
1. I feel just the right amount of challenge. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
2. My thoughts/activities run fluidly and smoothly. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
3. I don’t notice time passing: (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
4. I have no difficulty concentrating. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
5. My mind is completely clear. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
6. I am totally absorbed in what I am doing. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
7. The right thoughts/movements occur of their own accord. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
8. I know what I have to do each step of the way. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
9. I feel that I have everything under control. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
10. I am completely lost in thought. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
11. Something important to me is at stake here. (W) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
12. I won’t make any mistake here. (W) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
13. I am worried about failing. (W) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
(F): Flow
(W): Worry
Educ Psychol Rev (2006) 18:239–253 251
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3.2.3.2 Interview/Focus Group 
Suggested guiding question targeting usefulness for use interviews/focus groups (in line with 
general approaches on qualitative interviews on flow – see e.g. Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 
2002): 
• How often during playing the game did you experience situations when you felt totally 
immersed and lost track of time? Describe such a situation!  
• What factors/issues disrupted or even kept you from this kind of experience? 
	
3.2.3.3 Heuristics 
Besides player testing, flow may also be evaluated through expert reviews. To this end the 
GameFlow model developed by Sweetser and Wyeth (2005) shall be used. It provides 
heuristics for designing, evaluating, and understanding enjoyment in games, structured by flow 
as the basic underlying model. The eight core elements of the GameFlow model are:  
• concentration,  
• challenge,  
• skills,  
• control,  
• clear goals,  
• feedback,  
• immersion, and  
• social interaction.  
 
Each element consists of an overall goal and a set of central criteria (see Appendix B.2 for the 
detailed descriptions) that can be used to evaluate games in terms of a heuristic evaluation. 
Thereby, the game shall be qualitatively analysed by evaluators to what extent a game fulfils the 
criteria. In addition, for each criterion also a numerical value between zero and five should be 
assigned to indicate the extent to which the game supports the respective criterion. Appendix 
B.2 provides a template for carrying out the heuristic evaluation in this manner, including the 
descriptions of the GameFlow elements and criteria. 
 
3.2.3.4 Other Instruments 
Eyetracking may be considered as an additional instruments that may be used for the purpose 
of more detailed investigating of flow or immersion (see e.g. Jennett et al., 2008). 
 
 
3.2.4 Motivation 
3.2.4.1 Questionnaire 
As a measure of motivation the ‘interest/enjoyment’ subscale of the Intrinsic Motivation 
Inventory (Ryan, 1982) will be used.  
- original questionnaire consists of 7 subscales 
o although the overall questionnaire is called the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory, 
the interest/enjoyment subscale is considered the actual self-report 
measure of intrinsic motivation – (the other subscales are predictors of 
motivation or relevant aspects to some motivation questions) 
o the interest/enjoyment subcale consists of 7 items to be answered on a 7-point 
rating scale from ‘not at all true’ (1) to ‘very true’ (7).  
 
Items of the ‘Interest/enjoyment’ subscale of IMI: 
IMI-IE1. I enjoyed doing this activity very much 
IMI-IE2. This activity was fun to do. 
IMI-IE3. I thought this was a boring activity. (R) 
IMI-IE4. This activity did not hold my attention at all. 
(R) 
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IMI-IE5. I would describe this activity as very 
interesting. 
IMI-IE6. I thought this activity was quite enjoyable. 
IMI-IE7. While I was doing this activity, I was thinking 
about how much I enjoyed it. 
 
The questionnaire with answer format and information for scoring is provided in Annex C.3. 
 
Motivation is considered a variable relevant for pre-post measurement. To this end, an adapted 
version of the IMI subscale can be used, which was created and used for a pre-post test design 
study in an applied game context (Vos et al., 2011). While the pre-test items aim at identifying 
intrinsic motivation in a traditional learning context (during regular training sessions/lessons), the 
post-test items shall assess to what extent users were motivated while playing the game. 
	
Pre-test Post-test 
  
 
3.2.4.2 Motivation Assessment Asset 
In addition, game-based user data (i.e. log data of a player’s interactions with a game) may 
provide additional information about motivation while users where playing a game. The 
motivation assessment asset (T2.3c) provides continuous assessment of motivational aspects 
(attention, confidence, satisfaction) during gaming; if this asset is integrated in a game, this data 
will be used to complement (and to correlate with) subjective self-reports of motivation via 
questionnaires. 
 
	
3.2.5 Cognitive Load 
As another aspect of game experience, the workload or cognitive load that the game imposes 
(e.g. Hart, 2006) on the user shall be assessed. This includes the cognitive/mental demands of 
a task, which should actually be at a medium level for the individual user, such to create a 
balance between the user’s abilities and the gaming/learning task. An appropriate level of 
challenge is also a precondition for flow experience.  
 
3.2.5.1 Questionnaire 
Workload will be assessed through subjective judgements after playing the game by using the 
NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX, Hart & Staveland, 1988): 
- multi-dimensional rating technique for measuring subjective mental workload 
- provides an overall workload score based on a weighted average of ratings on six 
subscales 
o mental demands 
o physical demands 
o temporal demands 
o own performance 
o effort 
o frustration 
- Each subscale is answered by the participant on a scale presented as a line divided into 
In the construction condition students were guided by their worksheet in constructing their own game. The goal was to master Dutch
proverbs by constructing a game about proverbs. The format of the gamewas a ‘drag and drop game’. This is a gamewhere the player has to
drag one picture nd to drop it n xt to the picture it relates to. In the case of Dutch proverbs, the player had to drag a picturewith the textual
representation of a proverb to a picture with the meaning of the proverb (also a textual picture). The students were asked to ﬁll in their
selected proverbs and meanings in the game application (see Fig. 1). During the game construction the teacher and two researchers gave
feedback on students work, both on content and process. After 120 min, the lesson ﬁnished and the gamewas sent to the webmaster. Those
who had ﬁnished their game before the end of the lesson received an additional worksheet with instructions for adding visual represen-
tations to their g me (s e Fig. 2).
After completing the post-test questionnaires, students were told that their game could be placed on thewebsite of De Digitale School, so
the students could play the game their selves and sh w it to their parents and classmates. Within a few days the students were told by the
webmaster of De Digitale School whether their game was approved.1
In the play condition students were guided by their worksheet in playing a game. The goal was to master Dutch proverbs by playing an
existing game about Dutch proverbs, constructed by the ﬁrst author, on a website (http://www.memoryspelen.nl). This game was also
a ‘drag and drop game’. The students had to drag a picture with the visual and textual representation of a proverb to the picture with the
meaning of the proverb (see Fig. 3).
The goal of the gamewas to drag all eight proverbs to their meanings as quickly as possible, withminimal errors. The students could help
each other, but could also compete against each other. During the game construction the teacher and two researchers gave feedback on
students work, both on content and process. If a student wished to stop playing the game before the end of the lesson, the students received
another worksheet with instructions to play another memory game (a regular memory click-game) about Dutch proverbs. The goal of the
gamewas tomatch all eight proverbswith theirmeanings as quicklyas possible,withminimal errors. The lesson in this condition took90min.
2.4. Instruments
To gain insight into the effects of the two different lessons, student intrinsic motivation and deep strategy use were investigated.
Learning effect of the two lessons wasn’t measured, because students in the construction condition were free to select their proverbs. This
made it difﬁcult to compare the learning outcomes of students from both groups. Besides, according to Biggs et al. (2001) deep strategy use
is highly related to deep learning outcomes. By measuring deep strategy use we could thus make some cautious speculations about student
learning outcomes.
For pre-test purposes, a two parted questionnaire consisting of measures of student intrinsic motivation and deep strategy use was
administered. For both conditions, a contextualized post-test questionnaire was constructed tomeasure the effect of constructing or playing
a game on student motivation and to assess the deep strategy the students used during the tasks they completed in the lessons. The post-
test questionnaires were conducted directly after constructing/playing the game.
2.4.1. Pre-test: intrinsic motivation inventory
Student intrinsic motivation was measured by a selection of 14 items from the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
This instrument was selected because of its broad coverage of the concept intrinsic motivation. It has earlier been used in several
Table 1
Presentation of the intrinsic motivation scales and the corrected item total correlations, for pre-test and post-tests.
Pre-test Corrected
item–total
correlation
Post-test Corrected
item–total correlation
making (construct)
Corrected
item–total
correlation playing
Competence I think I am good at school .73 I think I was good in making/playing this gamea .68 .70
I think I do pretty well at school,
compared to others
.62 I think I did pretty well in making this game,
compared to others
.49 .70
I am satisﬁed with my performance
at school
.65 I am satisﬁed with my performance while
making the game
.50 .46
I am pretty skilled at school .83 I was pretty skilled at making this game .70 .79
I think I am pretty good at school .69 I think I was pretty good in making this game .67 .73
Reliability (Cronbach’s a) .87 Reliability (Cronbach’s a) .81 .86
Interest I think school is quite enjoyable .62 I think making this game was quite enjoyable .67 .82
I think school is very interesting .65 I think making this game was interesting .72 .75
I think school is fun .73 I think making this game was fun .83 .85
At school I often think about
how much I enjoy it
.56 While I was making the game, I often thought
about how much I enjoyed it
.62 .65
I think school is boring .53 I think making this game was boring .76 .73
Reliability (Cronbach’s a) .82 Reliability (Cronbach’s a) .85 .90
Effort I do my best at school .66 I did my best while I was making the game .65 .63
I try very h rd to do well at school .57 I tried very hard to do well in making this game .62 .68
It s important to me to do
w ll at school
.39 It was important o me to do well in making
this gam
.45 .45
I put much effort in school .47 I put much effort in making this game .58 .53
Reliability (Cronbach’s a) .73 Reliability (Cronbach’s a) .76 .77
a The items pr sented in this column are the construction condition items. For the playing condition, the word ‘making’ was replaced by ‘playing’, as can be seen in the ﬁrst
item.
1 Criteria by the Digital School for approving the games were: games should be ﬁnished, and games should not contain any abusive words.
N. Vos et al. / Computers & Education 56 (2011) 127–137132
In the construction c dition students were guided by their workshe t in constructi g their ow game. The goal was to master Dutch
proverbs by constructing a gam about proverbs. The format of the ga e was ‘dr g and drop game’. This is a gamewhere the player has to
drag one picture and to drop it next to the picture it relates to. In the case of Dutch proverbs, the player had to drag a picturewith the textual
representation of a proverb to a picture with the meaning of the proverb (also a textual picture). The students were asked to ﬁll in their
selected proverbs and me ni gs in the game application (s e Fig. 1). During the game construction the teacher and two researchers gave
feedback on students work, both on content and process. After 120 min, the lesson ﬁnished and the gamewas sent to the webmaster. Those
who had ﬁnished their game before the end of the lesson received an additional worksheet with instructions for adding visual represen-
tations to their game (see Fig. 2).
After completing the post-test questionnaires, students were told that th ir game coul be placed on thewebsite of De Digitale School, so
the students could play the game their selves and show it to their parents and classmates. Within a few days the students were told by the
webmaster of De Digitale School whether their game was approved.1
In the play condition students were guided by their worksheet in playing a game. The goal was to master Dutch proverbs by playing an
existing game about Dutch proverbs, constructed by the ﬁrst author, on a website (http://www.memoryspelen.nl). This game was also
a ‘drag and drop game’. The students had to drag a picture with the visual and textual representation of a proverb to the picture with the
meaning of the proverb (see Fig. 3).
The goal of the gamewas to drag all eight proverbs to their meanings as quickly as possible, withminimal errors. The students could help
each other, but could also compete against each other. During the game construction the teacher and two researchers gave feedback on
students work, both on content and process. If a student wished to stop playing the game before the end of the lesson, the students received
another worksheet with instructions to play another memory game (a regular memory click-game) about Dutch proverbs. The goal of the
gamewas tomatch all eight proverbswith theirmeanings as quicklyas possible,withminimal errors. The lesson in this condition took90min.
2.4. Instruments
To gain insight into the effects of the two different lessons, student intrinsic motivation and deep strategy use were investigated.
Learning effect of the two lessons wasn’t measured, because students in the construction condition were free to select their proverbs. This
made it difﬁcult to compare the learning outcomes of students from both groups. Besides, according to Biggs et al. (2001) deep strategy use
is highly related to deep learning outcomes. By measuring deep strategy use we could thus make some cautious speculations about student
learning outcomes.
For pre-test purposes, a two parted questionnaire consisting of measures of student intrinsic motivation and deep strategy use was
administered. For both conditions, a contextualized post-test questionnaire was constructed tomeasure the effect of constructing or playing
a game on student motivation and to assess the deep strategy the students used during the tasks they completed in the lessons. The post-
test questionnaires were conducted directly after constructing/playing the game.
2.4.1. Pre-test: intrinsic motivation inventory
Student intrinsic motivation was measured by a selection of 14 items from the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
This instrument was selected because of its broad coverage of the concept intrinsic motivation. It has earlier been used in several
Table 1
Presentation of the intrinsic motivation scales and the corrected item total correlations, for pre-test and post-tests.
Pre-test Corrected
item–total
correlation
Post-test Corrected
item–total correlation
making (construct)
Corrected
item–total
correlation playing
Competence I think I am good at school .73 I think I was good in making/playing this gamea .68 .70
I think I do pre ty well at school,
compared to others
.62 I think I did pretty well in making this g e,
compared to others
.49 .70
I am satisﬁed with my performance
at school
.65 I am satisﬁed with my performance while
making the game
.50 .46
I am pretty skilled at school .83 I was pretty skilled at making this ga e .70 .79
I think I am pretty good t school .69 I think I was pretty good in making this ga e .67 .73
Reliability (Cronbach’s a) .87 Reliability (Cronbach’s a) .81 .86
Interest think school is quite enjoyable .62 I think making this ga e was quite enjoyable .67 .82
I think school is very interesting .65 I think making this ga e was interesting .72 .75
I think school is fun .73 I think making this ga e was fun .83 .85
At school I often think about
how much I enjoy it
.56 While I was making the game, I often thought
about how much I enjoyed it
.62 .65
I think school is boring .53 I think making this ga e was boring .76 .73
Reliability (Cronbach’s a) .82 Reliability (Cronbach’s a) .85 .90
Effort I d my best at school .66 I did my best while I was making the ga e .65 .63
I try very hard to do well at sch ol .57 I tried very hard to o well in making this ga e .62 .68
It is importa t to me to do
well at school
.39 It was importan to me to do well in making
this game
.45 .45
I put much effort in school .47 I put much effort in aking this ga e .58 .53
Reliability (Cronbach’s a) .73 Reliability (Cronbach’s a) .76 .77
a The items presented in this column are t e c nstruction condition items. For the playing c ndition, the w r ‘making’ as repl ced by ‘playing’, as can be seen in the ﬁrst
item.
1 Criteria by the Digital School for approving the games were: games should be ﬁnished, and games should not contain any abusive words.
N. Vos et al. / Computers & Education 56 (2011) 127–137132
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20 equal intervals, anchored by the bipolar descriptors ‘very low’ and ‘very high’, 
respectively 
- Scoring may be done with an unweighted procedure (Hart, 2006; Moroney, Biers, 
Eggemeier, & Mitchell, 1992) 
 
Items of the NASA-TLX: 
- Mental demand: How mentally demanding was the task? 
- Physical demand: How physically demanding was the task? 
- Temporal demand: How hurrie or rushed was the pace of the task? 
- Performance: How successful were you in accomplishing what you were asked to do? 
- Effort: How hard did you have to work to accomplish your level of performance? 
- Frustration: How insecure, discouraged, irritate, stressed, and annoyed were you? 
 
The questionnaire with answer format and information for scoring is provided in Annex C.5. 
 
3.2.5.2 Other Instruments 
Further instruments that may be considered as additional instruments for the purpose of 
assessing cognitiv load are 
- Eyetracker 
o estimating cogntivite load during gaming through pupil size measurements (e.g. 
Palinko et al., 2010) 
- Assets: Data from the Cognitive Capacity Measurement Asset (currently on hold) would 
provide information on players’ workload, but also more general game-based user data 
like error-rate (e.g. Martin, 2016) could be used as an additional indicator for cognitive 
load.  
 
 
3.2.6 Presence 
Presence is the subjective experience or sense of ‘being there’ when interacting with a game 
(e.g. Witmer & Singer, 1998 ). The perception of presence may support learning and was 
therefore taken into account in our evaluation.  
 
3.2.6.1 Questionnaire 
As a suitable subjective measure for the perceived presence of users the Igroup Presence 
Questionnaire (IPQ, Schubert et al, 2001) will be used: 
- measuring the sense of presence experienced in a virtual environment 
- 14 items to be answered on a 7-point rating scale (with different anchors for each item) 
- three subscales 
o Spatial Presence - the sense of being physically present in the VE 
o Involvement - measuring the attention devoted to the VE and the involvement 
experienced 
o Experienced Realism - measuring the subjective experience of realism in the 
VE 
- it is available in several languages (English, German, Dutch, French, and Japanese) 
- further information: http://www.igroup.org/pq/ipq/index.php 
 
Items of the IPQ: 
No. loading 
on ... 
English question English anchors 
1 PRES In the computer generated world I 
had a sense of "being there" 
not at all--very much 
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2 SP Somehow I felt that the virtual world 
surrounded me. 
fully disagree--fully agree 
3 SP I felt like I was just perceiving 
pictures. 
fully disagree--fully agree 
4 SP I did not feel present in the virtual 
space. 
did not feel--felt present 
5 SP I had a sense of acting in the virtual 
space, rather than operating 
something from outside. 
fully disagree--fully agree 
6 SP I felt present in the virtual space. fully disagree--fully agree 
7 INV How aware were you of the real world 
surrounding while navigating in the 
virtual world? (i.e. sounds, room 
temperature, other people, etc.)? 
extremely aware-
moderately aware-not 
aware at all 
8 INV I was not aware of my real 
environment. 
fully disagree--fully agree 
9 INV I still paid attention to the real 
environment. 
fully disagree--fully agree 
10 INV I was completely captivated by the 
virtual world. 
fully disagree--fully agree 
11 REAL How real did the virtual world seem to 
you? 
completely real--not real 
at all 
12 REAL How much did your experience in the 
virtual environment seem consistent 
with your real world experience ? 
not consistent-moderately 
consistent-very consistent 
13 REAL How real did the virtual world seem to 
you?  
about as real as an 
imagined world--
indistinguishable from the 
real world 
14 REAL The virtual world seemed more 
realistic than the real world. 
fully disagree--fully agree 
 
The questionnaire with answer format and information on scoring is provided in Annex C.6. 
As an alternative the brief questionnaire used by Slater in various studies may be adopted 
(Slater et al., 1998; Van Baren & IJsselsteijn, 2004): 
- the latest version of the questionnaire contains 6 items  
- to be answered on a 7-point rating scale 
- overall score is calculated as the number of high (score six or seven) responses 
- see Annex B.1.4 for the questionnaire items 
 
3.2.6.2 Other Instruments 
Think alouds used in combination with observations may also provide information on the 
experienced sense of presence during gaming. 
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Further instruments that may be applied for presence measurement are physiological measures 
(Insko, 2003). It is assumed that as the sense of presence in a virtual game envirnoment 
increases, the physiological responses to the environment will become increasingly similar to 
those shown in a similar real environment (Van Baren & IJsselsteijn, 2004). Heartrate, for 
example, has been found to discriminate between stressful and non-stressful conditions. 
 
 
3.2.7 Social Believability 
Social believability of the game and NPCs shall especially be evaluated in those games 
integrating relevant WP3 assets for realising more believable game characters (this links up to 
task T8.3 on the evaluation of assets). Believability can be defined as computer generated 
characters and a game being perceived as lifelike (w.r.t. appearance, personality, intentionality, 
emotions, and social relations), and showing a correlation between the character behaviour 
(including statements) and the game scene and overall narrative.  
 
3.2.7.1 Questionnaire 
To measure believability an adapted version of the questionnaire applied in the study of 
Pedersen (2013) is suggested to be used. This questionnaire is considered suitable, since it 
does not focus on the believability of a certain computer generated character/object only, but 
refers to the overall believability of 3D environment. The original questionnaire contained 8 
questions to be answered on a 6-point rating scale (see Annex B.1.5). The items, which were 
tailored to the game under study, are adapted to provide a general assessment of believability.  
 
Items of the questionnaire: 
1. The content of the game scenes fit with the overall game narrative  
2. There is connection between the foreground elements and 
background elements in the game scenes  
3. The implemented audio seems to fit the game scene content  
4. The game objects and characters appear as if they were really there  
5. Game characters appear to respond to the unfolding situation 
relating to the other game objects and characters.  
6. The game characters were perceived as believable  
7. The game objectw were perceived as believable 
 
Alternatively, the Godspeed questionnaire (Bartneck, Kulic, & Croft, 2009) may be adapted for 
the purpose of evaluating believability in the pilot studies. Although the subscales of this 
questionnaire were originally developed for Robots, some of the scales/items could also be 
used for assessing the characters in the applied games – in particular the ‘Anthropomorphism’ 
and the ‘Animacy’ subscales appear suitable for this purpose (see Annex B.1.6). 
 
3.2.7.2 Interview/Focus Group 
Additional open feedback on believability shall be gathered during interviews/focus groups by 
using the following interview question: 
- How lifelike did you perceive the game and the game characters, as a whole. Please 
explain why! 
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4  EVALUATION LEVEL 2: LEARNING 
 
To investigate the effectiveness of the RAGE applied games for learning different kinds of 
measures are envisaged in the context of the pilot validation studies: 
a) Subjective measures of learning 
i. Measures of general subjective learning effectiveness (domain-independent) 
ii. Specific self-assessment measures of skills targeted by a game (domain-
specific) 
b) Objective learning measures 
i. Specific learning measures to assess knowledge gain/skill acquisition from the 
games (e.g. knowledge test on learning contents covered by the game)  
ii. Broader learning assessments that are used within the courses/trainings of the 
application scenarios (e.g. overall course grade, level of qualification within 
wider module) 
iii. Assessment incorporated in the games (e.g. player choice scores) 
For the pilot studies the use of a mix of subjective and objective measures is pursued. For use 
case a (sub)set of measures will be selected and used, based on the availability, 
appropriateness and feasibility in the respective pilot setting. 
 
To prove the benefit of applied games for learning, a pre-post-test or and/or a control group 
appraoch 
 
Except for measures of general subjective learning effectiveness, which will be discussed in 
section 4.1 below, all learning measures are specific to the application scenario and targeted 
learning objectives – and are therefore discussed for each use case individually in the 
subsequent subsections (4.2 to 4.7). These have been investigated and discussed in 
cooperation with WP5. 
 
In this document, a focus in put on the identification of existing or standard instruments that can 
be used as specific subjective self-assessment measures. Adopting and reusing such tests 
or questionnaires for learning assessment from previous work will allow the use of valid 
instruments and potentially leverage workload for evaluators/use case partners. This kind of 
instrument basically consists in self-reports or self-assessments of one’s own skills. Used for 
pre-post measurement, this kind of instrument shall serve the subjective assessment of 
knowledge gain/skill acquisition from the games. Although this kind of assessment can and 
should not replace objective learning performance measures, it is nevertheless considered 
useful to identify potential effects of playing the RAGE games. 
 
Objective learning measures have been explored in collaboration with WP5 partners. This 
includes the creation of specific learning measures like knowledge tests, scenarios/exercises 
etc. specifically targeting the knowledge/skills conveyed by the applied game for a use case and 
(most probably) have to be developed particularly for the purpose of the evaluation studies. If 
used for pre-post measurement, optimally parallel versions would be necessary. 
Broader learning assessment measures used in the courses shall be used, if available and 
appropriate, for the purpose of evaluation.  
 
Assessments integrated in the applied games constitue game-based user data on learning 
performance, progress and skill acquisition directly from the games or from integrated assets on 
skills/competence assessment. These shall be used as additional data source for evaluating 
learning. Which assessments and data can actually be used will be identified based on the 
availability of the functional game versions and the written report D4.3 Initial version of game 
applications for scenario pilots. 
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4.1 General Subjective Learning Effectiveness  
Evaluation of learning and transfer has been considered for each of the RAGE application 
cases separately (see sections below), to identify and specify suitable learning measures 
specifically targeted to the respective knowledge domain and learning objectives in each case. 
This includes subjective or self-assessment measures which address the specific skills targeted. 
In addition to these, a general assessment of users’ perceived learning outcome and benefit 
shall be realised, which is domain- and use case-independent – and therefore comparable over 
the application scenarios.  
 
For the evaluation of general subjective learning effectiveness the ‘Perceived Competence’ 
subscale of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (Ryan, 1982; University of Rochester, n.d.) will be 
used. It contains six items and is answered on a 7-point rating scale. 
 
Items of the ‘perceived competence’ subscale of IMI: 
- IMI-PC1. I think I am pretty good at this activity. 
- IMI-PC2. I think I did pretty well at this activity, compared to other 
students. 
- IMI-PC3. After working at this activity for a while, I felt pretty 
competent. 
- IMI-PC4. I am satisfied with my performance at this task. 
- IMI-PC5. I was pretty skilled at this activity. 
- IMI-PC6. This was an activity that I couldn't do very well. (R) 
 
The subscale with response format and information on scoring is provided in Annex C.3. 
 
In addition, the ‘performance’ item of the NASA TLX (see section 3.2.5.1) also serves as an 
indicator for subjective learning effectiveness (see also Annex C.5.1). 
 
 
4.2 Learning Measures for T5.2 Professional Communication 
Skills 
The use case on professional communication skills for vocational education in ICT is targeted 
by several of the RAGE applied games. In the first round pilot studies two games will be tested 
and evaluated – Space Modules Inc. and IT Alert!.  
 
The original scope of T5.2 is not purely on communication skills but also includes a broader 
area of interpersonal/soft skills that deal with aspects of conflict management and resolution, 
leadership and collaboration. Nevertheless, as the focus of the games is on communication 
skills, the evaluation of learning is deliberately restricted to this skill area. 
 
The games will be played by different groups of players in each pilot school. Some parts of the 
evaluation process are the same for both games, but as the learning goals between the games 
differ, so do the ways of measuring the students’ learning progress. For both games we will 
have a pre/post-test to measure the learning effect of each game.  
 
4.2.1 Subjective Learning Effectiveness 
Instruments (questionnaires) related to communication and interpersonal skills have been 
explored. 
 
Interpersonal Communication Skills Questionnaire (ICSQ; Bubas, 1995) 
- extensive questionnaire for self-assessment of interpersonal communication 
competence  
- the instrument has been developed for educational purposes and used in courses on 
Business Communication 
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- six scales for measuring the following constructs: 
o active listening 
o persusasion 
o self-presentation – external image 
o self-presentation – relational image 
o interpersonal feedback 
o conflict behaviour 
each of these main scales has 5 subscales, with each subscale containing 5 items  
- in total 150 items to be answered on a 5-point rating scale – see Annex E.1 for the 
whole questionnaire 
- Relevance for the use case: relevant parts of the ICSQ questionnaire will be selected 
and used fort he purpose of RAGE  
 
Self-Perceived Communication Competence Scale (SPCC) (McCroskey & McCroskey, 
1988) 
• self-report approach to measurement of communication competence 
• 12 items (situations) for which the level of competence from 0-100 has to be estimated 
• items were selected to reflect four basic communication contexts: public speaking, 
talking in a large meeting, talking in a small group, talking in a dyad 
 
Items of the SPCC: 
 
 
 
Another instrument that has been explored and identified as potentially useful in the context of 
this use case is the Student Employability Skills Questionnaire (SESQ; Sunday, 2013). It 
covers a broader set of soft skills (12 types of skills, including communication skills) relevant for 
employability and potentials for obtaining and succeeding in a job – 32 items, to be answered 
on a 5-point rating scale. The instrument is suitable for identifying self-perceived employability 
skills competency. Part of this instrument will also be used in the context of the T5.5 pilot 
studies. For the complete questionnaire see Annex H.1. 
 
4.2.1.1 Attitude towards Communication Skills Training 
The ‘attitude towards communication skills training’ has been identified as a meaningful aspect 
that may be linked to subjective learning effectiveness – i.e. students’ attitudes of learning 
communication skills, their perception of the importance of the training for their education and 
for their job.  
An existing questionnaire on this aspect is available that has been developed originally for 
medicine students and later on adapted for dental students. This Communication Skills 
Attitude Scale (CSAS; Laurence et al., 2012) may be adapted for the purpose of RAGE. 
- questionnaire contains 26 ítems related to 4 factors - learning, importance, quality, and 
success 
- for the purpose a subset of items/subscales shall be used – i.e. the subscales related to 
learning and importance 
o 16 items in total 
o the item wording will be reformulated for the use case context of T5.2  
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estimate of how competent the subject believes he/she is. Such items, while defensible on
theoretical grounds, may have little or nothing to do with the subject's feelings of competence or
incompetence, since the naive subjects are not privy to the researcher's theories. Thus, the items
have the potential for creating a competence perception where none existed before. The subject
may never have considered the idea asked by an item before seeing the item on the measure. In
addition, few measures have attempted to measure a broad-based perception of communication
competence. Most are restricted to either an interpersonal or a public context.
The Self-Perceived Communication Competence Scale (SPCC). In an on-going research
program related to Willingness to Communicate (McCroskey & Baer, 1985; McCroskey &
McCroskey, 1986 a,b; McCroskey & Richmond, 1987) it was deemed necessary to measure
subjects' perceptions of their communication competence. Because a generalized communication
competence perception was sought, an examination of the available self-report measures led to
the conclusion that no appropriate measure was available. Consequently, the Self-Perceived
Communication Competence scale was developed (see Figure 1).
FIGURE 1
SELF-PERCEIVEDCOMMUNICATIONCOMPETENCE SCALE
Directions: Below are 12 situations in which you might need to communicate. People's abilities to communicate
effectively vary a lot and sometimes the same person is more competent to communicate in one situation than in
another. Please indicate how competent you believe you are to communicate in each of the situations described below.
Indicate in the space provided at the left of each item your estimate of your competence. Presume 0 = completely
incompetent and 100 = completely competent.
_1.
-2.
_3.
_4.
_5.
_6.
Present a talk to a group of stranger
Talk with an acquaintance.
Talk in a large meeting of friends
Talk in a small group of strangers
Talk with a friend.
Talk in a large meeting of acquaintances.
7. Talk with a stranger.
8. Present a talk to a group of friends.
9. Talk in a small group of acquaintances.
10. Talk in a large meetingof strangers.
11. Talk in a small group of friends.
12. Present a talk to a group of aCquaintances.
Scoring: To compute the subscores; add the percentages for the items indicated and divide the total by the number
indicated below.
Public:
Meeting:
Group:
Dyad:
1 + 8 + 12;divideby3.
3 + 6 + 10:divideby3.
4 + 9 + 11;divideby3.
2 + 5 + 7; divideby3.
Stranger: 1 + 4 + 7 + 10;divideby 4.
Acquaintance: 2 + 6 + 9 + 12;divideby4.
Friend: 3 + 5 + 8 + 11;divideby4.
To compute the total SPCC score, add the subscores for Stranger. Acquaintance, and Friend. Then divide that total by
3.
James C. McCroskey holds the copyright to the Self-Perceived Communication Competence'
Scale. It my be reproduced and used for purposes of research and nonnal classroom instTUction
without special permission from the copyright holder. Use for purposes with a reasonable
expectation of profit requirespermission from the copyright holder.
The SPCC is composed of 12 items. The items were chosen to reflect four basic
communicationcontexts--publicspeaking, talking in a large meeting, talking in a small group, and
111
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Items of the relevant CSAS subscales: 
 
 
 
4.2.2 Objective Learning Measures 
4.2.2.1 Specific Learning Measures 
A test will be assembled and used that is based on the validated instruments for 
assessing/analysing communication skills from Leal-Costa et al. (2016) and Schwartzman 
et al. (2011). These tests have been developed for the medical field. Both instrument represent 
approaches for assessing communication skills during an objectivs structured clinical exam. 
Some adaptation will be needed for suitability of these instruments in the IT doman 
(‘Beroepsprofielen’ (professional profiles) might be helpful in guiding such adaptation). 
 
For Space Modules Inc., the pre-test and corresponding post-test to measure the game’s 
learning effects will be tailored to the learning goals of this game. They will focus on: 
- Opening end ending a conversation   
- Dealing with emotions   
- Summarize and follow-up questions   
 
For IT Alert!, the pre-test and corresponding post-test to measure the game’s learning effects 
will be tailored to the learning goals of this specific game. They will focus on: 
- Ability to work in a team, sharing limited  resources   
- Emotional awareness of other players   
- To transmit relevant information with clarity, and  listen to the input of somebody else.   
- Coordinate team members across tasks efficiently   
- Remain calm under pressure, provide solutions to  reduce stress intensity   
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Table 4. Scale item mean values stratified by demographic variables for each of the four factors
    Racial/Ethnic Group 
     African  African   
                Gender  American/ American/            Age 
Item #  Male Female African Non African <26 ≥26
Factor 1: Learning
 5 Learning communication skills has helped me or will help 4.42 4.47 4.49 4.40 4.46 4.42 
  me respect patients.    
 7 Learning communication skills is interesting. 3.89 3.99 3.92 3.98 4.01 3.88
 9 Learning communication skills has helped or will facilitate 4.25 4.40 4.37 4.28 4.40 4.26 
  my teamworking skills.    
 10 Learning communication skills has improved my ability 4.22 4.38 4.29 4.31 4.31 4.28 
  to communicate with patients.    
 14 Learning communication skills has helped or will help me 4.06 4.31* 4.25 4.12 4.26 4.12 
  respect my colleagues.    
 16 Learning communication skills has helped or will help me 3.83 4.15** 3.93 4.09 4.03 3.98 
  recognize patients’ rights regarding confidentiality  
  and informed consent.    
 18 When applying for dentistry, I thought it was a really good 3.83 3.73 3.70 3.84 3.84 3.69 
  idea to learn communication skills.    
 21 I think it’s really useful learning communication skills for 4.05 4.08 4.10 4.04 4.14 4.01 
  the dental degree.    
 23 Learning communication skills is applicable to learning 4.04 4.15 4.10 4.10 4.14 4.05 
  dentistry.    
 25 Learning communication skills is important because my 4.21 4.48** 4.38 4.33 4.40 4.32 
  ability to communicate is a lifelong skill.    
  Means for Learning items 4.08 4.22* 4.15 4.16 4.21 4.11
Factor 2: Importance
 11 Communication skills teach the obvious and then  3.10 3.41* 3.51 3.01** 3.39 3.16 
  complicate it.†    
 13 Learning communication skills is too easy.† 3.17 3.25 3.30 3.12 3.20 3.23
 15 I find it difficult to trust information about communication 3.48 3.69 3.78 3.38** 3.69 3.52 
  skills given to me by non-clinical lecturers.†   
 17 Communication skills teaching would have a better image 3.41 3.44 3.54 3.31 3.61 3.27* 
  if it sounded more like a science subject.†    
 24 I find it difficult to take communication skills learning  3.39 3.76** 3.78 3.38** 3.60 3.55 
  seriously.†    
 26 Communication skills learning should be left to psychology 4.03 4.24 4.30 3.97** 4.17 4.12 
  students, not dental students.†    
  Means for Importance items 3.44 3.65** 3.35 3.74** 3.64 3.47*
Factor 3: Quality     
 1 In order to be a good dentist, I must have good  4.72 4.75 4.79 4.68 4.76 4.70 
  communicat on skills.    
 2 I can’t see the point in learning communication skills.† 4.51 4.77** 4.76 4.53* 4.67 4.62 
 4 Developing my communication skills is just as important 4.07 4.31* 4.26 4.15 4.21 4.18 
  as developing my knowledge of dentistry.    
 6 I haven’t got time to learn communication skills.† 3.80 4.26** 4.26 3.82** 4.17 3.93
  Means for Quality items 4.27 4.53** 4.30 4.52** 4.45 4.36
Factor 4: Success   
 3 Nobody is going to fail his or her dental degree for having 3.12 3.55** 3.24 3.48 3.46 3.25 
  poor communication skills.†    
 8 I can’t be bothered to turn up to sessions on communication 3.38 3.86** 3.86 3.40** 3.69 3.57 
  skills.†    
 12 Learning communication skills is fun. 3.50 3.65 3.57 3.58 3.59 3.55 
 22 My ability to pass exams will get me through dental school 2.75 3.18** 3.02 2.93 2.98 2.98 
  rather than my ability to communicate.†    
  Means for Success items 3.19 3.56** 3.35 3.42 3.44 3.34
  Means for all 24 Items 3.80 4.03** 3.85 4.00** 3.99 3.87
†Item was negatively phrased.       
*p<0.05, **p<0.01  
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Table 4. Scale item mean values stratified by demographic variables for each of the four factors
    Raci l/Ethnic Group 
     African  African   
                Gender  America / American/            Age 
Item #  Male Female African Non African <26 ≥26
Factor 1: Learning
 5 Learning communication skills has helped me or will help 4.42 4.47 4.49 4.40 4.46 4.42 
  me respect patients.    
 7 Learning communication skills is interesting. 3.89 3.99 3.92 3.98 4.01 3.88
 9 Learning communication skills has helped or will facilitate 4.25 4.40 4.37 4.28 4.40 4.26 
  my teamworking skills.    
 10 Learning communication skills has improved my ability 4.22 4.38 4.29 4.31 4.31 4.28 
  to communicate with patients.    
 14 Learning communication skills has helped or will help me 4.06 4.31* 4.25 4.12 4.26 4.12 
  respect my colleagues.    
 16 Learning communication skills has helped or will help me 3.83 4.15** 3.93 4.09 4.03 3.98 
  recognize patients’ rights regarding confidentiality  
  and informed consent.    
 18 When applying for dentistry, I thought it was a really good 3.83 3.73 3.70 3.84 3.84 3.69 
  idea to learn communication skills.    
 21 I think it’s really useful learning communication skills for 4.05 4.08 4.10 4.04 4.14 4.01 
  the dental degree.    
 23 Learning communication skills is applicable to learning 4.04 4.15 4.10 4.10 4.14 4.05 
  dentistry.    
 25 L arning communication skills is important because my 4.21 4.48** 4.38 4.33 4.40 4.32 
  ability to communicate is a lifelong skill.    
 Means for Learni g i ms 4.08 4.22* 4.15 4.16 4.21 4.11
Factor 2: Importance
 11 Co munication skills teach the obvious and then  3.10 3.41* 3.51 3.01** 3.39 3.16 
  c plicate it.†    
 13 Learning communication skills is too easy.† 3.17 3.25 3.30 3.12 3.20 3.23
 15 I find it difficult to trust information about communication 3.48 3.69 3.78 3.38** 3.69 3.52 
  skills given to me by no -clinical lecturers.†   
 17 Communication skills teaching would have a better image 3.41 3.44 3.54 3.31 3.61 3.27* 
  if it sounded more ike  sc ence subject.†    
 24 I find it difficult to take communication skills learning  3.39 3.76** 3.78 3.38** 3.60 3.55 
  seriously.†    
 26 Communication skills learning should be left to psychology 4.03 4.24 4.30 3.97** 4.17 4.12 
  students, not dental students.†    
  Means for Importance items 3.44 3.65** 3.35 3.74** 3.64 3.47*
Factor 3: Quality     
 1 In order to be a good dentist, I must have good  4.72 4.75 4.79 4.68 4.76 4.70 
  communication skills.    
 2 I can’t see the point in learning communication skills.† 4.51 4.77** 4.76 4.53* 4.67 4.62 
 4 Developing my communication skills is just as important 4.07 4.31* 4.26 4.15 4.21 4.18 
  as developing y knowledge of dentistry.    
 6 I haven’t got time to learn communication skills.† 3.80 4.26** 4.26 3.82** 4.17 3.93
  Means for Quality items 4.27 4.53** 4.30 4.52** 4.45 4.36
Factor 4: Success   
 3 Nobody is going to fail his or her dental degree for having 3.12 3.55** 3.24 3.48 3.46 3.25 
  poor co unication skills.†    
 8 I can’t be bothered to turn up to sessions on co munication 3.38 3.86** 3.86 3.40** 3.69 3.57 
  skills.†    
  r i  nication skills is fun. 3.50 3.65 3.57 3.58 3.59 3.55 
   ilit  t  ass exa s will get me through dental school 2.75 3.18** 3.02 2.93 2.98 2.98 
   ability to communicate.†    
  ess ite s 3.19 3.56** 3.35 3.42 3.44 3.34
  ll  Ite s 3.80 4.03** 3.85 4.00** 3.99 3.87
†It l  rased.       
. , .   
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4.2.2.2 Broader Learning Assessments 
 
We expect that that – at best – there will be grades, as there are seldom regular courses that 
address communication skills. This data could be suitable as a benchmark. SPL will sort out if 
those grades can be gathered for the target population (IT students, probably just before their 
internship). 
 
The current courses on soft skills organized by the vocational schools do not integrate 
assessment measures about user satisfaction, learning and transfer. Therefore, this kind of 
evaluation data is not available from previous courses for comparative analysis.  
 
4.2.2.3 Assessments Incorporated in the Game 
The assessments of player performance within the game are different for each game.  
 
- Space Modules Inc.  
o Choosing the correct response type (%)   
o The quality of the etiquette   
o The quality of helpfulness   
- IT Alert! 
o Scoring/performance for keeping the network up and running   
o Involvement: how many actions have been done   
o Best survival time vs global average   
o Measurement of Communication, time each  player talks   
o Number of threats neutralised   
 
In addition, in-game questionnaires about what was hard/easy/annoying (Space Modules Inc.) 
and, respectively, about team members (IT Alert!) will be used (those questions are 
administered immediately after the game). 
 
 
4.3 Learning Measures for T5.3 Teamwork Skills 
In the pilot on use case T5.3 digital skills in UK colleges a first round of evaluating the early 
version of the Water-Cooler game will be tested and evaluated with selected participants. The 
game will be used in the pilot in two versions/modes: long play and short play (for details see 
RAGE-WP5-D5.1). 
 
4.3.1 Subjective Learning Effectiveness 
Since the main learning objective of this use case consists in fostering the development of 
teamwork and social skills in UK colleges, existing instruments for assessing teamwork and 
collaboration skills have been reviewed for potential use as measures for subjective learning 
effectiveness. The same instrument will be used to self-evalaute the outcome of the game in 
both modes. 
 
Teamwork Competency Test (TWCT)  (Aguado et al., 2014) 
• Has – in consultation with the use case partner – been identified as the preferred 
instrument for the purpose of the RAGE evaluation 
• self-assessment instrument for teamwork competence 
• contains 36 items answered on a 4-point response scale of frequency (1 never/almost 
never and 4 always/almost always) 
• different dimensions/subscales of teamwork skills 
o interpersonal:  
§ conflict resolution 
§ problem solving 
§ decision making  
§ communication 
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o self-management:  
§ planning and coordination 
§ monitoring and assessing 
§ offering feedback 
 
TWCT items (4-point response scale - 1 never/almost never and 4 always/almost always).  
 
1. When my work team is in conflict, I try to make it explicit to find solution pathways.  
2. When I interact with my team mates, I ask questions to better understand what they 
say.   
3. When I disagree with others, I make an effort to focus on what we have in common 
instead  of centering on what separates us.   
4. I plan my tasks effectively.   
5. I try to use the most appropriate team network  to communicate the different types of 
information, avoiding the same formal procedure all the time.   
6. I often get involved in monitoring the task performance of other team members.   
7. When we face an internal conflict because of a communication problem or 
misunderstanding, I try to solve it by asking questions and listening to the people 
involved.   
8. I look at people when they talk to me and I modify my body language to show real 
interest in what they tell me.   
9. I can easily recognize people’s emotional states by observing their nonverbal 
messages.   
10. If someone in my team acts inappropriately, I talk privately with her/him, encouraging 
the  rest of the team to do the same.   
11. To address the trivial task-related issues, I do  not need to talk first with all team 
members so  we reach a decision.   
12. I make an effort to talk about less important  things with my peers for the sake of team 
 spirit and better internal communication.   
13. Having knowledge about people’s skills and situation requirements is critical to assign 
 tasks properly.   
14. Discussions without directions or guides can  lead group members to make decisions 
that  they would not make on their own.   
15. When my personal interests are in conflict with others’ interests, I tend to be honest in 
the negotiation so that others understand my  needs.   
16. I care and act to make team conflicts explicit  in a way that they can be solved.   
17. I play an active role in team meetings by offering my opinions, asking questions, and 
expressing my thoughts and ideas in a sincere  and open way.   
18. I often help others in my team to make clear  the roles and tasks they have to perform. 
  
19. When I am upset about something, I express my discomfort to the group in a 
constructive  way, asking for solution alternatives.   
20. I like to provide my peers with feedback about what they do and to assess and value 
 their work.   
21. If something upsets me in my team, I do not  like to act as if nothing has happened.   
22. I try to establish milestones in my work team so that we can monitor our assigned 
tasks.  
23. When I am involved in a team project, I care about having clear plans concerning the 
tasks and the timing to accomplish them.  
24. During group meetings, regulation is necessary to ensure that all members provide 
their opinions and to avoid that only a few participate actively.  
25. When performing tasks in which one is an expert, the contributions made by other 
members are not that important.  
26. In group decision meetings, it is more usual to promote cohesion and reach a majority 
agreement than to pay attention to divergent opinions.  
27. I try listening to my peers’ opinions without evaluating their positions as good or bad.  
28. When working in a group, I say what I think in an open and sincere way.  
29. I expect my peers trust enough to tell me the aspects of my work that they most 
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dislike.  
30. I sometimes talk with my peers without an objective, just for sharing a while together.  
31. It is important for me to monitor the tasks assigned to each team member.  
32. I provide my peers with relevant information on how well I think the team tasks are 
progressing.  
33. When doing my job, I prioritize the tasks most necessary for my teammates to 
complete their work.  
34. I try to ensure that my outputs match the inputs needed by my peers to perform their 
tasks.  
35. For the sake of team work, I set objectives with moderate difficulty so that effort is 
needed to accomplish them.  
36. I often provide my peers with feedback on their task performance.  
 
Relevance for the use case: 
The TWCT is considered very useful for T5.3 as the items reflect particularly on interpersonal 
behaviours, which is in the focus of the game. Although some questions are difficult to directly 
measure as a result of the game’s focus on verbal communication (i.e. those relating to body 
language), they are nevertheless considered useful to ask. 
 
Note: the paper of Aguado et al. also contains ‘Observation Code Categories’ which were 
developed and used for behavioural observation. The code categories describe specific 
behaviors associated with the teamwork competencies. The categories might be of interest for 
use in the RAGE validation studies, as well, as a basis for observational notes (through 
instructors or evaluators). 
 
Furhter instruments explored are: 
Groupwork Skill Questionnaire (GSQ) (Cumming et al., 2015) 
• Might be used alternatively to TWCT 
• 10 items answered on a five-point scale (1 = never and 5 = always) – see Annex F.1 for 
the full list of items 
• it constitutes a shorter, more coarse grained measure 
• 2 dimensions/subscales: task groupwork skills, interpersonal skills  
• Relevance for the use case: Although some items of this instrument appear useful, it is 
considered more team management than team member focused and would not enable 
the same level of reflection that the TWCT would; the TWCT is therefore the preferred 
instrument. 
Teamwork Mini-PEC (Lurie et al., 2011) 
• This survey had been identified for potential use in addition to the use of a 
questionnaires on teamwork competence 
• It aims at measuring team effectiveness and has been developed and used for clinical 
teams, but the questionnaire appears applicable beyond a health context 
• 5 items answered on a 5-point rating scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree – 
see Annex F.2 for the full set of items 
• Could be used to assess the perceived quality of teamwork in T5.3 at various points in 
time during the course – after short period of collaboration, mid-term and at the end 
• Relevance for the use case: After consultation with the use case partner this instrument 
was eventually identified as not directly useful for the applied game evaluation, as the 
‘team’ in the context of the (single player) game is made up of NPCs rather than other 
team members. However, the instrument may be useful for the use in the live project 
that follows the game as part of a reflection and assessment tool – i.e. it might be 
applied in the broader context of the application scenario. 
 
Apart from this, an instrument relating to the Thomas Kilman categorisation of group work 
(conflict modes/styles) has been identified as potentially useful in the context of this use case, 
since the game relates to and uses these categories. Using Thomas-Kilman Conflict Styles 
Questionnaire (Thomas & Kilman, 1974) for pre- and post-assessment before and after game 
experience (or, respectively, at the beginning and at the end of the course), it might be possible 
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to identify changes in the preference for the respective styles after playing the game (or at the 
end of the course). For further details on the instrument, please refer to section 4.5 on use case 
T5.5, which will also make use of this instrument. 
 
4.3.2 Objective Learning Measures 
4.3.2.1 Specific Learning Measures 
Profile and formative assessment will be used. Based on the feedback from the game, tutors will 
work with students to improve their relevant experience and skills, e.g. conflict management 
skills,  attitudes towards others in the workplace and  team working skills 
Students will be assessed by peers and tutors when working on the real projects. 
We have developed learning outcomes for the games themselves, additionally there are 
learning outcomes for the modules which would follow the long play version but which the game 
wouldn't fully answer as they are broader. 
The games develop skills to enable successful undertaking of the module itself, rather than 
replace part of the module. 
The modules and learning outcomes which are applied to the actual group working modules, 
which will follow the game usage for the long play version are available, plus the description of 
learning outcomes specifically for the game itself. 
 
Learning Outcomes defined to measure the success of the game:  
- LO1 - Explore and gain understanding of own current  values/value structure relating to 
group working practice.   
- LO2 - Reflect on findings with respect to effective team  working/interpersonal 
interaction strategies.   
- LO3 - Refine own interaction methodology in order to inform  future professional 
working practice.   
 
4.3.2.2 Broader Learning Assessments 
In the long play version the game is to be a precursor to the module, the wider module itself will 
be assessed some time after the game has been utilised. Final assessment is measured 
against selected learning outcomes of the modules which are focus on the outcomes of the live 
project scenario and not related to the game, however, the students performance DOES rely on 
the implicit group working LO’s above, but these are not assessed in the final Module 
Assessment (as required by the Examining Body) in this case.  
 
Wider module comparative measures are available from previous courses and can be used as 
benchmark data for comparison.  Students examine results are available back to 2013. 
 
4.3.2.3 Assessments Incorporated in the Game 
Within the game, the student/player is confronted with emotive/confrontational/positive/negative 
contextual conversational Q&A by NPCs will be used to measure the success or effectiveness 
in the game or outside the game. Measures have been implemented in the game that allow 
answers given by participants/students to be categorised against the Thomas/Kilmann Conflict 
Mode Instrument, with a final outcome being determined by the frequency or mean average of 
answers given in a preferred behaviour. This allows tutors working with students to discuss 
behaviours with the individual student based on a report of game outcomes and behaviours.  
In addition, we are expecting the games to include a tutor statistics panel to aid with tutorial 
feedback which could also supply data for analysis (further information needed from game 
developers). 
 
 
4.4 Learning Measures for T5.4 Entrepreneurial Skills 
For use case T5.4 an entrepreneurial game has been developed that aims at enhancing 
entrepreneurial skills through a series of mini-games within the larger game and is targeted at 
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UK students interested in developing creative industries relevant entrepreneurial skills. The 
game will be used in subgroups divided into a longplay and a shortplay mode (for further 
information see RAGE-WP5-D5.1). 
 
4.4.1 Subjective Learning Effectiveness 
Existing instruments for assessing entrepreneurial skills and intentions have been reviewed. 
The instruments identified as suitable for use in the RAGE evaluation, is the Entrepreneurial 
Intention Questionnaire (Linan et al., 2011). It will be used to evaluate the outcome of the mini 
games in both modes. 
 
Entrepreneurial Intention Questionnaire (Linan et al., 2011) 
• Designed for self-assessment of entrepreneurial attitudes and intentions of university 
• 31 items with diverse response formats – for the complete instruments please refer to 
Annex G.1 
• Subscales:  
o Education and experience 
o Entrepreneurial knowledge 
o Professional attraction 
o Social valuation  
o Entrepreneurial capacity 
o Entrepreneurial intention 
o Entrepreneurial objectives 
o Entrepreneurship education 
o Personal data 
• The questionnaire includes items on relevant background and person variables (e.g. 
education and experience, social valuation)  
• For use as a post-test measurement, the following subscales and items are suggested 
(to identify changes/effects of the game on students’ attitudes): 
o entrepreneurial knowledge - items 7, 8 
o subscale professional attraction - items 9-11 
o subcale entrepreneurial capacity - items 15,16 
o subscale entrepreneurial intention - item 17, 18 
o subscale entrepreneurial objectives - items 19-22 
o entrepreneurship education - adapting item 24 to focus on the game  
• Relevance for the use case: The Entrepreneurial Intention Questionnaire appears 
generally suitable for this use case. Some subsections might not be relevant for the 
short play version and a N/A option might be included for these (subsections/items to be 
identified in consultation with the use case partner). 
The personal data section shall be adopted to the purpose of the RAGE use case in 
order to be appropriate for the pilot study – e.g. skipping items querying details on 
parents’ education and occupation. (for a general note on instruments on personal data 
also refer section 7). 
 
 
4.4.2 Objective Learning Measures 
4.4.2.1 Specific Learning Measures 
There are no learning assessments wrt the specific learning objectives targeted by the game 
that are foreseen as part of the training/course. 
 
Profile and formative assessment will be used. Based on the feedback from the game, tutors will 
work with students to improve their relevant experience and skills, e.g. conflict management 
skills,  attitudes towards others in the workplace and  team working skills 
Students will be assessed by peers and tutors when working on the real projects. 
We have developed learning outcomes for the games themselves, additionally there are 
learning outcomes for the modules which would follow the long play version but which the game 
wouldn't fully answer as they are broader. 
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The games develop skills to enable successful undertaking of the module itself, rather than 
replace part of the module. 
The modules and learning outcomes which are applied to the actual group working modules, 
which will follow the game usage for the long play version are available, plus the description of 
learning outcomes specifically for the game itself. 
 
Regardless of whether the game is played during a short (single day session) or played over a 
longer period the player will:   
- Play or try out multiple sessions in the mini games   
- Examine own “scores” or progress by accessing the  gameplay data (with or without 
tutor support)   
- Develop an action plan based on the conclusions  drawn from the data the game 
highlighted to the player.   
- Go back to try again to apply the knowledge gained through the combination of 
successes/failures/ and subsequent reflection in the ongoing game.   
 
4.4.2.2 Broader Learning Assessments 
There are no broader learning measures/results available. 
 
4.4.2.3 Assessments Incorporated in the Game 
Performance in the game, including,  the players attitudes/given responses/skills will be 
recorded. 
The game allows for a monitoring of a change in values/approach on the part of the player over 
time to show the learning progress.   
 
 
4.5 Learning Measures for T5.5 Soft Skills in Sports for 
Employability  
4.5.1 Subjective Learning Effectiveness 
For the pilot evaluation studies on the Sports Team Manager aiming at conveying soft skills 
relevant for employability existing instruments for assessing soft skills have been explored. Soft 
skills, of course, cover a very broad area of skills. The goal was therefore to find a suitable 
instrument that covers different aspects of soft skills, including those addressed by the RAGE 
game, i.e. communication, teamwork, and (time) management.  
 
Since the game will focus on three main soft skills – team working, conflict management and 
leadership – the selection of subscales/items related to those skills from different instruments is 
suggested to form a self-assessment questionnaire tailored for our purposes. In addition to the 
Student Employability Skills Questionnaire, items from the Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode 
Instrument for conflict management and items based on the Hershey and Blanchard Leadership 
style questionnaire will be used.   
 
Student Employability Skills Questionnaire (SESQ) (Sunday, 2013) 
• the questionnaire aims at assessing soft skills relevant for employability and potentials 
for obtaining and succeeding in a job – the instrument is suitable for identifying self-
perceived employability skills competency 
• the questionnaire addresses 12 types of soft/employability skills 
o problem-solving 
o independent study 
o numeracy skills 
o communication skills 
o ICT skills 
o team working skills 
o self-management 
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o planning and organizing skills 
o creativity/innovation 
o time management 
• 32 items, to be answered on a 5-point rating scale – for the complete instrument please 
refer to Annex H.1 
• the instrument nicely covers the soft skill areas that are of interest in the context of T5.5 
(bolded in the list above); some additional subscales (especially problem-solving, self 
management planning and organizing) may also be relevant 
• pre-post measurements would show whether there are any improvements in the 
relevant aspects, the other subscales (which are not at all covered by the game) could 
act as ‘control aspects’ – on these no improvements would be expected 
• Relevance for the use case: Since the sports team manager game focuses on three 
main soft skills (team working, conflict management and leadership), only the items 
related to such skills, in particular 7-10; 17-19 about team working, will be selected and 
integrated in a questionnaire combined with other instruments.  
 
 
Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Instrument (Thomas & Kilmann, 1974) 
• Self-report assessment tool to identify a persons conflict management styles 
• a person's behaviour in conflict situations is measured along two basic dimensions: 
assertiveness and cooperativeness 
• The profile of the subject indicates the repertoire of conflict- handling modes he/she 
uses in the kind of conflicts he/she faces. 30 items consisting of two statements, from 
which the one most likely to be a person’s individual response has to be chosen  
• The two dimensions are used to define five conflict-handling modes:  
o competing 
o cooperating 
o compromising 
o avoiding 
o accommodating 
• for the complete instrument please refer to Annex H.2 
• Relevance for the use case: 7 items will be adopted for integration in the pre-post-
questionnaire in the pilot study 
 
Hersey/Blanchard Leadership Style Questionnaire (Hersey & Blanchard, 1977; Hershey et 
al., 2007) 
• Leader Effectiveness and Adaptability Description Instrument (LEAD) 
• instrument for identifying leadership styles – aiming to provide insight about how the 
respondent behaves as a leader, especially with respect to three aspects of leader 
behaviour: 1) style; 2) style range and 3) style adaptability 
• 20 items describing situations and 4 alternative actions as answer options, from which 
the action a person would most likely take has to be selected 
• Each of the alternatives reflects one of four combinations of task and relationship 
behaviour, which are the two dimensions of the underlying model of the situational 
leadership theory. 
• instruments distinguishes and categorises leadership styles into four behaviour types – 
telling, selling, participating, delegating 
• for the complete instrument see Annex H.3 
• Relevance for the use case: 7 items will be adopted for integration in the pre-post-
questionnaire in the pilot study 
 
Additional instruments for self-assessment of conflict management skills and leadership skills, 
which have been identified and might be reconsidered for upcoming studies are the subcale on 
conflict behaviour from the Interpersonal Communication Skills Questionnaire (ICSQ; Bubas, 
1995 – see Annex E.1) contains a subscale on conflict behaviour and the Leadership Skills 
Questionnaire (LSQ, Northouse 2011 – see Annex H.4) 
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Furthermore, focus group discussions elaborating on the acquired soft skills (before-after 
comparison)  are planned. 
 
 
4.5.2 Objective Learning Measures 
4.5.2.1 Specific Learning Measures 
Game and learning pills will be included in the pilot procedure to provide understanding of 
concepts and definitions (e.g. meaning of conflict or assessing the capacity of students to 
identify different kinds of conflict). These learning pills provide quantitative measures, e.g. in 
terms of number of identified conflicts.   
 
4.5.2.2 Broader Learning Assessments 
The current course is not part of a broader learning program on soft skills or employability skills 
– so no broader context to measure learning is available. The courses on soft skills organized 
by the Placement service do not integrate assessment measures about user satisfaction, 
learning and transfer. Students are asked to fill a general appreciation questionnaire at the end 
of the course, but no formal evaluation on the trained soft skills is taken. Therefore, evaluation 
data are not available from previous courses for comparative analysis.  
 
4.5.2.3 Assessments Incorporated in the Game 
Quantitative feedback from the game - team selection scores per race; team selection 
“idealness” ratings per race; amount of time taken for communication per race; dialogue options 
selected during conflict scenarios. 
 
 
4.6 Learning Measures for T5.6 Police interview Skills  
4.6.1 Subjective Learning Effectiveness 
For the pilot evaluation studies on the game ‘Interview Skills for Police Officers’ (ISPO) aiming 
at conveying police interview skills relevant existing instruments and questionnaires related to 
police interviews have been searched. Instruments targeting interview skills in a general sense 
were considered to broad and not suitable for this particular use case. An instrument specifically 
for police interviews that has been identified as suitable and is suggested to be used for the 
purpose of RAGE evaluations. 
 
Police Interview Competency Inventory (PICI) (De Fruyt et al. 2006; see also Smets, 2009) 
• measurement tool to assess interpersonal interview competences 
o Based on self-rated interview competences, this tool for police investigative 
interviewers enables a quantitative comparison between interviewers, but can 
also be used for assessment and development purposes 
• comprises 40 relevant police interview competences  
• the competences are subdivided into five general dimensional scales: 
o Careful-Tenacious 
o Controlled-Non-reactive 
o Dominant-Insisting 
o Communicative 
o Benevolent 
These represent dimension scales/constructs (instead of a categorial approach) – the 
subscales are independent of each other and each interviewer can be positioned on 
each possible dimensional space of each dimension 
• 40 items, to be answered on a 5-point likert scale (self-assessment of competence) 
• Relevance for the use case: The PICI is not intended to distinguish between good and 
less good interviewers (this would require an explicit conceptualisation on what profile a 
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good interviewer has), however it appears suitable as an instrument for pre-post 
assessment in RAGE, to analyse individual development – i.e. changes in pilot 
participants’ self-assessment before and after playing the game (or, respectively, at the 
beginning and and the end of the training) 
 
PICI items: 
 
 
4.6.2 Objective Learning Measures 
4.6.2.1 Specific Learning Measures 
To date no specific learning measures are foreseen in addition to the self-assessment 
questionnaire outlined in section 4.6.1 
Chapter 3
64 
 Table 1. Cronbach’s Alpha coefficients of original and present study
Scaleconstruct Cronbach's Alpha
Original 
Study
Present 
Study
Careful-Tenacious .88 .83
Being thorough
Working with relentless zeal
Being careful
Being persistent (stick to one’s task)
Being concentrated
Having perseverance
Being driven
Paying attention to details
Controlled-Non-reactive .82 .82
Being quiet
Being calm
Being self-controlled
Being able to handle pressure
Being patient
Be thick-skinned
Being able to keep one’s head cool
Being able to put things in perspective
Dominant-Insisting .83 .76
Being offensive
Having a tongue of one’s own
Not being tongue-tied
Being rigid
Being talkative
Being authoritative
Taking action
Being assertive
Communicative .82 .77
Having feeling
Being communicative
Being quick to understand
Being fluent in social contacts
Being able to respond quickly and appropriate
Having good intuition
Being able to observe him/herself
Being persuasive
Benevolent .82 .83
Being understanding
Being good-hearted
Being tender
Being able to act gently
Being complaisant
Having sympathy
Being empathic
Having the ability to calm other people
 
Police&Personality_LS def.indd   64 23/02/11   23:09
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4.6.2.2 Broader Learning Assessments 
The current courses organized by EPJ do not integrate assessment measures comparable to 
the ones as foreseen in the new game. Thus evaluation data are not available from previous 
courses for comparative analysis.  
 
4.6.2.3 Assessments Incorporated in the Game 
Game performance on achievement of defined goals related to communication skills – details 
on actual game assessments to be requested from Gameware (cf. Upcoming RAGE-WP4-
D4.3). 
 
 
4.7 Learning Measures for T5.7 Job Search Skills  
4.7.1 Subjective Learning Effectiveness 
For the pilot evaluation studies on the Interview Simulation for Job Seekers (ISJS) aiming at 
conveying job search skills existing instruments and questionnaires related to job search have 
been explored. State of the art self-assessment/report instruments or standard 
tests/measurements on job skills are not available. Therefore, in a slightly different approach, 
instruments on job search self-efficacy have been reviewed. Self-efficacy is a psychological 
construct that has proven useful in understanding and facilitating job-seeking behavior. Self-
efficacy, in general, could be simply described as ‚confidence’ or, in a bit more detail, as the 
belief in one’s capabilities to organise and execute the courses of action required to produce 
given attainments. Job-seeking self-efficacy can be defined as perceived ability to perform the 
skills involved in seeking employment. Studies have found that self-efficacy acts as moderator, 
either increasing or decreasing an individual’s performance and persistence in job-seeking 
activities. Job-seeking self-efficacy appears to be an important variable to include in the 
evaluation of employment-related interventions. The effectiveness of job-seeking skills 
interventions and training programs may lie not only in the improvements obtained through skill 
development but also in the enhanced sense of self-efficacy that results 
 
For evaluating learning effects in a broader sense for the ISJS game, it is therefore suggested 
to use an established instrument for assessing job search self efficacy. Concretely, two 
candidate instruments have been identified and are presented below. From these the most 
appropriate will be selected in consultation with the use case partner and used for the 
evaluation studies. 
 
Career Self Efficacy Scale (CSES)  (Solberg et al., 1994) 
• instrument to assess the career search efficacy of individuals who are interested in 
finding careers or jobs, changing careers or jobs, or reentering the job market 
• 35 items 
• 4 factors/subscales:  
o job exploration 
o interviewing 
o networking 
o personal exploration efficacy 
• confidence rating on 10-point rating scale from 0 (very little) to 9 (very much) 
• provides a more fine-grained picture than the JSS instrument (see below)  
• for the complete instrument please refer to Annex I.1 
• Relevance for the use case: The subscales nicely match the game goals; only the 
‘networking’ subscale does not seem highly relevant and could probably be omitted. 
The instrument might be especially relevant for T5.7 pilots because of its subscale on 
job interviews. 
 
Job-seeking self-efficacy scale (JSS) (Barlow et al., 2002) 
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• 12 items 
o originally developed for people with physical disabilities  
o instrument also contains a 6-item managing disability at interview (MDI) 
subscale – contains disability-specific considerations relating to job interviews 
o JSS part focuses on generic job-seeking task and therefore appears suitable for 
RAGE purposes, as well 
• Confidence rating on 7-point rating scale 
• Provides a short and efficient means to measure self-efficacy; however it only provides 
one global score 
• Relevance for the use case: For evaluating the RAGE game the items relating 
specifically to the skills conveyed by the game could in addition be analysed individually 
(suggested items: 2, 3, 5, 7).	Bold	items	from	the	JSS,	as	indicated	below,	are	the	items	
that	are	considered	as	particularly	relevant	by	the	use	case	partner	for	the	purpose	of	
the	pilot	evaluation.	
In	addition,	3	additional	items	are	suggested	to	be	added	to	the	JSS: 
13.	Producing	a	Cover	Letter 
14. Knowing about yourself : know how, skills… 
15. Preparing a job interview 
 
JSS items: 
Please indicate how confident you feel in the following situations:  
1. Requesting a job application form  
2. Completing a job application form  
3. Producing a curriculum vitae (CV)  
4. Travelling to the interview  
5. In your interview skills generally  
6. In your physical self-presentation at interview  
7. In your oral self-presentation at interview  
8. Meeting new people  
9. Contributing to a meeting or discussion  
10. Working within a team  
11. Working on your own  
12. Career progression 
 
4.7.2 Objective Learning Measures 
4.7.2.1 Specific Learning Measures 
Randstad France integrated a new e learning platform with gamification principles. This tool is 
called “CloudNinjas”. After each short track, the user is invited to rate the course. It is also 
possible to add comments. Rating is possible from 1 to 5 for instance. That could be used for 
each step:  
§ After CV advices   
§ After Cover Letter advices   
§ After the preparation for interview step   
§ After each interview and the feedback from the consultant  to the candidate.   
This assessment, in fact, does not represent a learning measure in a narrower sense, but it 
represents an evaluation of the learning experience/content in the game. 
 
4.7.2.2 Broader Learning Assessments 
There is no broader assessment of learning and no learning measures/results avaiable from 
previous trainings. 
 
4.7.2.3 Assessments Incorporated in the Game 
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After each interview, the player is provided with feedback about the prevalent behaviour 
adopted during the meeting. For example, the feedback could include a description of the most 
relevant aspects of the adopted behaviour with explanation of the effect of certain behaviours 
on the recruiter. To facilitate the learning process, the player can play the game several times.  
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5  EVALUATION LEVEL 3: TRANSFER 
 
The evaluation of transfer aims at identifying to what extent players are able to apply the 
knowledge and skills acquired through the applied games in other contexts, like other games or 
– preferably – in real-world situations of the actual performance contexts.  
 
The measurement of transfer is challenging; it is a longer-term activity that should take place 
only some longer time (weeks or even months) after the training. This means, follow-up data 
collection after the actual pilot studies are needed. The evaluation instruments will be 
administered at an appropriate point in time after playing the game (for transfer from game 
experience to real-world training context) or the course/training (for transfer of overall training to 
real-world performance context, e.g. internship) - at least several weeks after (exact timing to be 
identified for each pilot setting individually). A general guideline is to ensure that players had 
ample time and opportunity to apply their learning to their training/job context and observe the 
results. 
 
In essence, transfer measurement may be done in terms of a self-assessment or through an 
assessment of others (i.e. trainers, tutors, supervisors) on the basis of behaviour and 
experience in the performance (or other game) context. Self-reports will be based on foregoing 
self-observation and assessment by others will be based on foregoing player observation in 
relevant contexts. 
 
5.1 General Transfer Measures 
Potential/suitable measures for knowledge/skill transfer have been explored in collaboration 
with WP5 partners and are presented in sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.6. In addition to use-case and 
domain-specific measures of transfer, as elaborated in the subsequent sections, broader 
measures of transfer are envisaged via questionnaire and/or interview, which can be used 
across pilot studies. 
 
5.1.1 Questionnaire 
Questionnaires for measuring transfer are suggested to be applied as self-assessment and, if 
possible, as peer assessment (e.g. by internship supervisors).   
 
For self-assessment an approach of retrospective pretest-then/posttest-now instrument (Perez, 
2006) shall be used, asking players about the skills they perceived they had been using before 
the training (or before playing the game) compared to the time after the training. This kind of 
question shall be answered for each relevant skill/concept targeted by a game (according to the 
instructional design) and performance context – i.e. the exact wording and number of items will 
be defined in alignment with the operational learning objectives of each use case. See below for 
the standard item that will be used as a basis. 
 
My ability to apply the information and concepts of  [indicate skill/concept]   to actual  [indicate 
performance context]  situations: 
      
 Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent 
BEFORE attending the 
course/training 
p p p p p 
 
AFTER attending the 
course/training 
 
p 
 
p 
 
p 
 
p 
 
p 
 
Please briefly explain any reason why there is a difference between the above BEFORE and AFTER 
responses in the space below. 
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For a peer-assessment in the context of the training (i.e. measuring behavioural changes in the 
training context after playing the game), the same type of questions can be used. 
 
5.1.2 Interviews 
Interviews may be conducted to gather self-assessment and, respectively, assessment from 
trainers/supervisors together with more detailed information on experiences in transfer of 
learning. 
Suggested interview questions for players: 
• To what extent do you have applied some of the learning from the applied game in your 
tasks and professional activities? 
• How did you change your approach to your tasks/work as a result of playing the game? 
• Which benefits did you experience by using what you have learned from the game? 
 
Suggested interview questions for trainers/supervisors: 
• How have your trainees/students applied their learning from the game to their 
training/job tasks? 
• How has the training provided through the game improved your trainees/students 
performance? 
 
 
5.2 Use-case-specific Transfer Measures 
5.2.1 Transfer Measurement for T5.2 Professional Communication Skills 
In the first pilot round, the measuring of transfer will be restricted to the Space Modules Inc. 
game. 
 
A transfer test will be used that presents a set of situations and asks the student how he/she 
would proceed.  The student response is recorded as video. This will be done with the group 
that has played the game and a control group that hasn’t played the game (but similar in 
background knowledge and experience). These videos are then assessed with a team of 
experts to determine the quality of the responses. 
 
It needs to be sorted out at what time the transfer-test should/could be administered (maybe at 
the end of the semester, directly before the internship).  
 
As a potential alternative approach one could also consider to use another game (for 
communication skills, so the same learning objectives and target group) (i.e., game B without 
any learner support) and analyze whether students that completed (with a sufficient result) 
game ‘A’ are also good performers in game B (however, all learner support in ‘game B’ should 
be simply turned of and game B should have demonstrated that students can actually learn 
communication skills (in other words, the tasks are relevant for communication)). This approach 
is probably impossible to use, since it seems unlikely that such a game is available.  
 
5.2.2 Transfer Measurement for T5.3 Teamwork Skills 
Although there is no direct assessment for transfer, the measuring of performance improvement 
is implicit in the multiple replaying of the game and the subsequent cumulative comparative 
performance both in the game and in the “real world” scenario, which follows the long play 
version.  So, reiteration of the long play game and subsequent performance in the “real world” 
scenario give impact measure regarding the effective transfer of learning.  
 
Questionnaire surveys and interviews may be conducted with tutors and students to gather 
quantitative and qualitative data whether students have changed their behaviours. A focus 
group discussion may be conducted directly after the short play game (all within a day) whereas 
for the long play version it would be more appropriate at a later date. Questions for these 
transfer measurements may be specifically tailored to the learning objectives defined for the 
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game. (Alternatively, purely the general transfer measures presented in section 5.1 can be 
used.) 
 
5.2.3 Transfer Measurement for T5.4 Entrepreneurial Skills 
In order to evaluate how the game may add value to understand the issues of entrepreneurship 
and use of entrepreneurial skills in the real life, questionnaire surveys and interviews with tutors 
and students may be conducted to gather quantitative and qualitative data whether students 
have changed their behaviours. A focus group discussion may be conducted directly after the 
short play game (all within a day) whereas for the long play version it would be more appropriate 
at a later date. Questions for these transfer measurements may be specifically tailored to the 
learning objectives defined for the game. (Alternatively, purely the general transfer measures 
presented in section 5.1 can be used.) 
 
5.2.4 Transfer Measurement for T5.5 Soft Skills in Sports for 
Employability  
There will bei no explicit measurement of transfer possible in the first pilot round.  
For the following pilot round, the optimum would be to have data about soft skills competencies 
showed by the student during a following internship (which is mandatory for many faculties) or 
first working experience, data (assessment by internship tutor?). This is envisaged to be 
gathered from internship tutors. Specific transfer measurements may be defined that address 
the specific skills targeted in the use case and applied game. (Alternatively, the general transfer 
measures presented in section 5.1 can be used.) 
 
5.2.5 Transfer Measurement for T5.6 Police interview skills  
No explicit transfer measurment is foreseen at the moment. Use-case specific questions (for 
written survey or interview) addressing the specific learning goals and communication skills of 
the use case may be set up and used for self- and peer-assessment. (Alternatively, the general 
transfer measures presented in section 5.1 can be used.) 
 
5.2.6 Transfer Measurement for T5.7 Job Search Skills  
No explicit transfer measurment is available. It would be an option trying to approach 
participants at a later stage after the game and the training at Randstad to gather their specific 
feedback on their experiences in real-world job search and job interviews. Feasibility of involving 
participants later on for transfer measurement needs to be explored. 
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6  EVALUATION LEVEL 4: COSTS AND BENEFITS 
 
On evaluation level 4, effects of asset-based applied games on an organisational/institutional 
level shall be analysed in terms of their effectiveness for game application/integration in training, 
on the one hand, and in terms of their effectiveness for game development, on the other hand.  
 
This cost-benefit analysis will be a subjective and exporative analysis and largely consist in a 
qualitative identification and weighting of added value and drawbacks. Where possible and 
identifiable, actual expenses or savings incurred shall be documented. In the context of the 
formative evaluation cycle a first, preliminary cost-benefit analysis shall be conducted; a more 
comprehensive analysis will follow in summative evaluation. 
 
In general, an approach similar to that used for the purpose of cost-benefit analysis in the 
context of simulated learning environments in the ImREAL project will be adopted (Steiner & 
Wesiak, 2013). The method of choice for this kind of analysis with both, training providers as 
well as game developers is by conducting interviews with training providers. A semi-structured 
interview format with open-ended questions will be used. A draft of interview questions defined 
for this purpose is given below. 
 
6.1 Costs and Benefits for Training Providers 
The analysis of costs and benefits for training providers addresses effectiveness of applied 
games in terms of second-order effects – i.e. the pedagogical added value of the games for an 
educational institution and the disadvantages or costs for introducing and using this type of 
learning technology.  
 
6.1.1 Interview  
Draft interview guide for Cost-Benefit Analysis from a Training Provider’s Perspective: 
Targeted 
variable 
Aspect Question 
Background 
questions 
 • Which applied game was used in your training? 
• Can you briefly describe your training context and how the 
game was embedded? (including student numbers, 
duration/frequency of game use) 
• What kind of learning technologies are normally offered in 
place of the applied game? 
 
Costs  • What are the disadvantages/cons/barriers of using applied 
game in your training?  
o Name and explain and least 5 aspects. 
o Then order these aspects according to their 
importance and explain the reasons for this 
weighting. 
 
Please elaborate on the experienced or expected cost of applied games integration and use in 
your institution, in terms of time, resources, costs, future costs.  
Costs Time • For what purpose and how much more time is needed to 
integrate the applied game?  
Costs Resources • What additional resources are needed to integrate the 
applied game? 
Costs Costs • What are the additional costs for integrating the applied 
game? 
Costs Future costs • What are the perceived future costs for using the applied 
game for your training? 
Costs Future costs • Are there any future risks? 
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Benefit  • What are advantages/pros of using applied games in your 
training? 
o Name and explain and least 5 aspects. 
o Then order these aspects according to their 
importance and explain the reasons for this 
weighting. 
 
Please elaborate on the experienced or expected benefits of the applied game in terms of 
pedagogical effectiveness, cost saving, time saving, resource savings, competitive gains, other 
gains. 
Benefit Pedagogical 
effectiveness 
• How does the applied game provide added value to 
training in your organisation? 
Benefit Cost savings • What are the perceived cost savings? How does the 
applied game help to avoid costs? 
Benefit Resource 
savings 
• What are the perceived resource savings? 
Benefit Time savings • How does the applied game help to save time? 
 Competitive 
gains 
• What is the perceived competitive gain of using the applied 
game? 
Benefit Future gains • Are there any other perceived future gains? 
Benefit Future gains • What could be done to further improve the effectiveness of 
the game? 
Cost-benefit 
balance 
 • To what extent would you agree or disagree that 
integrating applied games in your trainings/courses is a 
worthwhile investment for your organization?   Do you think 
that the (prospective) benefits of applied games are worth 
the projected costs for integrating them in training? Please 
explain! 
 
 
6.2 Costs and Benefits for Game Developers 
The analysis of costs and benefits for game developers addresses the analysis of costs and 
benefits from a game industry perspective. This refers to the aspect of the ‘costs’ for applying 
and integrating the RAGE game technologies and methodologies in and for game development 
and whether and how these can be balanced by their added value.  
 
6.2.1 Interview  
Draft interview guide for Cost-Benefit Analysis from a Game Developer’s Perspective: 
Targeted 
variable 
Aspect Question 
Background 
questions 
 • Which assets have been integrated into your applied 
game? 
• What kind of software components do you normally use in 
place of these assets? 
• Can you briefly describe your general game design and 
development approach? 
 
Costs  • What are the disadvantages/cons/barriers of using RAGE 
assets in your game development?  
o Name and explain and least 5 aspects. 
o Then order these aspects according to their 
importance and explain the reasons for this 
weighting. 
 
Please elaborate on the experienced or expected cost of applied games integration and use in 
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your institution, in terms of time, resources, costs, future costs.  
Costs Time • How much time does the use and integration of assets add 
to game development?  
Costs Resources • What additional resources are needed for using assets? 
Costs Costs • What are the additional costs for using assets? 
Costs Future costs • What are the perceived future costs of suing and 
integrating assets? 
Costs Future costs • Are there any future risks? 
 
Benefit  • What are advantages/pros of using RAGE assets in your 
game development 
o Name and explain and least 5 aspects. 
o Then order these aspects according to their 
importance and explain the reasons for this 
weighting. 
 
Please elaborate on the experienced or expected benefits of the applied game in terms of 
pedagogical effectiveness, cost saving, time saving, resource savings, competitive gains, other 
gains. 
Benefit Cost savings • What are the perceived cost savings? How does asset use 
help to avoid costs? 
Benefit Resource 
savings 
• What are the perceived resource savings? 
Benefit Time savings • How does asset use help to save time? 
Benefit Productivity 
gains 
• What are productivity gains? How do the assets automate 
or simplify aspects of game development? 
 Competitive 
gains 
• What is the perceived competitive gain of using assets? 
Benefit Future gains • Are there any other perceived future gains? 
Benefit Future gains • What could be done to further improve the effectiveness of 
assets for game development? 
Cost-benefit 
balance 
 • To what extent would you agree or disagree that 
integrating assets in your game development approach is a 
worthwhile investment for your organization?   Do you think 
that the (prospective) benefits of asset use are worth the 
projected costs for integrating them in training? Please 
explain! 
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7  PLAYER CHARACTERISTICS 
	
In addition to data on the evaluation variables as targeted in line with the evaluation questions, 
personal characteristics shall be gathered as basic data in each of the pilots.  
 
As described in the evaluation framework, characteristics of evaluation participants that might 
have a systematic influence on evaluation variables measured in evaluation are important to 
take into account in evaluation. These include gender, education, professional and cultural 
background, personality traits, preferred learning styles, game experience, instructional/game 
design experience, attitude to games etc. to name a few.  
 
As a result, data on relevant player variables will be gathered in the pilot validation studies, to 
allow taking them into account in data analysis and analysing their influence and potential 
covariations and correlations. For players participating in the pilots it may, for example, also be 
of interest to gather some data about whether users were gamers already, or to identify relevant 
player types. While a basic set of person variables should be gathered in all use cases, more 
specific variables to be considered in each use case shall be specified in consultation with use 
case partners. 
 
General demographic questionnaires as used in evaluation studies in previous projects provide 
a valuable starting point for setting up an inventory of ítems on personal characteristics. A 
survey used by Terlecki and Newcombe (2005) provides a useful basis to identify relevant 
ítems specifically for a gaming context, which may be used/adapted for the personal data 
section in the RAGE evaluations. The complete instrument is presented in Annex J.1. Another 
relevant instrument constitutes the Gaming Preference Questionnaire used by Manero et al. 
(2016), which identifies 4 types of players (full gamers, hardcore gamers, casual gamers, and 
non-gamers). The instrument can be found in Annex J.2. 
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8  OPEN RESEARCH DATA REPOSITORY 
 
RAGE has been designated a Horizon2020 pilot project on open access to research data, 
implying that not only RAGE journal articles based on our evaluation studies have to be openly 
accessible, but also the underlying data. A first version of RAGE’s contribution to the EU open 
research data pilot, the Data Management Plan (RAGE-WP10-D10.2), was delivered in month 
6. An update of the Data Management Plan is planned for month 24. 
 
The OpenAIRE-Zenodo (http://www.zenodo.org/) has been selected as RAGE’s open research 
data repository. It is linked to the European Commission H2020 reporting tool. The Zenodo 
repository (previously the OpenAIRE Orphan Record Repository) is developed by CERN under 
the EU FP7 project OpenAIREplus (grant agreement no. 283595). The FP7 project OpenAIRE 
aimed to support the implementation of the EC and ERC Open Access policies. Its successor 
OpenAIREplus is aimed at linking the aggregated research publications to the accompanying 
research and project information, datasets and author information.  
 
RAGE publications are currently published through the open access repository DSpace under 
the Non- Commercial Share Alike Creative Commons license; this repository will be enabled for 
automatic harvesting by OpenAIRE-Zenodo. Data underlying publication shall be made 
available directly via Zenodo. 
 
This section shall provide initial guidelines for the use of the Zenodo repository and thus, 
complements the RAGE Data Management Plan and the evaluation guidelines provided in D8.1 
on data management for the partners that will be involved in the application scenarios. 
 
8.1 Managing Evaluation Data with Zenodo 
The data collected in the evaluation studies in the context of the pilot studies will be stored and 
managed via Zenodo. Zenodo enables depositing articles and/or research data. It exposes its 
data to OpenAIRE, helping researchers to comply with the Open Access demands from the EC 
and the ERCs. 
 
At least the evaluation data on which publications are based need to be made accessible via 
the repository; the repository, however, may also be used beyond that for managing and 
sharing evaluation data within the project. 
 
8.1.1 Main Repository Features 
- All research outputs from across all research fields can be uploaded and shared; any 
file format is accepted 
- Per dataset ther is a size limit of 50GB; there is no size limit on communities 
- It is free for the long tail of Science 
- To all publicly available uploads a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) is assigned, making it 
uniquely citable. 
- It is possible to create your one’s own collection and to accept or reject uploads 
submitted to that collection  
- the data is safely stored using CERN's battle-tested repository software INVENIO, 
which is also used by some of the world's largest repositories  
- Zenodo is integrated into reporting lines for research funded by the European 
Commission via OpenAIRE  
- Zenodo enables flexible licensing – although sharing research data as openly as 
possible is encouraged, uploading under a variety of different licenses and access 
levels is possible – i.e. upload of material that is not (yet) open access is possible 
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8.1.2 Using Zenodo 
Before sharing evaluation data with partners or publishing it via the Zenodo (or another) 
repository, any personal data needs to be anonymised. For further information on 
anonymisation and a general checklist for data management please refer to section ‘3 Research 
data management and evaluation guidelines’ and ‘Annex 2: Additional information on research 
data management’ of D8.1 RAGE Evaluation Framework and Guidelines (RAGE-WP8-D8.1). 
 
- Accessing the repository: You can access Zenod via https://zenodo.org/ - press on 
the ‘Log in’ button (top right) to log in 
 
 
- Signing in/up: Before first using Zenodo, you have to sign up on 
https://zenodo.org/signup/ by creating a new account or by registering with your GitHub 
or ORCID account. 
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- Communities: In the ‘communities’ tab (https://zenodo.org/communities/) the 
communities created and curated by Zenodo users can be accessed and searched 
 
 
o For the purpose of RAGE WP8 a community has been set up called ‘RAGE 
WP8’. It can be directly accessed via 
https://zenodo.org/communities/rage_wp8/ 
§ The RAGE WP8 community shall serve as the collaborative space for 
research outputs in the context of evaluation work in the RAGE projects 
§ This is the main area where RAGE evaluation data shall be uploaded 
and shared 
§ The community is curated by the WP8 leader  
§ When accessing the community, the research data and resources 
submitted to this community are listed and can be searched 
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o In addition to the RAGE WP8 community, project partners may additionally 
create communities for their individual partner institution, as appropriate or 
needed 
 
- Uploading files: Files can be uploaded via the ‘Upload’ tab 
(https://zenodo.org/deposit/new)  
o Drag and drop your file for upload or choose it by pressing the button  
o Define the type of resource and add basic information and a description of the 
data upload 
§ Relevant for upload in our context are, in particular, data sets in form of 
evaluation data (e.g. questionnaire data), i.e. raw data and processed 
data. In addition, publications, presentations or posters related to the 
evaluation studies may be uploaded. 
 
 
o Then, add further information: 
§ Specify the Access together with additional information 
• Open Access – data/resource is visible and openly accessible 
for everybody 
• Embargoed Access – an embargo date can be defined after 
which the data will be made publicly available 
• Restricted Access – access to a resource needs to be 
requested, conditions for access have to be specified  
o This option may be used for RAGE/WP/partner-internal 
sharing of files 
o General information on the file is visible and 
searchable by anybody 
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• Closed Access – resource is only accessible to the user (but 
general entry is visible and searchable) 
§ Under ‘Communities’ the community (or several communities) to which 
you want to upload can be specified, if any. Usually, you will be 
uploading to the RAGE WP8 community. 
• An upload to a community has to be accepted by the 
community curator to be visible in the community. After upload, 
the community curator is notified about the record. 
• Alternatively to searching/selecting the RAGE WP8 community, 
you may start data upload from the ‘Upload’ button on the 
community site (this will again bring you to the regular upload 
page, but with the community being prepopulated) 
§ Under ‘Funding’ EC research grant (in our case RAGE) may be 
selected to which the data is associated.  
 
 
o Indicate additional metadata information, as appropriate – e.g. related 
references, journals, or conferences.  
o The data may be deleted, saved (for further editing), or published. 
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- Searching files: 
o Resources may be searched and explored in the overall repository (by using 
the search field on top), or within a community (by using  the search field within 
a community) 
 
 
o Given a result list, filters may be selected/applied (on the left side) – e.g. to 
show only open access resources, resources of a particular filetype etc. 
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- Accessing files:  
o In the overview or search result list of data sets, you can immediately see the 
type of resource and the related access rights (highlighted in green for open 
access, in red for restricted or closed access) 
 
 
o to access a resource from the overview or search result list, click on the ‘view’ 
button  
§ if a resource is ‘open access’ the related file can directly be 
downloaded 
§ for ‘restricted access’ the conditions for access are specified (‘you have 
to be member of the RAGE project and partner in WP8) and access 
may be requested 
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9  CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS 
 
The RAGE asset approach and technologies developed in the project are applied in the context 
of six use cases in the project. These use cases and the applied games developed for them are 
the playground for implementing and testing the assets in the context of actual game project; 
they serve as showcase and proof of concept of the assets. The use cases with their asset-
based games provide a meaningful context to collect empirical insights and evidence for 
evaluations in empirical practice, with real users of the assets and games. The evaluation 
studies on the use cases are carried out in the context of the pilots organized in WP5 and aim at 
demonstrating the quality and benefit of the asset-based applied games.  
 
This milestones documents provides the collection of evaluation instruments elaborated for 
application in the evaluations of the first round pilots, targeting the first versions of the applied 
games for each of the use case. Evaluation outcomes of this first round shall, on the one hand, 
test and validate the evaluation methodology and instruments. On the other hand, the first round 
evaluaiton will mainly serve providing initial evidence on the benefit and effect of the applied 
games and the assets integrated, and will provide information for further improvement or 
refinement that may be fed back to development. 
 
Next steps in the preparation of the validation studies are under the responsibility of the 
individual T8.5 partners, in cooperation with the respective use case partners of each 
application scenario. Based on this milestones document, as well as on the evaluation 
framework (RAGE-WP8-D8.1) and the scenario arrangement document (RAGE-WP5-D5.1) 
these next steps consist in in the selection of final set of instruments for each pilot and 
specification of detailed evaluation procedure. This will be done in close collaboration and 
consultation of responsible T8.5 partners with their use case partners and taking into particular 
account the pilot scenario arrangements. This also includes clarification about the probable 
need of instrument versions in the respective use case language and identification or creation of 
respective language versions (Note: for some of the questionnaires presented in the present 
document a reference to different language versions, which may be adopted, has been made). 
The specific learning and transfer measures for each use case will be finalised, if not yet 
available in full detail – in particular the performance assessments from the games shall be 
explored in terms of their suitability for evaluation purposes, based on the availability of more 
detailed information in the upcoming first game versions deliverable (RAGE-WP4-D4.3). 
 
Based on the selected and elaborated evaluation instruments and procedure, preparations and 
arrangements for getting approval from institutional ethics committees will be taken, if necessary 
for a given use case and pilot setting. The RAGE data controllers should thus check a) whether 
their institution has an Ethics Committee, b) what the institutional requirements and procedures 
regarding research ethics are, and c) how much time scanning/approval of a research design by 
the committee typically takes.  The research design of the pilot (i.e. pilot procedura and 
evaluation methodology) will then have to be described in the respective application forms and 
to be submitted in time to the Ethics committe to ensure ethical clearance before starting 
evaluation data collection in the pilots. 
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ANNEX A: USABILITY EVALUATION 
 
A.1 Template for Heuristic Evaluation of Game Usability  
ID Heuristic Description 
1 Provide consistent 
responses to the user’s 
actions 
Games should respond to users’ actions in a predictable manner. Basic mechanics, such 
as hit detection, game physics, character movement, and enemy behavior, should all be 
appropriate for the situation that the user is facing. Games should also provide consistent 
input mappings so that users’ actions always lead to the expected outcome. 
2 Allow users to 
customize video and 
audio settings, difficulty 
and game speed. 
The video and audio settings, and the difficulty and game speed levels seen in games are 
not appropriate for all users. The system should allow people to customize a range of 
settings so that the game accommodates their individual needs. 
3 Provide predictable and 
reasonable behavior for 
computer controlled 
units 
In many games, the computer helps the user control the movement of their character, of 
a small group of teammates, or of a large number of units. Computer controlled units 
should behave in a predictable fashion, and users should not be forced to issue extra 
commands to correct faulty artificial intelligence. The game should control units so that 
pathfinding and other behaviors are reasonable for in-game situations. 
4 Provide unobstructed 
views that are 
appropriate for the 
user’s current actions 
Most games provide users with a visual representation (i.e. a “view”) of the virtual location 
that the user is currently occupying. The game should provide views that allow the user to 
have a clear, unobstructed view of the area, and of all visual information that is tied to the 
location. Views should also be designed so that they are appropriate for the activity that 
the user is carrying out in the game. For example, in a 3D game different camera angles 
may be needed for jumping sequences, for fighting sequences, and for small and large 
rooms. 
5 Allow users to skip non-
playable and frequently 
repeated content 
Many games include lengthy audio and video sequences, or other types of non-
interactive content. Games should allow users to skip non-playable content so that it does 
not interfere with gameplay. 
6 Provide intuitive and 
customizable input 
mappings 
Most games require rapid responses from the user, so input mapping must be designed 
so that users can issue commands quickly and accurately. Mappings should be easy to 
learn and should be intuitive to use, leveraging spatial relationships (the up button is 
above the down button, etc.) and other natural pairings. They should also adopt input 
conventions that are common in other similar games (e.g. many first-person shooters and 
real-time strategy games use similar input schemes). Games should allow users to remap 
the input settings, should support standard input devices (e.g. mouse, keyboard, 
gamepad), and should provide shortcuts for expert players. 
7 Provide controls that are 
easy to manage, and 
that have an appropriate 
level of sensitivity and 
responsiveness. 
Many games allow users to control avatars such as characters or vehicles. Controls for 
avatars should be designed so that they are easy for the user to manage, i.e. they are not 
too sensitive or unresponsive. When controls are based on real world interactions, such 
as steering a car or using a control stick in an airplane, the game should respond to input 
in a way that mirrors the real world. Further, games should respond to controls in a 
timeframe that is suitable for gameplay requirements. 
8 Provide users with 
information on game 
status. 
Users make decisions based on their knowledge of the current status of the game. 
Examples of common types of information that users need to track include the current 
status of their character (such as their health, armor status, and location in the game 
world), objectives, teammates, and enemies. Users should be provided with enough 
information to allow them to make proper decisions while playing the game. 
9 Provide instructions, 
training, and help. 
Many games are complex and have steep learning curves, making it challenging for 
users to gain mastery of game fundamentals. Users should have access to complete 
documentation on the game, including how to interpret visual representations and how to 
interact with game elements. When appropriate, users should be provided with interactive 
training to coach them through the basics. Further, default or recommended choices 
should be provided when users have to make decisions in complex games, and 
additional help should be accessible within the application. 
10 Provide visual 
representations that are 
easy to interpret and 
that minimize the need 
for micromanagement. 
Visual representations, such as radar views, maps, icons, and avatars, are frequently 
used to convey information about the current status of the game. Visual representations 
should be designed so that they are easy to interpret, so that they minimize clutter and 
occlusion, and so that users can differentiate important elements from irrelevant 
elements. Further, representations should be designed to minimize the need for 
micromanagement, where users are forced to interactively search through the 
representation to find needed elements. 
Source: Pinelle et al. (2008)  
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Procedure: 
 
Familiarise with the above game heuristics and use them to inspect the game! 
1. Try to identify instances where the game does not adhere to the principles outlined in 
the heuristics 
2. Identify whether an identified mismatch constitutes a usability problem 
3. If yes, document it in the table below 
• Describe the problem 
• Indicate the ID of the heuristic used to find the problem 
• Give a severity rating (1- Cosmetic problem, 2-Minor problem, 3-Major problem, and 
4-Usability catastrophe) 
• Make a suggestion for improving the game in order to overcome the problem 
4. Repeat 2. And 3. for each instance/mismatch identified 
 
 
 
Problem Description: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Related heuristic (ID): 
 
This problem is a :  
¨ 1 Cosmetic problem      ¨ 2 Minor problem       ¨ 3 Major problem       ¨ 4 Usability 
catastrophe 
Suggestion for improvement: 
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Problem Description: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Related heuristic (ID): 
 
This problem is a :  
¨ 1 Cosmetic problem      ¨ 2 Minor problem       ¨ 3 Major problem       ¨ 4 Usability 
catastrophe 
Suggestion for improvement: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Problem Description: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Related heuristic (ID): 
 
This problem is a :  
¨ 1 Cosmetic problem      ¨ 2 Minor problem       ¨ 3 Major problem       ¨ 4 Usability 
catastrophe 
Suggestion for improvement: 
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A.2 Event Categories of the SeGUE (Moreno-Ger et al., 2012)  
 
 
 
  
6 Advances in Human-Computer Interaction
Table 1: Event categories for the system dimension.
System-related event
Functionality
An event is related to prototype’s functionality when it is the result of the user activating a control item
and it is related to one specific action.
Layout/UI
An event is related to layout/UI when the user makes a wrong assumption about what a control does, or
when the user does not know how to do something (negative events). It is also a layout/UI positive event
when a user appreciates the design (figures, attempts, colors, etc.) or having specific information
displayed.
Gameflow
An event that is caused not by a single specific interaction, but as a consequence of the game sequences
interactions and outputs and the specific gameplay design of the game.
Content A content event is related to text blurbs and other forms of textual information provided by the game.
Technical error A technical error event is related to a nonintentional glitch in the system that must be corrected.
Nonapplicable When the event is not related to the system and/or not prompted by a system behavior.
Other
An event that is related to the system, but does not match any of the above (this suggests that a new
category is needed).
Table 2: Event categories for the user dimension.
User-related event
Learning
The user figures out how to perform an action that was unclear before (learn to play), or when
the user is actively engaging in consuming content (learn content).
Reflecting
The user pauses or wonders what to do next. Unlike when the user is confused and does not know
what to do, reflecting events indicate pause to create action plans within the game space.
Satisfied/excited The user displays a remarkably positive reaction.
Pleasantly frustrated
The user expresses frustration in a positive manner. A pleasantly frustrating moment urges the
user to try to overcome the obstacle again.
Frustrated
The user voices or displays negative feelings at not being able to complete the game or not
knowing how to do something. A frustrating moment urges the player to stop playing.
Confused
The user does not know how to perform an action, misinterprets instructions, and/or does not
know what he/she is supposed to do.
Annoyed
The user performs properly a task in the game (knows how to do it), but feels negatively about
having to do it.
Unable to continue (fatal)
This is usually the consequence of one or more of the above, or of a fatal technical error. An event
is related to when the user becomes definitely stuck and/or cannot continue without the help of
the researcher. Such events are highlighted because the origin of these events must always be
resolved.
Nonapplicable
An event is not related to the user (e.g., it is a remark by the researcher, or a glitch appeared but
the user did not notice it).
Suggestion/comment The user verbalizes a comment or a suggestion that is not related to a specific interaction or event.
Other
An event is related to the user, but does not match any of the above (this suggests that a new
category is needed).
or (3) an event could be recognized and tagged by one
observer and overlooked by another. In the latter two cases,
it is important to have all the reviewers to verify and agree on
the significance of the event and have subjective agreement
on the proper tag. Most importantly, the objective of this
task is not to increase the interrater reliability, but to study
collaboratively the event in order to better understand its
interpretation, causes, and potential remediation actions.
(6) Preparation of a Task List of Changes. Finally, the eventual
product from this evaluation process should be a list of
potential improvements for the game, with an indication of
their importance in terms of how often the problem appeared
and how severely it aﬀected the user or interfered with
the game’s educational mission. For each observed negative
event, a remediation action is proposed. Changes proposed
should avoid interfering with the design and game-play ele-
ments that originate positive events to maintain engagement.
Users’ comments and suggestions may also be taken into
account. Quite possibly, some of the encountered issues will
occur across multiple users, and some events might occur
multiple times for the same user during the same play session
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Pleasantly frustrated
The user expresses frustration in a positive manner. A pleasantly frustrating moment urges the
user to try to overcome the obstacle again.
Frustrated
The user voices or displays negative feelings at not being able to complete the ga e or not
knowing how to do something. A frustrating moment urges the player to stop playing.
Confused
The user does not know how to perform an action, misinterprets instructions, and/or does not
know what he/she is supposed to do.
Annoyed
The user performs properly a task in the game (knows how to do it), but feels negatively about
having to do it.
Unable to continue (fatal)
This is usually the consequence of one or more of the above, or of a fatal technical error. An event
is related to when the user becomes definitely stuck and/or cannot continue without the help of
the researcher. Such events are highlighted because the origin of these events must always be
resolved.
Nonapplicable
An event is not related to the user (e.g., it is a remark by the researcher, or a glitch appeared but
the user did not notice it).
Suggestion/comment The user verbalizes a comment or a suggestion that is not related to a specific interaction or event.
Other
An event is related to the user, but does not match any of the above (this suggests that a new
category is needed).
or (3) an event could be recognized and tagged by one
observer and overlooked by another. In the latter two cases,
it is important to have all the viewers to verify and agree on
the significance of the vent d ave subjectiv agreement
on the proper ag. Most importantly, the objective of this
task is ot to increase the interrater r lia ility, but to study
collaboratively the event in order to better understand its
interpretation, cause , and pot ntial remediation acti ns.
(6) Preparation of a Task List of Changes. Fin lly, the eventual
product from this evaluation process should be a list of
potential improvements for the game, with an indication of
their importance in terms of how often the problem appeared
and how severely it aﬀected the user or i terfered with
t ga e’s edu ational mission. For each observed neg tive
event, a remediation action is propo d. Cha ges proposed
s ould avoid interfering with the design and game-play ele-
me ts that orig nate positive events to maintai engagement.
Users’ comme s and suggestions may lso be taken into
accoun . Quite possibly, som of he encountered issues will
occur a ross multiple users, and o e events might occur
multiple times for the same user during the sam play s sion
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ANNEX B: GAME EXPERIENCE EVALUATION 
 
B.1 Alternative Questionnaires  
 
B.1.1 Subscales from Park et al. (2014) 
 
 
 
B.1.2 Subscales from Lowry et al. (2013) 
 
* reverse scaled items 
 
 
B.1.3 EGameFlow (Fu et al., 2009) 
Note: only items printed in normal text are part of the questionnaire, items in italic have been 
excluded after validity and reliability analysis 
leaving a final survey comprised of 28 items. The final questionnaire items in the main survey, along with their sources, are
shown in Table 1.
After these procedures, a professional survey company conducted a two-month internet survey to evaluate the research
model. Participants were instructed to answer all items on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = ‘‘strongly disagree’’, 7 = ‘‘strongly
agree’’). The company received 1579 responses. After an elimination procedure for data filtering, 1409 valid samples were
used in the analysis. Table 2 shows the demographic information of participants. All participants answered that they
Table 1
Questionnaire items conducted in the main survey.
Constructs Items Descriptions
Perceived control
& skill
PCS1 When playing M-SNGs, I do not feel disturbed. Koufaris (2002), Park and del
Pobil (2013)PCS2 When playing M-SNGs, I strongly feel that I am inside a different world.
PCS3 During M-SNGs, I am intensely absorbed in the games and I fully control the games.
Perceived ease of
use
PEOU1 Playing M-SNGs does not require a lot of mental effort. Davis (1989, 1993)
PEOU2 I find M-SNGs easy to play.
PEOU3 I find it asy to access and play M-SNGs when and where I want.
Perceived
enjoyment
PE1 I enjoy playing SNGs. Koufaris (2002), Yi and
Hwang (2003)PE2 I find M-SNGs enjoyable and fascinating.
PE3 I do not enjoy doing other things when I play M-SNGs.
Perceived
mobility
PM1 Mobility and M-SNGs make it possible to get real-time data. Huang et al. (2007),
PM2 It is convenient to use M-SNGs at anytime and anywhere.
PM3 Mobility is an outstanding advantage of mobile phones with M-SNGs.
Perceived
connectedness
PC1 I feel good because I can access M-SNGs via mobile systems. Shin (2010)
PC2 I feel connected to external reality because I can play the M-SNGs that I want to play.
PC3 I feel emotionally comforted because I can do something interesting and enjoyable
with M-SNGs at my convenience.
Perceived
usefulness
PU1 I think M-SNGs are useful to me. Davis (1989, 1993)
PU2 It would be comfortable for me to play M-SNGs.
PU3 I find M-SNGs enjoyable and fascinating.
Attitude ATT1 It would be a wonderful idea to play M-SNGs. Davis (1989, 1993)
ATT2 I would have positive feelings toward M-SNGs in general.
ATT3 It is easier and better for me to play M-SNGs, as opposed to other games.
Satisfaction SS1 Overall, I am satisfied with M-SNGs. Park and del Pobil (2013), Lee
and Chung (2009)SS2 The SNGs that I am playing now meet my expectations.
SS3 I recommend M-SNGs to others who intend to play new mobile games.
SS4 M-SNGs are a beneficial tool in improving my life.
Intention to use IU1 I intend to play M-SNGs as much as possible. Davis (1989, 1993)
IU2 I intend to continue playing M-SNGs in the future.
IU3 I would rather play M-SNGs than other kinds of games.
Table 2
Respondents’ information in the main survey (N = 1409).
Age (yrs) N %
Under 20 282 20.0
21–25 669 47.5
26–30 292 20.7
31–36 131 9.3
Over 36 35 2.5
Gender
Male 681 48.3
Female 728 51.7
A period of player experience
2–3 months 355 25.2
3–6 months 801 56.8
6–12 months 148 10.5
Over 1 year 105 7.5
Education
High school 262 18.6
College 889 63.1
Graduate or above 258 18.3
Mean times to play per week
1–2 h 619 43.9
2–4 h 496 35.2
4–6 h 201 14.3
Over 6 h 93 6.6
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Appendices 
Appe dix A. Measurement Scales 
Table A-1. Measurement Scales T bl  
Constru t Items Notes 
Joy 
JOY1. I found playing the game to be 
enjoyable. 
Built on the original three-item 
scale from (Venkatesh, 2000) by 
modifying to gaming context and 
added three items based on 
h donic enjoyment concepts from 
th  foll win  lit rature: (Agarwal & 
Karahanna, 2000; Igbaria, Iivari, & 
Maragahh, 1995; Raney, Arpan, 
Pashupati, & Brill, 2003; van der 
Heijden, 2004). 
JOY2. I had fun using the game. 
*JOY3. Using the game was boring. 
*JOY4. The game really annoyed me 
JOY5. The game experience was pleasurable. 
*JOY6. The game left me u satisfied. 
Control 
CTL1. I had a lot of control.  Modified original scale from (Liu, 
2003) to be more general so that it 
did not focus solely on Web sites. 
Also, added items on control from 
(Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000). 
 
CTL2. I could choose freely what I wanted to 
see or do.  
*CTL3. I had little control over what I could do. 
CTL4. I was in control. 
*CTL5. I had no control over my interaction. 
CTL6. I was allow d to control my interaction. 
Focused 
Immersion 
FI1. I was able to block out most other 
distractio . 
Modified original scale from 
(Agarwal & K rahanna, 2000) to a 
gaming context; third item was 
changed from task to game. FI2. I was absorbed in what I was doing. 
FI3. I was immersed in the game. 
*FI4. I was distracted by other attentions very 
easily. 
(d1)(d2) FI5. My attention was not diverted 
very easily.  
Temporal 
Dissociation 
TD1. Time appeared to go by very quickly 
using the game. 
Modified original scale from 
(Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000) to a 
gaming context; last two original 
items were not included because 
they did not fit our context. 
 
TD2. I lo t track of time when I was playing the 
game. 
TD3. Time “flew” when I played the game. 
Curiosity 
CUR1. This experience excited my curi sity. Modified original cale from 
(Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000) to a 
gaming context. CUR2. This experience made me curious. 
CUR3. This experience aroused my 
imagination. 
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Table A-1. Measurement Scales Table (cont.) 
Construct Ite s Notes 
Perceived Ease-
f-Use 
PEOU1. My i teraction with the game w s 
clear and un erstandable. 
Combined four-item scale from 
(Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000) and 
four-item scale from (Venkatesh, 
2000) and modified to a gaming 
context. 
 
PEOU2. Interacting with th  game did not 
require a lot of my mental ffort. 
PEOU3. I found the game to be trouble free. 
PEOU4. I found it easy to get the game to do 
what I want it to do. 
(d1) PEOU5. Learning to operate the game 
was easy for me. 
PEOU6. It was simple to do what I wanted with 
the game. 
PEOU7. It was be easy for me to become 
skillful at using th  gam .
PEOU8. I found the game easy to us . 
Perceived 
Usefulness 
PU1. The game decreased my stress. Modified original utilitarian scale 
from (Venkatesh, 2000) to a 
hedonic context. Items chosen 
from pilot test items that showed 
the strongest benefits of fun. 
PU2. The game helped me better pass time. 
PU3. The ga e provided a useful escape. 
PU4. The game helped me think more clearly. 
PU5. The game helped me feel rejuvenated. 
Behavioral 
Intention to Use 
BIU1. I would plan on using it in the future. Modified original scale from 
(Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000) to a 
gaming co text 
 
BIU2. I would intend to continue using it in the 
future. 
BIU3. I expect my use of it to continue in the 
future. 
Notes on measures: 
 
*=reverse scaled; d1=dropped for Study 1 
 
All scales were reflective and used a Likert-like seven-point scale anchored on “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly 
Agree.”  
 
The post-experiment measures were virtually the same for both Study 1 and Study 2. However, since Study 1 
required the participants to imagine the games rather than actually play them, all prompts were changed to be 
conditional (e.g., “I would” instead of “I was”). To get participants in Study 1 to imagine the effects of the games 
more vividly, we asked th m to imagine playing their assigned game for two hours. 
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B.1.4 Slater-Usoh-Steed Presence Questionnaire (Slater et al., 1998) 
1. Please rate your sense of being the virtual environment, on a scale of 1 to 7, where 
7 represents your normal experience of being in a place. 
2. To what extent were there times during the experience when the virtual environment 
was the reality for you? 
3. When you think back to the experience, do you think of the virtual environment more 
as images that you saw or more as somewhere that you visited? 
4. During the time of the experience, which was the strongest on the whole, your 
sense of being in the virtual environment or of being elsewhere? 
5. Consider your memory of being in the virtual environment. How similar in terms of 
the structure of the memory is this to the structure of the memory of other places you 
have been today? By ‘structure of the memory’ consider things like the extent to which 
you have a visual memory of the virtual environment, whether that memory is in colour, 
duct an online survey. A total of 166 valid samples were collected. The reliability and validity of the scale were officially tested at the
end of data collection.
3.2. Scale design
The scale, named EGameFlow, developed in this study consists of eight dimensions: (1) Concentration (6 items): games must provide
activities that encourage the player’s concentration while minimizing stress from learning overload, which may lower the player’s concen-
tration on the game. (2) Clear Goal (4 items): tasks in the game should be clearly explained at the beginning. (3) Feedback (5 items): feed-
back allows a player to determine the gap between the current stage of knowledge and the knowledge required for ultimate completion of
the game’s task. (4) Challenge (6 items): the game should offer challenges that fit the player’s level of skills; the difficulty of these chal-
Table 2
Scale of EGameFlow
Factor Item no. Content
Concentration C1 The game grabs my attentiona
C2 The game provides content that stimulates my attentiona
C3 Most of the gaming activities are related to the learning task
C4 No distraction from the task is highlighted
C5 Generally speaking, I can remain concentrated in the game
C6 I am not distracted from tasks that the player should concentrate on
C7 I am not burdened with tasks that seem unrelated
C8 Workload in the game is adequate
Goal Clarity G1 Overall game goals were presented in the beginning of the game
G2 Overall game goals were presented clearly
G3 Intermediate goals were presented in the beginning of each scene
G4 Intermediate goals were presented clearly
G5 I understand the learning goals through the gamea
Feedback F1 I receive feedback on my progress in the game
F2 I receive immediate feedback on my actions
F3 I am notified of new tasks immediately
F4 I am notified of new events immediately
F5 I receive information on my success (or failure) of intermediate goals immediately
F6 I receive information on my status, such as score or levela
Challenge H1 I enjoy the game without feeling bored or anxiousa
H2 The challenge is adequate, neither too difficult nor too easya
H3 The game provides ‘‘hints” in text that help me overcome the challenges
H4 The game provides ‘‘online support” that helps me overcome the challenges
H5 The game provides video or audio auxiliaries that help me overcome the challenges
H6 My skill gradually improves through the course of overcoming the challengesa
H7 I am encouraged by the improvement of my skillsa
H8 The difficulty of challenges increase as my skills improved.
H9 The game provides new challenges with an appropriate pacing
H10 The game provides different levels of challenges that tailor to different players
Autonomy A1 I feel a sense of control the menu (such as start, stop, save, etc.)a
A2 I feel a sense of control over actions of roles or objectsa
A3 I feel a sense of control over interactions between roles or objectsa
A4 The game does not allow players to make errors to a degree that they cannot progress in the gamea
A5 The game supports my recovery from errorsa
A6 I feel that I can use strategies freelya
A7 I feel a sense of control and impact over the game
A8 I know next step in the game
A9 I feel a sense of control over the game
Immersion I1 I forget about time passing while playing the game
I2 I become unaware of my surroundings while playing the game
I3 I temporarily forget worries about everyday life while playing the game
I4 I experience an altered sense of time
I5 I can become involved in the game
I6 I feel emotionally involved in the game
I7 I feel viscerally involved in the game
Social Interaction S1 I feel cooperative toward other classmates
S2 I strongly collaborate with other classmates
S3 The cooperation in the game is helpful to the learning
S4 The game supports social interaction between players (chat, etc)
S5 The game supports communities within the game
S6 The game supports communities outside the game
Knowledge Improvement K1 The game increases my knowledge
K2 I catch the basic ideas of the knowledge taught
K3 I try to apply the knowledge in the game
K4 The game motivates the player to integrate the knowledge taught
K5 I want to know more about the knowledge taught
a Item underlined was deleted after validity and reliability tested.
F.-L. Fu et al. / Computers & Education 52 (2009) 101–112 105
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the extent to which the memory seems vivid or realistic, its size, location in your 
imagination, the extent to which it is panoramic in your imagination, and other such 
structural elements. 
6. During the time of your experience did you often think to yourself that you were 
actually in the virtual environment? 
 
B.1.5 Believability Questionnaire (Pedersen, 2013) 
 
  
  
 56  
The sequence that you have just watched contained computer generated object, which means that they 
have been created in a 3D program and implemented into live footage. Please cross out the most 
appropriate number for each statement which corresponds closely to your desired response. Remember 
there is no right or wrong answers. *Required 
The content of the scene fits with the narrative told before seeing the clip* 
 
 
There is connection between the foreground and background elements in the scene * 
 
 
The implemented audio seems to fit the scene content* 
 
The tank appears as if it was really there* 
 
 
The tank appears to respond to the unfolding situation relating to the unidentified object* 
 
The unidentified object appears as if it was really there* 
 
 
  
The tank was perceived as believable* 
 
The unidentified object was perceived as believable* 
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B.1.6 Godspeed Questionnaire (by Bartneck, Kulic, and Croft (2009) 
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B.2 Template for Heuristic Evaluation of Flow  
Based on GameFlow Model (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005) 
 
• Indicate for each of the below criteria a numerical value to what extent this criterion is 
supported by the game  
(0 – N/A, 1 – not at all, 2 – below average, 3 – average, 4 – above average, 5 – well 
done) 
• Elaborate for each of the 8 main elements and their criteria to what extent they are 
fulfilled by the game 
 
Element Criteria Numerical 
Rating  
(0-N/A,  
1-not at all,  
2-below 
average, 3-
average,  
4-above 
average, 5-
well done) 
Qualitative Evaluation 
Concentration  
Games should 
require 
concentration 
and the player 
should be able 
to concentrate 
on the game  
 
games should provide a 
lot of stimuli from 
different sources   
  
games must provide 
stimuli that are worth 
attending to   
 
games should quickly 
grab the players’ 
attention and  maintain 
their focus throughout 
the game   
 
players shouldn’t be 
burdened with tasks 
that don’t feel  important 
  
 
games should have a 
high workload, while still 
being  appropriate for 
the players’ perceptual, 
cognitive, and  memory 
limits   
 
players should not be 
distracted from tasks 
that they want or  need 
to concentrate on   
 
Challenge  
Games should 
be sufficiently 
challenging and 
match the 
player’s skill 
level  
 
challenges in games 
must match the players’ 
skill levels   
  
games should provide 
different levels of 
challenge for  different 
players   
 
the level of challenge 
should increase as the 
player  progresses 
through the game and 
increases their skill level 
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games should provide 
new challenges at an 
appropriate  pace 
 
Player Skills  
Games must 
support player 
skill 
development 
and mastery  
 
players should be able 
to start playing the 
game without reading 
the manual   
  
learning the game 
should not be boring, 
but be part of the fun   
  
games should include 
online help so players 
don’t need to exit the 
game   
  
players should be 
taught to play the game 
through tutorials or 
initial levels that feel like 
playing the game   
  
games should increase 
the players’ skills at an 
appropriate pace as 
they progress through 
the game   
  
players should be 
rewarded appropriately 
for their effort and skill 
development   
  
game interfaces and 
mechanics should be 
easy to learn and use 
  
Control  
Players should 
feel a sense of 
control over 
their actions in 
the game  
 
players should feel a 
sense of control over 
their characters or units 
and their movements 
and interactions in the 
game world   
  
players should feel a 
sense of control over 
the game interface and 
input devices  
  
players should feel a 
sense of control over 
the game shell (starting, 
stopping, saving, etc.)   
  
players should not be 
able to make errors that 
are detrimental to the 
game and should be 
supported in recovering 
from errors   
  
players should feel a 
sense of control and 
impact onto the game 
world (like their actions 
matter and they are 
shaping the game 
world) 
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players should feel a 
sense of control over 
the actions that they 
take and the strategies 
that they use and that 
they are free to play the 
game the way that they 
want (not simply 
discovering actions and 
strategies planned by 
the game developers) 
  
Clear Goals  
Games should 
provide the 
player with 
clear goals at 
appropriate 
times  
 
overriding goals should 
be clear and presented 
early   
  
intermediate goals 
should be clear and 
presented at 
 appropriate times 
  
Feedback  
Players must 
receive 
appropriate 
feedback at 
appropriate 
times  
 
players should receive 
feedback on progress 
toward their goals   
  
players should receive 
immediate feedback on 
their actions 
  
players should always 
know their status or 
score 
  
Immersion  
Players should 
experience 
deep but 
effortless 
involvement in 
the game  
 
players should become 
less aware of their 
surroundings   
  
players should become 
less self-aware and less 
worried  about everyday 
life or self   
  
players should 
experience an altered 
sense of time   
  
players should feel 
emotionally involved in 
the game   
  
players should feel 
viscerally involved in the 
game   
  
Social 
Interaction  
Games should 
support and 
create 
opportunities for 
social 
interaction  
 
games should support 
competition and 
cooperation between 
players   
  
games should support 
social interaction 
between players (chat, 
etc.)   
  
games should support 
social communities 
inside and outside the 
game 
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ANNEX C: COLLECTED QUESTIONNAIRES ON 
REACTION LEVEL FOR PILOT STUDIES 
 
This section provides the complete set of questionnaires suggested to be used for the 
evaluation level ‘Reaction’, i.e. usability and game experience. In addition to the questionnaires 
with instructions, items and answer format, information on scoring is provided. 
 
 
C.1 Game User Experience Satisfaction Scale (GUESS)  
 
C.1.1 Questionnaire 
 
Instruction:  
Based on your experience playing this game, please rate the following statements on a scale 
from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”. Select “N/A” if a statement does not applied to the 
game that you are rating.  
 
Usabilty Subcale 
 Statement Strongly 
disagree 
Disagree Some-
what 
disagree 
Neither 
agree 
nor 
disagree 
Some-
what 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
N/A 
1 I think it is easy to 
learn how to play the 
game.  
        
8 I find the controls of 
the game to be 
straightforward.  
        
14 I always know how to 
achieve my 
goals/objectives in the 
game.  
        
17 I find the game's 
interface to be easy to 
navigate.  
        
25 I do not need to go 
through a lengthy 
tutorial or read a 
manual to play the 
game.  
        
29 I find the game's 
menus to be user 
friendly.  
        
33 I feel the game trains 
me well in all of the 
controls.  
        
37 I always know my next 
goal when I finish an 
event in the game.  
        
44 I feel the game 
provides me the 
necessary information 
to accomplish a goal 
within the game.  
        
48 I feel very confident 
while playing the 
game.  
        
52 I think the information 
provided in the game 
(e.g., onscreen 
messages, help) is 
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clear. 
 
Enjoyment Subcale 
 Statement Strongly 
disagree 
Disagree Some-
what 
disagree 
Neither 
agree 
nor 
disagree 
Some-
what 
agree 
Agree Strongly 
agree 
N/A 
6 I think the game is 
fun.  
        
15 I feel bored while 
playing the game. 
        
27 If given the chance, I 
want to play this game 
again. 
        
38 I am likely to 
recommend this game 
to others.  
        
50 I enjoy playing the 
game. 
        
 
C.1.1 Scoring 
The ratings of all the items of a subscale are averaged to obtain a subscale score for each 
respondent. Only one statement on the GUESS needs to be reverse coded – item 15 of the 
enjoyment subscale (i.e., “I feel bored while playing the game” within the Enjoyment subscale). 
 
For the overall GUESS instrument (i.e. all 9 subscales), a composite score of video game 
satisfaction can be obtained by summing the average score of each subscale together. For the 
composite score, the minimum value is 9 and the maximum value is 63.  
 
 
C.2 System Usability Scale (SUS) 
 
C.2.1 Questionnaire 
 
C.2.1.1 Original version (Brooke, 1996) – for evaluation of game tools for training providers 
 
Instruction: 
Please answer the questions below – record your immediate response to each item, rather than 
thinking about it for a long time. Please respond all items – if you have the feeling you cannot 
answer a particular item, check the centre point of the scale. 
 
 strongly disagree  strongly agree 
      
SUS1. I think that I would like to use this system 
frequently 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
SUS2. I found the system unnecessarily complex 
 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
SUS3. I thought the system is easy to use   
 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
SUS4. I think that I would need the support of a 
technical person to be able to use this system 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
SUS5. I found the various functions in this system 
were well integrated 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
SUS6. I thought there was too much inconsistency 
in this system 
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 1 2 3 4 5 
SUS7. I would imagine that most people would 
learn to use this system very quickly 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
SUS8. I found the system very cumbersome to use 
 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
SUS9. I felt very confident using the system 
 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
SUS10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I 
could get going with this system 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
      
 
 
 
C.2.1.2 Adapted version for SUS for game context (Molnar & Kostkova, 2014) – for 
evaluation of game tools for training providers 
 
 
Please answer the questions below – record your immediate response to each item, rather than 
thinking about it for a long time. Please respond all items – if you have the feeling you cannot 
answer a particular item, check the centre point of the scale. 
 
 
 strongly disagree  strongly agree 
      
GSUS1. I think I would like to play this game 
frequently 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
GSUS2. I found the game unnecessarily complex 
 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
GSUS3. I thought the game was easy to use   
 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
GSUS4. I think I would need the support of a 
teacher or other expert to be able to play this game 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
GSUS5. I found the various functions in this game 
were well integrated 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
GSUS6. I thought there was too much 
inconsistency in this game 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
GSUS7. I would imagine that most people learn to 
play this game very quickly 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
GSUS8. I found the game very awkward to use 
 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
GSUS9. I felt very confident playing the game 
 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
GSUS10. I needed a lot of help before I could get 
top lay this game 
     
 1 2 3 4 5 
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C.2.1 Scoring 
The usability scores for SUS are calculated according the following scoring scheme: For the 
items 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 the score contribution is the actual rating minus 1. For the statements 2, 
4, 6, 8, and 10 the score contribution is 5 minus the actual rating (for missing answers a 
response on the center point of the scale is assumed – similar to the recommendation to tick 
this response in case of unsureness). The single score contributions are summed up and then 
multiplied by 2.5 to obtain the overall system usability value. The resulting score has a possible 
range from 0 to 100, with higher values indicating better results. For further discussion on the 
interpretation of SUS scores (i.e. for translating the score into an absolute judgment of usability), 
please refer to Bangor, Kortum and Miller (2009).  
 
 
C.3 Intrinsic Motivation Questionnaire (IMI) 
 
C.3.1 Questionnaire 
 
Instruction: 
The following items concern your perception of the game activity. Please answer all items. For 
each item, please indicate how true the statement is for you.  
 
Subscale Value/Usefulness 
 Statement 1 
not 
at all 
true 
2 3 4  
some-
what 
true 
5 6 7 
very 
true 
IMI-
VU1 
I believe this activity could be of some 
value to me. 
       
IMI-
VU2 
I think that doing this activity is useful 
for learning and having fun. 
       
IMI-
VU3 
I think this is important for my 
training/education 
       
IMI-
VU4 
I would be willing to do this again 
because it has some value to me. 
       
IMI-
VU5 
I think doing this activity could help me 
to improve my skills. 
       
IMI-
VU6 
I believe doing this activity could be 
beneficial to me. 
       
IMI-
VU7 
I think this is an important activity.        
 
Subscale Interest/Enjoment 
 Statement 1 
not 
at all 
true 
2 3 4  
some-
what 
true 
5 6 7 
very 
true 
IMI-
IE1 
I enjoyed doing this activity very much.        
IMI-
IE2 
This activity was fun to do.        
IMI-
IE3 
I thought this was a boring activity.        
IMI-
IE4 
This activity did not hold my attention 
at all. 
       
IMI-
IE5 
I would describe this activity as very 
interesting. 
       
IMI-
IE6 
I thought this activity was quite 
enjoyable. 
       
IMI- While I was doing this activity, I was        
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IE7 thinking about how much I enjoyed it. 
 
Subscale Perceived Competence 
 Statement 1 
not 
at all 
true 
2 3 4  
some-
what 
true 
5 6 7 
very 
true 
IMI-
PC1 
I think I am pretty good at this activity.        
IMI-
PC2 
I think I did pretty well at this activity, 
compared to other students. 
       
IMI-
PC3 
After working at this activity for a while, 
I felt pretty competent. 
       
IMI-
PC4 
I am satisfied with my performance at 
this task. 
       
IMI-
PC5 
I was pretty skilled at this activity.        
IMI-
PC6 
This was an activity that I couldn't do 
very well. 
       
 
C.3.2 Scoring 
To calculate the scores on the individual subscales, the item score contributions of the reversed 
items are reverse scored first. This is done by subtracting the item response from 8, and using 
the resulting number as the item score. Then, subscale scores are calculated by averaging 
across all of the items on that subscale.  
 
Reversed items: 
• Subscale Interest/Enjoyment 
o IMI-IE3 
o IMI-IE4 
• Subscale Perceived Competence 
o IMI-PC6 
 
C.4 Flow Short Scale (FSS) 
 
C.4.1 Questionnaire 
 
Questionnaire version if used during gaming session 
Instruction: 
Please refer to the gaming activity you just interrupted when responding to the items below. 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 1
Items used for the four motivation scales of the QCM
Appe dix 2
Items used for the FKS
Disagree Agree
1. I like riddles and puzzles. (I) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
2. I think I am up to the difficulty of this task. (P) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
3. I probably won’t manage to do this task. (P−) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
4. While doing this task I will enjoy playing the role
of a scientist who is discovering relationships between things. (I)
○—○—○—○—○—○—○
5. I feel under pressure to do this task well. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
6. This task is a real challenge for me. (C) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
7. After having read the instruction, the task seems to be very
interesting to m . (I)
○—○—○—○—○—○—○
8. I am eager to see how I will perform in the task. (C) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
9. I’m afraid I will make a fool out of myself. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
10. I’m really going to try as hard as I can on this task. (C) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
11. For tasks like this I don’t need a reward, they are lots
of fun anyhow. (I)
○—○—○—○—○—○—○
12. It would be embarrassing to fail at this task. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
13. I think everyone could do well on this task. (P) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
14. I think I won’t do well at the task. (P−) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
15. If I can do this task, I will feel proud of myself. (C) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
16. When I think about the task, I feel somewhat concerned. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
17. I would work on this task even in my free time. (I) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
18. I feel petrified by the demands of this task. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
(C): Challenge
(I): Interest (Items have to be adapted to the task)
(P): Probability of success
(A): Anxiety
Not at all Very much
1. I feel just the right amount of challenge. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
2. My thoughts/activities run fluidly and smoothly. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
3. I don’t notice time passing: (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
4. I have no difficulty concentrating. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
5. My mind is completely clear. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
6. I am totally absorbed in what I am doing. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
7. The right thoughts/movements occur of their own accord. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
8. I know what I have to do each step of the way. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
9. I feel that I have everything under control. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
10. I am completely lost in thought. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
11. Something important to me is at stake here. (W) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
12. I won’t make any mistake here. (W) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
13. I am worried about failing. (W) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
(F): Flow
(W): Worry
Educ Psychol Rev (2006) 18:239–253 251
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Questionnaire version if used after gaming session 
Instruction: 
Think about the situation and your experience while you were playing the game. Try to 
remember how you were feeling during gaming and respond to the statements below. 
 
 
1. I felt just the right amount of challenge. 
2. My thoughts/activities ran fluidly an smoothly. 
3. I didn’t notice time passing. 
4. I had no difficutly concentrating. 
5. My mind was completely clear. 
6. I was totally absorbed in what I was doing. 
7. The right thoughts/movements occurred of their own accord. 
8. I knew what I had to do each step of the way. 
9. I felt that I had everything under control. 
10. I was completely lost in thought.  
 
C.4.2 Scoring 
The flow score is calculated by averaging across all items of the scale. Possible score range 1 
to 7, with higher values indicating more flow experience. Rheinberg (2015) provides FSS score 
means for various everyday activities, which can be used for comparison. 
 
 
C.5 NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) 
 
C.5.1 Questionnaire 
 
Instruction: 
The purpose of the following questions is to measure the perceived workload during gaming 
activity (which is subsequently referred to as 'the task'). Please answer the questions below by 
rating each item based on your subjective impression. 
 
 
 
Appendix 1
Items used for the four motivation scales of the QCM
Appendix 2
Items used for the FKS
Disagree Agree
1. I like riddles and puzzles. (I) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
2. I think I am up to the difficulty of this task. (P) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
3. I probably won’t manage to do this task. (P−) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
4. While doing this task I will enjoy playing the role
of a scientist who is discovering relationships between things. (I)
○—○—○—○—○—○—○
5. I feel under pressure to do this task well. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
6. This task is a real challenge for me. (C) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
7. After having read the instruction, the task seems to be very
interesting to me. (I)
○—○—○—○—○—○—○
8. I am eager to see how I will perform in the task. (C) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
9. I’m afraid I will make a fool out of myself. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
10. I’m really going to try as hard as I can on this task. (C) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
11. For tasks like this I don’t need a reward, they are lots
of fun anyhow. (I)
○—○—○—○—○—○—○
12. It would be embarrassing to fail at this task. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
13. I think everyone could do well on this task. (P) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
14. I think I won’t do well at the task. (P−) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
15. If I can do this task, I will feel proud of myself. (C) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
16. When I think about the task, I feel somewhat concerned. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
17. I would work on this task even in my free time. (I) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
18. I feel petrified by the demands of this task. (A) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
(C): Challenge
(I): Interest (Items have to be adapted to the task)
(P): Probability of success
(A): Anxiety
Not at all Very much
. I feel just the right amount f c alle e. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
. My thoughts/activities run fluidly and s oothly. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
. I don’t notice time passing: (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
. I have no iffic lt c ce trati . (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
. My mind is completely clear. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
6. I am totally absorbed in what I am doing. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
7. The right thoughts/movements occur of their own accord. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
8. I know what I have to do each step of the way. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
9. I feel that I have everything under control. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
10. I am completely lost in thought. (F) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
11. Something important to me is at stake here. (W) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
12. I won’t make any mistake here. (W) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
13. I am worried about failing. (W) ○—○—○—○—○—○—○
(F): Flow
(W): Worry
Educ Psychol Rev (2006) 18:239–253 251
Name   Task    Date
   Mental Demand How mentally demanding was the task?
   Physical Demand How physically demanding was the task?
   Temporal Demand How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task?
   Performance How successful were you in accomplishing what
you were asked to do?
   Effort How hard did you have to work to  accomplish
your level of performance?
   Frustration How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed,
and annoyed wereyou?
Figure 8.6
NASA Task Load Index
Hart and Staveland’s NASA Task Load Index (TLX) method assesses
work load on five 7-point scales. Increments of high, medium and low
estimates for each point result in 21 gradations on the scales.
Very Low Very High
Very Low Very High
Very Low Very High
Very Low Very High
Perfect     Failure
Very Low Very High
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C.5.2 Scoring 
The answer format constitutes a continuum from 0 to 100 (starting from ‘very low’ as the bottom 
level of the continuum), with the 21 vertical ticks representing increments of 5 (apart from the 
first tick). If a subject has, for example marked the 6th tick, this means an item score of 25. If a 
person marks between two ticks (in paper-based version of the questionnaire), the value of the 
right tick is used (i.e. round). Based on the recorded answers the overall workload score is 
automatically calculated by averaging the scores over all dimensions/items. 
(Note: Originally, for scoring the NASA-TLX a weighting procedure was foreseen (also leading 
to additional evaluation load for participants). It has, however, been demonstrated that the 
weighting process is not really necessary and an unweighted combination of the dimensions to 
an overall score is applicable and can be used as a simpler and less time-consuming variant to 
yield an overall workload measure (e.g. Hart, 2006; Moroney et al., 1992). As a result, in RAGE 
we apply the simplified scoring procedure, as described above.) 
 
 
C.6 Igroup Presence Questionnaire (IPQ) 
 
C.6.1 Questionnaire 
 
Instruction: 
Characterize your experience of the gaming activity, by marking the appropriate responses for 
below statements, in accordance with the question content and descriptive labels.  
 
 
1 PRES In the computer generated world I had a 
sense of "being there" 
not at all                           very much 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
2 SP Somehow I felt that the virtual world 
surrounded me. 
fully disagree                   fully agree 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
3 SP I felt like I was just perceiving pictures. fully disagree                   fully agree 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
4 SP I did not feel present in the virtual space. did not feel                      felt present 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
5 SP I had a sense of acting in the virtual 
space, rather than operating something 
from outside. 
fully disagree                   fully agree 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
6 SP I felt present in the virtual space. fully disagree                   fully agree 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
7 INV How aware were you of the real world 
surrounding while navigating in the 
virtual world? (i.e. sounds, room 
temperature, other people, etc.)? 
extremely                          not aware 
aware                                        at all 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
8 INV I was not aware of my real environment. fully disagree                   fully agree 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
9 INV I still paid attention to the real 
environment. 
fully disagree                   fully agree 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
10 INV I was completely captivated by the virtual fully disagree                   fully agree 
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world. o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
11 REAL How real did the virtual world seem to 
you? 
completely                            not real  
real                                            at all 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
12 REAL How much did your experience in the 
virtual environment seem consistent with 
your real world experience ? 
not                                             very  
consistent                         consistent 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
13 REAL How real did the virtual world seem to 
you?  
about as                 indistinguishable  
real as an                            from the 
imagined world                real world 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
14 REAL The virtual world seemed more realistic 
than the real world. 
fully disagree                   fully agree 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
 
C.6.2 Scoring 
All items have a range from 0 to 6. The left endpoint of the scale is always 0, the right endpoint 
is always 6. To work with means of these scales, the reversed ítems need to be reversed first. 
There are only 3 items with reversed wording: SP2, INV3, and REAL1. Then, subscale scores 
are calculated by averaging across all of the items on that subscale. The item 1PRES is an 
additional item that does not belong to a subscale – it loads on all three factors/subscales and 
assesses the general ‘sense of being there’, i.e. serves as an overall assessment of presence. 
 
 
C.7 Believability Questionnaire  
Adapted from Pedersen (2013) 
 
C.7.1 Questionnaire 
 
Instruction: 
Please provide your opinion on the game environment and game characters by ticking the most 
appropriate number for each statement which corresponds closely to your desired response. 
Remember that there are no right or wrong answers 
 
 Strongly                      Strongly 
disagree                          agree 
1. The content of the game scenes fit with the overall game 
narrative  o—o—o—o—o—o 
2. There is connection between the foreground elements and 
background elements in the game scenes  o—o—o—o—o—o 
3. The implemented audio seems to fit the game scene 
content  o—o—o—o—o—o 
4. The game objects and characters appear as if they were 
really there  o—o—o—o—o—o 
5. Game characters appear to respond to the unfolding 
situation relating to the other game objects and characters.  o—o—o—o—o—o 
6. The game characters were perceived as believable  o—o—o—o—o—o 
7. The game objects were perceived as believable o—o—o—o—o—o 
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C.7.2 Scoring 
The believability score is calculated by the total mean across all ítems. Item and total score 
range is 1-6, with higher values indicating higher believability. 
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ANNEX D: INTERVIEW GUIDE – INTERVIEWS WITH 
PLAYERS 
 
Draft Interview Guide for Interviews with Players 
 
Targeted 
Variable 
Question 
Usability 
(Efficiency) 
Is it possible to use the game in a fast and efficient manner? Does the user 
interface look organized?   
Usability 
(Perspicuity) 
Is it easy to understand how to use the game? Is it easy to get familiar with 
the game? 
Usability 
(Dependability) 
Do you feel in control of the interaction with the game? Is the interaction with 
the game secure and predicable? 
Enjoyment  What was your first impression of this game? 
Enjoyment (and 
Usability) 
What didn't you like about this game? Why? 
Enjoyment (and 
Usability) 
If you could only change one thing about this game, what would you change? 
Why? 
Enjoyment What did you like most about this game? Why? 
Usefulness Why do you think the game is (or is not) useful to you? 
Usefulness Would you recommend this game to a friend if the content was relevant to 
them? Why or why not? 
Flow How often during playing the game did you experience situations when you 
felt totally immersed and lost track of time? Describe such a situation! 
Flow What factors/issues disrupted or even kept you from this kind of experience? 
Believability  
(if applicable) 
How lifelike did you perceive the game and the game characters, as a whole. 
Please explain why! 
Transfer To what extent do you have applied some of the learning from the applied 
game in your tasks and professional activities? 
Transfer How did you change your approach to your tasks/work as a result of playing 
the game? 
Transfer Which benefits did you experience by using what you have learned from the 
game? 
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ANNEX E: ADDITIONAL MATERIAL RELATED TO T5.2  
 
E.1 Interpersonal Communication Skills Questionnaire (ICSQ) 
 
 
 
5 = VERY OFTEN  (ALMOST ALWAYS) - It very frequently happens (almost every time) as described. 
4 = OFTEN - It frequently happens (on many occasions) as described. 
3 = NEITHER OFTEN, NOR RARELY - It sometimes happens, and sometimes doesn't happen as described. 
2 = RARELY - It seldom happens (on few occasions) as described. 
1 = VERY RARELY  (ALMOST NEVER) - It very seldom happens (almost at no time) as described. 
ICSQ-GB                                    
  LISTENING 
  
 
 These statements are related to specific interpersonal communicative situations. Please read each sentence 
carefully and try to answer on a 1-5 scale described at the bottom of this page. Choose a response which is the closest 
estimate of your communicative interaction with other people. 
 
 
 
 (NONVERBAL CONDUCT)  
1. I indicate that I am listening by head-nods and appropriate facial expressions.  ____ 
2. I interrupt others before they finish what they mean to say.  ____ 
3. In face-to-face conversations, I maintain good eye contact.  ____ 
4. I avoid unnecessary movements or activities when others are speaking to me.  ____ 
5. People can notice when I find it dull to listen to what they are telling me.  ____ 
  
(EMPATHY) 
 
6. I find it difficult to react in the right way when the person who is talking to me expresses intense sorrow or joy.  ____ 
7. When friends or colleagues refer to me, I have understanding for all their problems.  ____ 
8. I can identify with other people's experiences and feelings even when they are quite different from my own.  ____ 
9. I am inhibited in sharing the feelings of happiness, worries or grief with someone else.  ____ 
10. People feel comforted after talking to me about their worries even when we don't solve their problems.  ____ 
  
(ATTENTIVENESS) 
 
11. I can unceasingly concentrate on the content of another person's long speech.  ____ 
12. I make efforts to follow how consistent, reasonable and substantiated other people's orations are.  ____ 
13. My thoughts wander off to unrelated topics or focus on something else in my environment when someone is 
speaking to me. 
 ____ 
14. I am easily distracted by sounds or changes in the surroundings while listening to what others are telling me.  ____ 
15. After a discussion, I am unable to correctly and concisely retell what has been said to me.  ____ 
  
(OBJECTIVITY) 
 
16. After realizing that my beliefs are opposite of those of another person, I quickly lose willingness to give 
attention to what he/she is telling me. 
 ____ 
17. If someone expresses his/her thoughts or ideas poorly or unclearly, I still make an effort to listen to what this 
person wishes to say. 
 ____ 
18. I judge other people's spoken thoughts and opinions independently of their looks or my overall impressions of 
them. 
 ____ 
19. If a person is unable to articulate an idea, I aid or guide the efforts of this person with consideration.  ____ 
20. When I dislike someone, I lack interest in the words and thoughts he/she may try to communicate to me.  ____ 
  
(MESSAGE COMPREHENSION) 
 
21. I am cautious not to omit something when others are talking to me, and I ask questions to acquire the complete 
information. 
 ____ 
22. While listening, I try to distinguish facts from emotions and impressions that are created by the speaker's 
gestures. 
 ____ 
23. I draw conclusions before others have finished what they intended to tell me.  ____ 
24. I make an effort to put together all details of another person's speech to create an orderly and integral "picture" 
or conception of his/her message in my mind. 
 ____ 
25. After a person I am talking with begins a lengthy speech, I find it increasingly difficult to follow up on all that 
he/she means to say. 
 ____ 
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5 = VERY OFTEN  (ALMOST ALWAYS) - It very frequently happens (almost every time) as described. 
4 = OFTEN - It frequently happens (on many occasions) as described. 
3 = NEITHER OFTEN, NOR RARELY - It sometimes happens, and sometimes doesn't happen as described. 
2 = RARELY - It seldom happens (on few occasions) as described. 
1 = VERY RARELY  (ALMOST NEVER) - It very seldom happens (almost at no time) as described. 
ICSQ-GB 
 
 PERSUASION 
 
 
 
 These statements are related to specific interpersonal communicative situations. Please read each sentence 
carefully and try to answer on a 1-5 scale described at the bottom of this page. Choose a response which is the closest 
estimate of your communicative interaction with other people. 
 
 
 (CREDIBILITY)  
1. People whom I advise judge my recommendations as professional and very sound.  ____ 
2. My colleagues consider me as a reliable person, having in mind how I perform my tasks.  ____ 
3. I don't bother to create an impression that I am a kind and friendly individual.  ____ 
4. I volunteer for tasks which are beneficial for other people or institutions.  ____ 
5. When trying to persuade someone, my aim is to make him/her feel respected, and to fulfill his/her need for 
recognition and approval. 
 ____ 
  
(ARGUMENTATION) 
 
6. When trying to influence someone's opinions or actions, I have difficulty in supplying logical arguments for my 
suggestions. 
 ____ 
7. I can effectively adapt my method of argumentation and persuasion to the traits of a specific person.  ____ 
8. I am poor at preparing the best answers to probable "unpleasant" questions from people whom I am trying to 
convince. 
 ____ 
9. Some of my thoughts and ideas are easily doubted or refuted by those whom I'm trying to persuade.  ____ 
10. I can become too intrusive in my efforts to influence someone in a discourse, causing negative effects.  ____ 
  
(EMOTIONAL APPEAL) 
 
11. I make an effort to create an agreeable atmosphere in a dialogue with someone I'm trying to  ____ 
12. I carefully observe the emotional reactions of people whom I am trying to convince so that I can select the most 
appropriate arguments. 
 ____ 
13. I express excitement and enthusiasm about my proposals when I believe this can help me persuade someone.  ____ 
14. I am good at using statements which can elicit appropriate feelings in others and thus increase the influence of 
my reasoning. 
 ____ 
15. I show special consideration for the person whom I am trying to convince, as well as an interest for his/her 
opinion and emotions. 
 ____ 
  
(ADAPTABILITY) 
 
16. I try to find out all that I can about a person I plan to persuade, to chose an appropriate approach for discussion.  ____ 
17. After initiating a conversation with someone, I make little effort to elicit a favorable opinion and positive 
emotional stand for myself, before trying to convince him/her. 
 ____ 
18. I prepare as many points as I can beforehand, but I use only the best and the most appropriate when persuading 
someone. 
 ____ 
19. The expressions I use and my choice of words are insufficiently adapted to the social background, education, or 
status of a person I am trying to influence. 
 ____ 
20. By the manner and the content of my speech, I leave an impression that I consider the person whom I attempt to 
convince as important. 
 ____ 
  
(PERSUASIVE TACTICS) 
 
21. I verify the authenticity and accuracy of all my key points before using them to influence others.  ____ 
22. When I present verified facts or data to convince others by my statements, I do this at the most opportune time.  ____ 
23. If I persuade another person of something, I clearly explain how it is related to his/her interest.  ____ 
24. I am unprepared to thoroughly listen to all of the opposing arguments and opinions of people whom I am trying 
to persuade. 
 ____ 
25. When it is necessary, I can develop a compromise solution which is acceptable to me and to the person I 
endeavor to influence. 
 ____ 
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5 = VERY OFTEN  (ALMOST ALWAYS) - It very frequently happens (almost every time) as described. 
4 = OFTEN - It frequently happens (on many occasions) as described. 
3 = NEITHER OFTEN, NOR RARELY - It sometimes happens, and sometimes doesn't happen as described. 
2 = RARELY - It seldom happens (on few occasions) as described. 
1 = VERY RARELY  (ALMOST NEVER) - It very seldom happens (almost at no time) as described. 
ICSQ-GB 
 
 SELF-PRESENTATION/1 
 
 EXPRESSING SOCIAL APPROPRIATENESS - EXTERNAL IMAGE 
 
 
 These statements are related to specific interpersonal communicative situations. Please read each sentence 
carefully and try to answer on a 1-5 scale described at the bottom of this page. Choose a response which is the closest 
estimate of your communicative interaction with other people. 
 
 
 (PHYSICAL APPEARANCE)  
1. I devote much effort to ensure that my hair, face, hands etc., are clean and put in order when I am in a social 
situation or when I go out. 
 ____ 
2. I try to ensure that the clothes and footwear which I wear in public are new and not worn-out, and that they are 
clean and tidy. 
 ____ 
3. I make sure that the color and the style of my clothing match my personality and the occasion for which I wear them.  ____ 
4. In especially hot weather I undertake all personal hygiene and other measures to avoid having a noticeable scent 
of perspiration. 
 ____ 
5. I carefully apply in advance all that is necessary to avoid having bad breath in close or face-to-face contacts 
with other people. 
 ____ 
  
(CONTROL OF NONVERBAL DOMAIN) 
 
6. During informal conversations, I express friendly and kind gestures, and maintain good eye contact.  ____ 
7. I am very careful when using other people's things or facilities in their presence.  ____ 
8. I devote little attention to impressions which I make on others by my body posture, or by the movements I make 
while sitting or standing upright. 
 ____ 
9. I am somewhat inconsiderate when deciding how and when to appropriately make contact with, or ask 
something from a person with whom I am unacquainted. 
 ____ 
10. I make much effort to clean, put in order, and tidy up all my things which are visible to others.  ____ 
  
(APPROPRIATE EXPRESSION OF ATTITUDES) 
 
11. I "stick my neck out" by declaring personal thoughts and attitudes which could provoke negative reactions from 
other people. 
 ____ 
12. I carefully try to determine how much and in which way my attitudes differ from those of other people or 
groups whom I am addressing. 
 ____ 
13. If I notice something in the speech of another discussant with which I disagree, instead of interrupting, I try to 
listen through to develop understanding. 
 ____ 
14. I take little care of the fact that reaching an agreement with another person would be much more difficult after I 
reveal an essentially different viewpoint. 
 ____ 
15. It is unimportant to me how and when I would express some of my positive attitudes or habits, for which my 
surroundings are unprepared or have different expectations. 
 ____ 
  
(ACCOMMODATION) 
 
16. I determine in advance what kind of impression I wish to make on another person, and then I try to realize and 
preserve it by the way I conduct myself. 
 ____ 
17. I find it difficult to change my standard habits of reacting in situations when different behavior would be better 
accepted by others. 
 ____ 
18. I fail to carefully observe the emotional changes in people I am talking with, and better adapt my statements and 
actions. 
 ____ 
19. I try to make my expressions, gestures, and spoken ideas as similar as possible to those of the people I wish to 
get closer to. 
 ____ 
20. I am not interested in other people's expectations concerning my attitudes and behavior, to conduct myself in an 
acceptable manner. 
 ____ 
  
(SELF-MONITORING) 
 
21. I quickly perceive unfavorable effects of my actions on other people's judgements, and I correct my actions in time.  ____ 
22. To avoid saying something I might regret, I am careful to think before I speak.  ____ 
23. When I am discussing something, I am concerned about how others interpret my words and how they are 
affected by them. 
 ____ 
24. When I do something in the presence of other people, I am fully aware of my posture and body movements, 
and consider how they could be interpreted. 
 ____ 
25. To prevent disagreement and misunderstanding of my intentions, I concentrate on how my behavior affects the 
person with whom I am talking. 
 ____ 
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5 = VERY OFTEN  (ALMOST ALWAYS) - It very frequently happens (almost every time) as described. 
4 = OFTEN - It frequently happens (on many occasions) as described. 
3 = NEITHER OFTEN, NOR RARELY - It sometimes happens, and sometimes doesn't happen as described. 
2 = RARELY - It seldom happens (on few occasions) as described. 
1 = VERY RARELY  (ALMOST NEVER) - It very seldom happens (almost at no time) as described. 
ICSQ-GB 
 
 SELF-PRESENTATION/2 
 
 EXPRESSING SOCIAL APPROPRIATENESS - RELATIONAL IMAGE 
 
 These statements are related to specific interpersonal communicative situations. Please read each sentence 
carefully and try to answer on a 1-5 scale described at the bottom of this page. Choose a response which is the closest 
estimate of your communicative interaction with other people. 
 
 
 
 (OPENNESS)  
1. Anyone can approach me and pose a question or request something, and I will kindly accept him/her and listen 
thoroughly. 
 ____ 
2. I show reluctance when I have to converse about my own or others problems or imperfections, even in a polite 
and refined manner. 
 ____ 
3. I avoid speaking to people who appear uninteresting and unimportant, or who lack appropriate pose or 
appearance. 
 ____ 
4. When talking to various discussants, I learn about many new things, or feel unique and valuable experiences.  ____ 
5. I find it a waste of my time and useless to have a long discourse with someone who is insignificant to me.  ____ 
  
(INCAUTIOUS DISCLOSURE) - 
 
6. When somebody really annoys me, I try to avoid making an impression of an insolent or intolerant person.  ____ 
7. The person I am talking to can easily detect when I am trying to express something which I don't really mean.  ____ 
8. I am rather inconsiderate and I can make an unfriendly gesture which reveals that talking with someone is 
displeasing to me. 
 ____ 
9. When I become very excited in the presence of others, I make an effort to control what I say and how I act to 
avoid making an unfavorable impression. 
 ____ 
10. My gestures and words unintentionally reveal my negative opinion of the person I'm talking to.  ____ 
  
(DOMINATION) - 
 
11. I try to attain and preserve a favorable (i.e. better or superior) position in a discourse.  ____ 
12. People avoid challenging my ideas, opinions, or attitudes when they discuss something with me.  ____ 
13. Without much regard, I bring it to other people's attention when, in my opinion, our conversation has to finish.  ____ 
14. I hardly beat around the bush when I show the other person in a discourse that he/she should retreat from an 
opposing viewpoint. 
 ____ 
15. When someone criticizes something that I have said or done, I either find means for refutation, or I force 
him/her to abandon the conversation. 
 ____ 
  
(CONFLICTING) - 
 
16. If someone is impolite or slightly aggressive toward me, I nevertheless make an effort to be civil and 
appropriate with that person. 
 ____ 
17. I react with a counterattack or collide with a person who has made a negative remark or expressed belittlement 
towards me. 
 ____ 
18. I use somewhat adverse means of communication to achieve a personal goal or influence someone.  ____ 
19. When I find that my attitudes and interests are essentially different than those of another person, I quickly 
retreat from dialog and enter a dispute or confrontation. 
 ____ 
20. I raise my voice and speak rudely or threateningly to the person with whom I am conversing.  ____ 
  
(ANTIPATHY) - 
 
21. If someone asks too many questions about my personal matters, I hastily snap at him/her, or I end it in some 
other unpleasant way. 
 ____ 
22. I criticize someone during a conversation for what he/she does or for the opinions which he/she reveals to me.  ____ 
23. I deliberately show that I am extremely bored when someone who likes to conduct endless orations starts to speak.  ____ 
24. I ignore dislikable and tedious people, or talk with them in an unpleasant way.  ____ 
25. It matters little to me whether or not I use vulgar or offensive expressions when conversing.  ____ 
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5 = VERY OFTEN  (ALMOST ALWAYS) - It very frequently happens (almost every time) as described. 
4 = OFTEN - It frequently happens (on many occasions) as described. 
3 = NEITHER OFTEN, NOR RARELY - It sometimes happens, and sometimes doesn't happen as described. 
2 = RARELY - It seldom happens (on few occasions) as described. 
1 = VERY RARELY  (ALMOST NEVER) - It very seldom happens (almost at no time) as described. 
ICSQ-GB 
 
 FEEDBACK 
 
 
 These statements are related to specific interpersonal communicative situations. Please read each sentence 
carefully and try to answer on a 1-5 scale described at the bottom of this page. Choose a response which is the closest 
estimate of your communicative interaction with other people. 
 
 
 (DEFINEMENT)  
1. When I give someone a suggestion concerning his/her behavior, it is not entirely understood what I really think 
or mean to say. 
 ____ 
2. I give particular and deliberate attention to the remarks which I give to others, so that they are not misinterpreted.  ____ 
3. I observe how a person reacts to my praise or criticism to ascertain whether or not it is correctly comprehended.  ____ 
4. The comments that I give to someone precisely point out the distinctly positive or negative elements in his/her 
conduct. 
 ____ 
5. When I have to give someone positive or negative remarks on his/her behalf, I do this without considering how 
to make my remarks as simple and accurate as possible. 
 ____ 
  
(GOAL ORIENTATION) 
 
6. I give positive or negative feedback to others without having a well-defined or feasible purpose/goal.  ____ 
7. Instead of criticism, I give other people constructive suggestions on how to improve their actions.  ____ 
8. Before I decide on expressing praise or criticism, I carefully consider what I wish to attain by it.  ____ 
9. I give excessive or unnecessary suggestions to others, or such comments which cannot lead to desired changes 
in their behavior. 
 ____ 
10. When I have a good reason to do so, I praise people to make them feel good and more content.  ____ 
  
(SUITABLENESS) 
 
11. When I express positive or negative feedback, I fail to take into consideration the capability, attitudes or 
personality of those concerned. 
 ____ 
12. I give comments in a way that helps others notice their special strengths and qualities, or important weaknesses.  ____ 
13. Before making positive or negative remarks on someone's behalf, I try to visualize how this person would 
accept them from me personally. 
 ____ 
14. I needlessly express negative remarks even to those people who react by displaying adverse emotions or behavior.  ____ 
15. I give praise or criticism to another person only if I think that he/she is ready enough to accept them and act 
accordingly. 
 ____ 
  
(RELATIONSHIP MAINTENANCE) 
 
16. I carefully avoid expressing negative comments to other people, and am very considerate when giving 
recommendations about their behavior. 
 ____ 
17. I detest giving praise to someone with remarkable and undoubtedly great achievements.  ____ 
18. When I express negative observations, I try to show kindness and regard to the person they relate to at the same 
time. 
 ____ 
19. I give open and unadapted criticism without regard for other people's emotional reactions.  ____ 
20. I try to preserve a good relationship and open communication when I make an effort to attain desired behavior 
from others by expressing approval or objections. 
 ____ 
  
(CRITICISM) - 
 
21. I give positive or negative feedback even when it is based on unverified information or unjustified.  ____ 
22. I tend to use even a minor cause to give somebody a negative remark on his behavior.  ____ 
23. I try to avoid making negative comments at an inopportune time for the other person (i.e., when he/she is 
nervous, feels down, or has a bad day). 
 ____ 
24. It is more important for me to make negative comments which are at the tip of my tongue, than to stay in favor 
with someone. 
 ____ 
25. If I am upset or angry with someone, I try to withhold from criticizing his/her behavior until I am calm and can 
reconsider the situation. 
 ____ 
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5 = VERY OFTEN  (ALMOST ALWAYS) - It very frequently happens (almost every time) as described. 
4 = OFTEN - It frequently happens (on many occasions) as described. 
3 = NEITHER OFTEN, NOR RARELY - It sometimes happens, and sometimes doesn't happen as described. 
2 = RARELY - It seldom happens (on few occasions) as described. 
1 = VERY RARELY  (ALMOST NEVER) - It very seldom happens (almost at no time) as described. 
ICSQ-GB 
 
 
 CONFLICT BEHAVIOR 
 
 
 
 These statements are related to specific interpersonal communicative situations. Please read each sentence 
carefully and try to answer on a 1-5 scale described at the bottom of this page. Choose a response which is the closest 
estimate of your communicative interaction with other people. 
 
 
  (TOLERANCE AND AVOIDANCE)  
1. I feel comfortable when I contact people who have essentially different attitudes, status, habits, or education.  ____ 
2. If someone's behavior or work is in disagreement with the rules which I regard as applying to all, I feel obliged 
to point it out to him/her. 
 ____ 
3. If I have a very negative opinion of a person, or if I can hardly bear his/her presence, I try to hide such attitude 
and feeling. 
 ____ 
4. When my interests are opposed to those of another person, I try to realize them without much regard for him/her.  ____ 
5. I can sense in advance that a specific situation or my intended action could lead to a conflict, and I try to avoid 
negative outcomes. 
 ____ 
  
(PROBLEM COMPREHENSION) 
 
6. During a quarrel with another person I calmly analyze the situation, and make an effort to solve the problem in 
a convenient way. 
 ____ 
7. I try to estimate how my behavior, as well as the behavior of others, initiated and prolonged the conflict.  ____ 
8. While trying to resolve a conflict, I inquire whether it is caused by a communication problem, incompatible 
interests, or by a difference in personalities of those who are involved. 
 ____ 
9. I make an effort to identify possible external factors (environment, other people, organizational problems etc.) 
which could have contributed to the development of a severe disagreement. 
 ____ 
10. I consider it very important to precisely determine the real causes of a conflict, in order to find a more 
righteous solution. 
 ____ 
  
(CONSIDERATION) 
 
11. I give very little attention as to how my traits, behavior, and the words I say influence people with whom I have 
come into disagreement. 
 ____ 
12. While trying to settle a dispute, I adapt my communication and actions to the feelings, attitudes and traits of 
others who are involved (i.e. their distrust, oversensitiveness etc.). 
 ____ 
13. I endeavor to accurately determine the opinions of people who are involved in a fight, to consider their view of 
its causes and possible solutions. 
 ____ 
14. I make little effort to find out the real objectives or interests of people with whom I have a disagreement.  ____ 
15. I don't really care how important it is to a person I am in conflict with, to realize his/her interests which are 
opposed to my own. 
 ____ 
  
(EMOTIONAL CONTROL) 
 
16. During a quarrel my emotions can suppress my need and capability to consider the problem in a completely 
serene and rational way. 
 ____ 
17. When I feel angry or offended, I tactfully try not to say or do something that could make the efforts to resolve a 
dispute more difficult. 
 ____ 
18. If I get upset during a disagreement, before I manage to settle down and reconsider the situation, I conduct 
myself in a disturbed way. 
 ____ 
19. I make effort not to reveal how agitated or insecure I feel in a conflict, so that other people can't use this to 
their advantage. 
 ____ 
20. When I feel irritated in a conflict, I react to other people's behavior first, and then contemplate how adequate 
my actions were. 
 ____ 
  
(CONFLICT TACTICS) 
 
21. If it is not very important that I win an argument, I give in to the other side in a dispute, whose interest and 
need is much greater then my own. 
 ____ 
22. When a conflict is too difficult to be resolved, I tend to avoid taking further actions which could worsen the situation.  ____ 
23. Before trying to settle a disagreement, I consider possible approaches to the opposed party, and choose the most 
appropriate for a specific situation. 
 ____ 
24. I prefer a compromise solution to a conflict when it suits all who are involved.  ____ 
25. I give much attention to avoid making hasty and thoughtless actions when I get in a fight, and only after 
carefully considering the situation I make my move. 
 ____ 
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ANNEX F: ADDITIONAL MATERIAL RELATED TO T5.3  
 
F.1 Groupwork Skill Questionnaire (GSQ) (Cumming et al., 2015) 
 
GSQ items (five-point scale with 1 = never and 5 = always) 
When working in groups, I tend to...  
- Remind the group how important it is to stick to schedules  
- Construct strategies from ideas that have been raised  
- Clearly define the roles of each group member 
- Move the group’s idea forward towards a strategy  
- Evaluate how well the group is progressing towards agreed goals  
- Provide emotional support to my group members  
- Be sensitive to the feelings of other people  
- Show that I care about my group members 
- Be open and supportive when communicating with others  
- Be there for other group members when they need me  
 
F.2 Teamwork Mini-PEC (Lurie et al., 2011) 
Mini-PEC items (5-point rating scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree) 
- This team encourages everyone to share ideas.  
- Leadership in this team creates an environment where things can be accomplished.  
- People in this team have the information that they need to do their jobs well.  
- When people in this team experience a problem, they make a serious effort to gure 
out what’s really going on.  
- Everyone in the team feels able to act on the team vision.  
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ANNEX G: ADDITIONAL MATERIAL RELATED TO T5.4 
 
G.1 Entrepreneurial Intention Questionnaire (Linan et al., 2011) 
 
Appendix
Entrepreneurial attitudes and intentions of university students
Questionnaire 
Education and experience 
 1. What degree are you studying? 
 2. When do you expect to finish it? 
   This year (2005)  Next year (2006)  Later (2007 or more) 
 3. Indicate the importance of the following reasons to choose this degree, from 1 (no important at 
all) to 7 (highly important). 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- Vocation        
- Career opportunities        
- Advise from family or friends        
 4. Have you got labour experience (have worked or are working presently)?  Yes  No 
 If yes: 
 a. In what position? (if several, where stayed longer) 
 b. Have you been in charge of other people?   Yes  No 
 c. How much labour experience do you have? (total number of years) 
 d. How long is it since you left your last job position? (number of years, if still working write 
0) 
e. What size was the firm in which you worked -number of employees-? (if several, where 
stayed longer)  
 5. Have you ever been self-employed (independent worker or firm owner)?  Yes  No 
 If yes: 
 a. How long? (number of years)  
 b. How long is it since you left it? (number of years, if still self-employed write 0) 
 
Entrepreneurial knowledge 
 6. Do you personally know any entrepreneur?  Yes   No 
If yes, indicate your relationship with them, and value the following questions from 1 (to no 
extent) to 7 (completely). 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 Family        
     - To what extent do you know his/her activity as an 
entrepreneur?        
     - To what extent may he/she be considered a “good 
entrepreneur”?        
 Friend        
     - To what extent do you know his/her activity as an 
entrepreneur?        
     - To what extent may he/she be considered a “good 
entrepreneur”?        
 Boss / foreman        
     - To what extent do you know his/her activity as an 
entrepreneur?        
     - To what extent may he/she be considered a “good 
entrepreneur”?        
 Others        
     - To what extent do you know his/her activity as an 
entrepreneur?        
     - To what extent may he/she be considered a “good 
entrepreneur”?        
7. Indicate your level of knowledge about business associations and support bodies from 1 (absolute 
ignorance) to 7 (complete knowledge). 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- Associations (INDICATE ACRONIMS)        
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- Support bodies (INDICATE ACRONIMS)        
 8. For each of the following measures to support firm creation, indicate your level of detailed 
knowledge from 1 (absolute ignorance) to 7 (complete knowledge). 
- Specific training for young entrepreneurs        
- Loans in specially favourable terms        
- Technical aid to start the business        
- Business centres        
- Consulting services in favourable terms        
 
Professional attraction 
 9. What would you like to do immediately after finishing your degree? Value the following options 
from 1 (minimum preference) to 7 (maximum preference). 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- Working as an employee        
- Starting-up a firm        
- Follow on training and preparation        
10. In the medium and longer term, considering all advantages and disadvantages (economic, 
personal, social recognition, labour stability, and so on), indicate your level of attraction 
towards each of the following professional options from 1 (minimum attraction) to 7 
(maximum attraction). 
- salaried work        
- liberal profession        
- Entrepreneur        
11. Indicate your level of agreement with the following sentences from 1 (total disagreement) to 7 
(total agreement). 
- Being an entrepreneur implies more advantages than 
disadvantages to me        
- A career as entrepreneur is attractive for me        
- If I had the opportunity and resources, I’d like to start 
a firm        
- Being an entrepreneur would entail great 
satisfactions for me        
- Among various options, I’d rather be an entrepreneur        
 
Social valuation 
12. In your closest environment, do you think the entrepreneurial activity is valued worse or better 
than other activities and careers? Indicate from 1 (much below others) to 7 (much above 
others). 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- In your close family        
- Among your friends        
- Among your colleagues and mates        
13. If you decided to create a firm, people in your close environment would approve of that 
decision? Indicate from 1 (total disapprovement) to 7 (total approvement). 
- Your close family        
- Your friends        
- Your colleagues and mates        
14. Indicate your level of agreement with the following sentences from 1 (total disagreement) to 7 
(total agreement). 
- Entrepreneurial activity clashes with the culture in 
my country        
- The entrepreneur’s role in the economy is not 
sufficiently recognized        
- Many people consider hardly acceptable to be an 
entrepreneur        
- Entrepreneurial activity is considered too risky to be 
worth while        
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- It is commonly thought that entrepreneurs take 
advantage of others        
 
Entrepreneurial capacity 
15. To what extent do you agree with the following statements regarding your entrepreneurial 
capacity? Value them from 1 (total disagreement) to 7 (total agreement). 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- Start a firm and keep it working would be easy for 
me 
       
- I’m prepared to start a viable firm        
- I can control the creation process of a new firm        
- I know the necessary practical details to start a firm        
- I know how to develop an entrepreneurial project        
- If I tried to start a firm, I would have a high 
probability of succeeding        
16. Do you think you have a satisfactory level of the following capacities to be an entrepreneur? 
Indicate from 1 (no capacity at all) to 7 (very high capacity). 
- Opportunity recognition        
- Creativity        
- Problem solving        
- Leadership and communication skills        
- Development of knew products and services        
- Networking and making professional contacts        
 
Entrepreneurial intention 
17. Have you ever seriously considered becoming an entrepreneur?  Yes  No 
18. Indicate your level of agreement with the following statements from 1 (total disagreement) to 7 
(total agreement)  
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- I’m ready to make anything to be an entrepreneur        
- My professional goal is becoming an entrepreneur        
- I will make every effort to start and run my own firm        
- I’m determined to create a firm in the future        
- I have very seriously thought in starting a firm        
- I’ve got the firm intention to start a firm some day        
 
Entrepreneurial objectives 
19. If you ever started a firm, what size would you like it to achieve (number of employees)? 
  Self-employed  Micro-firm   Small firm  Medium-sized Large firm 
     (no employees)    (up to 10 employees) (10 to 50 empl.)    (50 to 250 empl.)    (> 250 empl.) 
20. To what extent do you consider the following results as corresponding to entrepreneurial 
success? Indicate from 1 (to no extent) to 7 (totally). 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- Competing hard in world markets    
- Reaching a high level of income       
- Carrying out the kind of job you really like        
- Achieving great social recognition        
- Helping to solve the problems of my community        
- Keeping the business alive        
- Keeping a path of positive growth        
21. With respect to the continuous development of your enterprise, how important would it be for 
you? 
- Indicate from 1 (not important at all) to 7 (highly 
important)        
22. To what extent would you perform the following behaviours to develop your firm? Indicate from 
1 (to no extent) to 7 (to a great extent). 
214 Int Entrep Manag J (2011) 7:195–218
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- Exporting a significant share of production        
- Introducing regularly new products/services for your 
costumers        
- Introducing regularly new processes or systems of 
production        
- Developing R + D projects        
- Planning the different areas of the firm with detail        
- Reaching cooperation agreements or partnerships 
with other firms        
- Offer specialized training for employees        
- Enlarging your firm (personnel, premises, etc.)        
 
Entrepreneurship education 
23. To what extent do you thing it is possible to offer entrepreneurship education courses which 
develop the following aspects? Indicate from 1 (not possible at all) to 7 (totally possible). 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
- Knowledge about the entrepreneurial environment        
- Greater recognition of the entrepreneur’s figure        
- The preference to be an entrepreneur        
- The necessary abilities to be an entrepreneur        
- The intention to be an entrepreneur        
24. Have you taken any course or module that could be considered as entrepreneurship education?   
          Yes   No 
 If yes: 
a. Indicate which one(s): 
b. To what extent has it helped you develop any of those aspects? Indicate from 1 (to no 
extent) to 7 (to a great extent) 
- Knowledge about the entrepreneurial environment        
- Greater recognition of the entrepreneur’s figure        
- The preference to be an entrepreneur        
- The necessary abilities to be an entrepreneur        
- The intention to be an entrepreneur        
 
Personal data 
25. Age: 
26. Gender:    Male        Female 
27. Place of birth:   
 
 . Place of residence: 
28. Number of people living in your household (including yourself): ; of them, under age. 
29. What level of studies have your parents reached? 
 Father:     Primary   Secondary  Vocational training   University  Other 
 Mother:   Primary    Secondary  Vocational training   University  Other 
30. What are their present occupations? 
  Private sector  Public sector  Self-employed 
   employee          employee   or entrepreneur  Retired  Unemployed Other 
 Father:          
 Mother:        
31. Roughly speaking, what is the total monthly income in your household? (adding up all revenues 
from any person living in the household) 
  Up to 500   From 500 to 1000  From 1000 to 2000  From 2000 to 4000 
  From 4000 to 7000  From 7000 to 10000  Over 10000 
Int Entrep Manag J (2011) 7:195–218 215
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ANNEX H: ADDITIONAL MATERIAL RELATED TO T5.5  
 
H.1 Student Employability Skills Questionnaire (SESQ)  
 
SESQ items: 
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Appendix I: Chemistry Student Employability Skills Questionnaire (SESQ) 
 
Dear Student, please circle the option that best describe your level of competence in the following statements. [4 = 
Excellently; 3 = Very well; 2 = Somewhat; 1 = Just a little; 0 = Not at all] 
 
S/N Skills statements scoring 
 Communication  
1. I can speak and write clearly so that others understand 4 3 2 1 0 
2.  I can read and understand information in words, graphs, diagrams, or charts 4 3 2 1 0 
3.  I listen and ask questions in order to understand instructions and other people‟s points of view 4 3 2 1 0 
       
 Problem-solving 
4.  I can assess situations, identify problems and evaluate solutions 4 3 2 1 0 
5.  I recognize the many dimensions of a problem and can determine a root cause 4 3 2 1 0 
6.  I‟m not afraid to be creative when solving problem problems. I like to make sure the solution works in case improvement is required 4 3 2 1 0 
       
 Team work 4 3 2 1 0 
7.  I work/co-operate well with other students and team leaders 4 3 2 1 0 
8.  I can lead a team work at school 4 3 2 1 0 
9.  I have the skills of negotiating/persuading 4 3 2 1 0 
10.  I place much value on respect for others 4 3 2 1 0 
       
 Planning & organizing  
11.  I am good at managing time and priorities – setting timelines 4 3 2 1 0 
12.  I am good at taking initiative and making decisions  4 3 2 1 0 
13.  I am a good at being resourceful 4 3 2 1 0 
       
 Creativity/innovation      
14.  When doing a task, I often devise new ways to do it faster and better  4 3 2 1 0 
15.  I usually come up with creative and innovative ideas during group work 4 3 2 1 0 
16.  I like trying out things myself 4 3 2 1 0 
       
 Working with others 
17.  I enjoy working as part of a team  4 3 2 1 0 
18.  I like to contribute to common goals 4 3 2 1 0 
19.  I enjoy the “give and take” of working in a group 4 3 2 1 0 
 Independent study 4 3 2 1 0 
20.  I like to learn new things 4 3 2 1 0 
21.  I learn from my mistakes and can accept feedback 4 3 2 1 0 
22.  I can identify and access learning opportunities 4 3 2 1 0 
       
 Numeracy skills 
23.  I can use basic mathematical functions of plus, minus, multiply and divide 4 3 2 1 0 
24.  I can solve problems using math and science concepts 4 3 2 1 0 
       
 ICT Skills 
25.  I am familiar with word processing 4 3 2 1 0 
26.  I can browse the internet for information for my study and to do assignments  4 3 2 1 0 
27.  I am familiar with the use of emails to send and receive mails 4 3 2 1 0 
       
 Self-management skills      
28.  I can learn very quickly 4 3 2 1 0 
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Appendix I: contd 
 
29.  I have high sense of direction 4 3 2 1 0 
       
 Time management/prioritizing 
30.  Setting priorities is not a problem to me 4 3 2 1 0 
31.  I am good at time management; in my work I often meet deadlines 4 3 2 1 0 
32.  I can manage/do several tasks at once 4 3 2 1 0 
 
 
Appendix II: Employability Opportunity Questionnaire (EOQ) 
 
INSTRUCTION: Dear teacher, kindly circle the number (from 0 - 4) that best describes your response. Note that 
response options ranges from None (0) to Very Much (4).  
 
 
Q1: How much exposure do your students get in the following activities? 
S/N Activities/opportunities for skills None Very Little Little Much Very Much 
1.  Hands on experiential work 0 1 2 3 4 
2.  Independent research project 0 1 2 3 4 
3.  Visit to industries 0 1 2 3 4 
4.  Excursions and field trips 0 1 2 3 4 
5.  Lectures/seminars from scientists or industrialists 0 1 2 3 4 
6.  Careers seminars  0 1 2 3 4 
7.  Students talk-shows/debates 0 1 2 3 4 
8.  Student oral/written presentations 0 1 2 3 4 
9.  Laboratory work 0 1 2 3 4 
10.  Writing laboratory reports 0 1 2 3 4 
11.  Team work/working with others 0 1 2 3 4 
12.  Course on employability 0 1 2 3 4 
13.  Skill acquisition program/course 0 1 2 3 4 
14.  Trade/entrepreneurship  0 1 2 3 4 
15.  Industrial attachment or placement 0 1 2 3 4 
16.  Part-time work experience 0 1 2 3 4 
17.  Extra-curricular activities (school teams, sports) 0 1 2 3 4 
18.  Participation in JETS/Science Club 0 1 2 3 4 
19.  Information communication technology 0 1 2 3 4 
20.  Internet Research/Information retrieval course 0 1 2 3 4 
21.  Accounting/business subjects (e.g. as electives)  0 1 2 3 4 
22.  Interaction with job/work placement agencies 0 1 2 3 4 
23.  Creating Student skills portfolios (self record) 0 1 2 3 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0 1 2 3 4 
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H.2 Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Instrument  
 
HOW DO I MANAGE DIFFERENCES? 
Picture yourself in a situation where your wishes differ from that of another person. 
 
For each of the following 30 statements, choose either A or B (with a circle) as the one 
Which best describes how you would respond. Sometimes neither the A or B statement 
Is typical of your response but try to choose the one that would seem most likely to be 
Your instinctive response in that situation. Only you will see the finished exercise. 
 
1. A There are times when I let others take responsibility for solving the problem. 
 B Rather than negotiate the things on which we disagree, I try to stress those 
things upon 
  Which we both agree. 
 
2. A  I try to find a compromise solution. 
 B I attempt to deal with all of his and my concerns. 
 
3. A I am usually firm in pursuing my goals. 
 B I might try to soothe the other's feelings and preserve our relationship. 
 
4. A I try to find a compromise solution. 
 B I sometimes sacrifice my own wishes for the wishes of the other person. 
 
5. A I consistently seek the other's help in working out a solution. 
 B I try to do what is necessary to avoid useless tensions.  
 
6. A I try to avoid creating unpleasantness for myself. 
 B I try to win my position. 
 
7 A I try to postpone the issue until I have had some time to think it over. 
 B I give up some points in exchange for others. 
 
8. A I am usually firm in pursuing my goals. 
 B I attempt to get all concerns and issues immediately out in the open. 
 
9. A I feel that the differences are not always worth worrying about. 
 B I make some effort to get my way. 
 
10. A I am firm in pursuing my goals. 
 B I try to find a compromise solution. 
 
11. A I attempt to get all concerns and issues immediately out in the open. 
 B I might try to soothe the other's feelings and preserve our relationship. 
 
12. A I sometimes avoid taking positions which could create controversy. 
 B I will let him have some of his positions if he lets me have some of mine. 
 
13. A I propose a middle ground. 
 B I press to get my points made. 
 
14. A I tell him my ideas and ask him for his. 
 B I try to show him the logic and benefits of my position. 
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15. A I might try and soothe the other's feelings and preserve our relationship. 
 B I try to do what is necessary to avoid tensions. 
 
16. A I try not to hurt the other's feelings. 
 B I try to convince the other person of the merits of my position. 
 
17. A I am usually firm in pursuing my goals. 
 B I try to do what is necessary to avoid useless tensions. 
 
18. A If it makes the other person happy, I might let him maintain his views. 
 B I will let him have some of his positions if he lets me have some of mine. 
 
19 A I attempt to get all concerns and issues immediately out in the open. 
 B I try to postpone the issue until I have had time to think it over. 
 
20. A I attempt to immediately work through our differences. 
 B I try to find a fair combination of gains and losses for both of us. 
 
21. A In approaching negotiations, I try to be considerate of the other person's wishes. 
 B I always lean toward a direct discussion of the problem. 
 
22. A I try to find a position that is intermediate between his and mine. 
 B I assert my wishes. 
 
23. A I am very often concerned with satisfying all our wishes. 
 B There are times when I let others take responsibility for solving the problem. 
 
24. A If the other's position seems very important to him, I would try to meet his 
wishes. 
 B I try to get him to settle for a compromise solution. 
 
25. A I try to show him the logic and benefits of my position. 
 B In approaching negotiations, I try to be considerate of the other person's wishes. 
 
26. A I propose a middle ground. 
 B I am nearly always concerned with satisfying all our wishes. 
 
27. A I sometimes avoid taking positions which could create controversy. 
 B If it makes the other person happy, I might let him maintain his views. 
 
28. A I am usually firm in pursuing my goals. 
 B I usually seek the other's help in working out a solution. 
 
29. A I propose a middle ground. 
 B I feel that the differences are not always worth worrying about. 
 
30. A I try not to hurt the other's feelings. 
 B I always share the problem with the other person so that we can work it out. 
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Your scores on the 5 styles for handling conflict 
 
No set of scores will ever describe you perfectly. They provide a way to talk about your most 
preferred and least preferred style for handling conflict -about your conflict comfort zone. You do 
not always approach things in exactly the same way; but neither do you try something 
different each time. You starting point for managing conflict tends to be your comfort zone. 
 
Transfer your score from the 30 questions to this sheet by circling the A or the B letters below 
that you circled on each question. Then add up each column to get a score for each style. 
 
 Competing 
(forcing 
Cooperating 
(problem 
solving) 
Compromising 
(sharing) 
Avoiding 
(withdrawal) 
Accommodating 
(smoothing) 
1    A B 
2  B A   
3 A    B 
4   A  B 
5  A  B  
6 B   A  
7   B A  
8 A B    
9 B   A  
10 A  B   
11  A   B 
12   B A  
13 B  A   
14 B A    
15    B A 
16 B    A 
17 A   B  
18   B  A 
19  A  B  
20  A B   
21  B   A 
22 B  A   
23  A  B  
24   B  A 
25 A    B 
26  B A   
27    A B 
28 A B    
29   A B  
30  B   A 
 
 
 
Total 
Competing Cooperating Compromising Avoiding Accommodating 
 
 
 
 
The maximum score for any style is 12 and the total aggregate score is 30.  A score of 
more than 6 on any style would indicate a preference for that mode, while a score of 
less than 6 would indicate relative neglect. 
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H3. Hersey/Blanchard Leadership Style Questionnaire  
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H.4 Leadership Skills Questionnaire (LSQ) 
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ANNEX I: ADDITIONAL MATERIAL RELATED TO T5.7 
 
I.1 Career Self Efficacy Scale (CSES)   
• confidence rating on 10-point rating scale from 0 (very little) to 9 (very much) 
• provides a more fine-grained picture than the JSS instrument (see below) and might be 
especially relevant for T5.7 pilots because of its subscale on job interviews 
• Relevance for the use case: The subscales nicely match the game goals; only the 
‘networking’ subscale does not seem highly relevant and could probably be omitted 
 
CSES items: (10-point rating scale from 0 (very little) to 9 (very much)) 
 
How confident are you in your ability to: 
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Table 1 (Continued)
Factor Loadings of the Career Search Efficacy Scale
Note. Highest loading items are bolded.
interviewing such as conducting an information interview, and evaluating the
job requirements during the actual job interview and was titled Interviewing
Efficacy. Two items, (Select helpful people at the workplace with whom to
associate, and Market your skills and abilities to others) were found to be
cross-loaded with Factor 1.
Factor 3 consisted of 7 items with factor loadings that range from .71 (Join
organizations that have a career emphasis) to .52 (Market your skills and
abilities to your employer), and accounted for 4.8% of the trace variance.
Analysis of the highest loading items suggested that this factor assessed
various networking activities such as using a network to identify job
opportunities and soliciting help from an established career person and
was therefore titled Networking Efficacy.
Factor 4 consisted of 5 items with factor loadings that range from .87
(Clarify and examine your personal values) to .58 (Identify and evaluate your
career values), and accounted for 3.8% of the trace variance. Analysis of the
items loading on this factor suggest that they pertain to exploring personal
and career values and preferences and was therefore titled Personal
Exploration Efficacy.
A 2 (Gender) x 4 (Class Level) MANOVA was performed in order to
determine whether the four subscales varied by gender and class level.
The main and interaction effects were not significant. The means and
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ANNEX J: QUESTIONNAIRES ON PLAYER 
CHARACTERISTICS 
 
J.1 Survey used by Terlecki and Newcombe (2005) 
 
Video Game Experience 
 
Name (please print):_______________________________________________________ 
Gender (please circle one): Male  Female 
Age:______________________ Major:____________________________________ 
# of Siblings:_______________ Sibling’s gender/s:__________________________ 
 
Directions: Please circle the best answer for each of the following questions, or write 
your answer in the space marked “other”. 
 
1. Have you ever played video games? Yes   No 
2. Do you currently play video games? Yes   No 
If your answer was “No” to either question, why don’t you play video games?  
 a. cost   d. lack of skill 
 b. not interested e. not allowed (parents, teachers, etc.) 
 c. not enough time f. other__________________________________________ 
If your answer to # 1 or # 2 was “No”, answer please skip to question # 12. 
3. How long have you been playing video games? 
 a. 6 months  d. 5-10 years 
 b. 1 year  e. 10 or more years 
 c. 2-5 years 
4. How did you get started playing video games; who or what motivated you to play? 
 a. self interest  d. advertisements (magazines, TV, newspaper) 
 b. other female/s e. the internet 
 c. other male/s  f. other__________________________________________ 
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5. How often (approximately) do you currently play video games? 
 a. daily  d. once in 6 months 
 b. weekly  e. once a year 
 c. once a month f. less than once a year or never 
6. How good do you feel you are at playing video games? 
 a. very good  c. not very skilled 
 b. moderately good d. no skill 
7. What consoles do you own (if any)? Please list all. 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
8. If you do not own a console, how do you play? 
 a. other friends that own  d. on my phone  
 b. online/internet   e. handheld 
 c. arcade    f. other______________________________ 
9. What are your Top 3 (in order) genres, or video game categories, that you enjoy to 
play? (Choose from the list on the last page of this questionnaire, or add your own). 
           #1.________________________________________________________________ 
           #2.________________________________________________________________ 
           #3.________________________________________________________________ 
10.What are your Top 5 (in order)video games that you like to play? 
           #1._____________________________#4_________________________________ 
           #2._____________________________#5_________________________________ 
           #3._____________________________ 
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11. Based on your Top 3 and Top 5, what attracts you to these games? 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
12. Would you be interested in playing video games in the future?       Yes  No 
13. What type of marketing attracts you, or would attract you, to play video games? 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
14. What would you like to see in a video game made just for YOU?  
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
Video Game Genres (for #9) 
 
Action  
Fighting  
First-person shooter  
Role-playing  
Massively Multiplayer Online Games  
Simulators  
Flight  
Racing  
Sports  
Military  
Space  
Strategy  
Strategy wargames  
Real-time strategy and turn-based 
strategy games  
Real-time tactical and turn-based tactical   
God games  
Economic simulation games  
City-building games  
Adventure  
Arcade  
Educational  
Maze  
Music  
Pinball  
Platform  
Puzzle  
Stealth  
Survival horror  
Vehicular combat  
 
Other (please specify) 
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Annex A: Gaming Preferences Questionnaire (GPQ) 
 
From 1 to 7, how often do you play videogames? 
 Never Daily 
FR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
From 1 to 7, how much do you like the following types of games? 
Variable Type of game  
       Never Daily 
PF.FPS First person shooters (FPS) games. For example, Call of Duty 
(Black Ops) sagas, Borderlands, Halo or Bioshock. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
PF.ADV Adventure or thriller games. For example, Uncharted sagas, 
Heavy Rain, Resident Evil or Assassin's Creed. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
PF.MUSIC Singing, dancing or playing instruments games. For example, 
Guitar Hero sagas, Sing Star or Just Dance. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
PF.FIGHT Fighting games. For example, Tekken sagas, Mortal Kombat 
or Street Fighter. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
PF.THINK Intelligence and quiz/trivia games. For example, Brain 
Training, Trivial or Brain Academy. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
PF.STRAT Strategy games. For example, Civilization sagas, Age of 
Empires or Starcraft. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
PF.SPORT Sports, Racing or simulation games. For example, FIFA, PES, 
NBA Live, Gran Turismo or Need for Speed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
PF.SOCIAL Super Mario, Mario Kart o Wii Sports. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
PF.I-COL Internet collaborative games. For example, World of Warcraft 
or Farmville. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
